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Introduction

The present volume highlights a selection of contributions to the topic of LSP
Translation Scenarios within the Marie Curie Conference Series MuTra:
Multidimensional Translation held between 2005 and 2007 at Saarbrücken,
Copenhagen and Vienna. In Part I and II, it discusses fundamental theoretical
concepts in LSP translation from text terminology to intercultural discourse,
including the interrelationship of knowledge and text with reference to trans-
lation and simultaneous interpreting. In Part III and IV, it portrays the techno-
logical support offered by computerized applications and offers an authentic
example of how LSP translation is taught at post-graduate level today.

While the initial editor’s article focuses on general LSP translation prob-
lems as seen from different text perspectives and suggests a methodological
framework for solving such problems, Martin Will’s article relates the consti-
tution of knowledge (systems) to different phases in the process of simulta-
neous interpretation. Both these articles are written from an acting translator’s/
interpreter’s perspective and suggest methodologies for existing problems.
From a more detached theoretical perspective, Margaret Rogers discusses the
textual dimension of terminological equivalence and Juliane House empha-
sizes the intercultural aspect of discourse preferences in translation by exem-
plifying the functional-pragmatics approach and showing the influence of glo-
bal English on translation.

Klaus Schubert and Lisa Link introduce basic translation tools as the tech-
nological support available in LSP translators and describe the data formats
commonly encountered in LSP (‘technical’) translation and the software tools
used to create, edit, and translate technical documents. Peter Sandrini in his
‘Localization and Translation’ article extends the technological perspective to
differentiating between software and website localization from a translator’s
point of view. Annely Rothkegel’s article on Multilingual Text Production re-
lates the concept of ‘text states’ in multilingual text production and machine
translation to different stages of repair work in the process of translation.

The concluding article ‘Teaching LSP Translation’ by Gertrud Hofer, ex-
emplifies the integration of LSP translation aspects into didactics by portray-
ing the postgraduate LSP translation curriculum as it is practiced at the
Zürcher Hochschule der Angewandten Wissenschaften today.
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All of the contributions are written in (British or American) English al-
though most of the authors are not English native speakers: the reason is partly
the specific wish of the contributors and partly the requirement of the publishers
to ensure maximum readership. We have endeavored to respect the variations
now accepted for English as an international language with examples translated
from German in an effort to keep the reference language homogenous. We
have also accepted that different authors use different terms for LSP texts, e.g.
specialized texts or technical texts, and have not endeavored to homogenize
terminology.

We would like to thank the contributors for their cooperation and patience
in preparing the manuscript for publication and we hope that the book is use-
ful to all those who work as translators and trainers of translators of LSP texts.

Saarbrücken, January 2008 The editors

6 Introduction
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Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast (Saarbrücken)

Fundamentals of LSP Translation

1 Introduction
2 General Translation Principles
3 The Micro-Structural Level: Terms & Terminology in LSP Translation
4 The Medio-Structural Level in LSP Translation
5 The holistic Level of LSP Texts: Coherence and Knowledge Systems
6 Translating LSP Texts
7 Summary
8 References
Appendices

Abstract – Against the background of general translation principles, the pre-
sent article discusses critical problems when translating technical or LSP texts
and suggests some general solutions to the acting translator when making de-
cisions regarding the variation (contamination) of terms, the interculturality
of discourse structures and the identification of background knowledge im-
plied in LSP texts.

1 Introduction

Translating LSP texts involves choices and decisions on many levels: the level
of terms when choosing between possible terminological and other lexical
variants, the level of text and discourse when choosing between different dis-
course patterns such as a more reader- or fact-oriented ‘style’ and the level of
background knowledge when choosing between source or target (knowledge)
systems implied in LSP texts in terms of conventions or other systematic for-
mats (e.g. English or German legal systems or balance sheet formats).

While it has long been recognized that such translation decisions cannot
be made ‘objectively’ but that they are determined by a mix of individual and
situational factors – among them the target text’s purpose, norms, readership
type as well as the translator’s individual perspective, knowledge and judg-
ment – little is known about the interplay of such factors in a practical transla-
tion scenario.
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The following article discusses critical problems when translating techni-
cal or LSP1 texts and suggests some general solutions to the acting translator
when decisions need to be made regarding variations (contaminations) of
terms, the interculturality of discourse structures and the identification of
background knowledge implied in LSP texts. The guidelines offered are ge-
neral in nature and abstract enough to avoid the restrictions of language-
specificity. When it seemed helpful, illustrative examples were given using Ger-
man as a reference language but the suggested principles apply to all languages.

Chapter 2 discusses general translation concepts and suggests three differ-
ent text levels on which LSP translation strategies can be formulated: (1) the
micro-level of (contaminated) terms in context (2) the macro-level of back-
ground knowledge and how it shows up in texts, and (3) a medio-level of
structuring information in LSP texts. Chapter 3 focuses on the micro level: on
the problem of terms in LSP translation, their constitution, contaminated usage
and intercultural variation. Chapter 4 discusses the medio-level of (inter-
culturally varying) discourse in terms of information structuring and isotopic
levels as indicators of coherence. Chapter 5 discusses how implied domain
knowledge in LSP texts can be identified and made transparent by coherence-
establishing hypotheses. Chapter 6 illustrates the interplay of these different
intercultural LSP dimensions with a translated passage from Samuelson’s Eco-
nomics textbook2.

2 General Translation Principles

2.1 Intersubjective Verifiability

There is general consensus that translation decisions and solutions are not ‘re-
peatable’ in all situative contexts, but are influenced by individual translator’s
decisions with respect to the individual text to be translated in a given transla-

8 Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast

1 While many authors use ‘technical’ and ‘specialized’ for languages of special purposes
to denote domain-specific texts (cf. other contributions to this volume), the acronym
LSP (languages for special purposes) is used here for reasons of simplicity, unambiguity
and flexibility of use.

2 The Samuelson textbook example was chosen for two reasons: (1) the author of this ar-
ticle experienced the problems discussed below first hand when translating parts of the
textbook into German and (2) the Economics has been translated into 40 languages so
that interested readers are able to apply and compare the principles and solutions sug-
gested to their specific language combination.
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tion scenario. Translation is, therefore, an individual activity and is not measur-
able by ‘objectivity’. On the other hand, it must be possible to make translati-
on decisions and the reasoning behind them ‘transparent’ to others if they are
to be systematically produced, investigated, discussed and taught. This is why
the traditional criterion of ‘objectivity’ in the natural sciences needs to be re-
placed by another less rigid but realistic and similarly valuable criterion for
translation purposes. It is suggested here that this criterion is intersubjective
verifiability which means that the interplay of individual situational and
decision-making factors in translation are identifiable by others, i.e. are ‘trans-
parent’.

2.2 Weighted Decision-Making

There is also a general consensus that not all, but only a selection of source text
features (identified by text analysis) can be transferred to the target text, de-
pending – among other things – on such factors as the translation purpose, the
target text type, target culture or assumed readership type. Translation there-
fore always involves choices among alternatives and thus generally requires
decisions on the part of the translator. If translation decisions are to be made in
a reasonable and consistent manner, such decision-making needs to be trans-
parent. On a general level, making decisions among alternatives involves a
ranking of alternatives according to an individual’s set of priorities. For trans-
lation purposes, the translator needs to weigh the features identified in text
analysis with respect to their priority. The priority ranking of text features for
target text production is influenced by a set of translation parameters includ-
ing the individual perspective of the translator as it manifests itself in weighted
decision-making. When (re)formulating a target text, therefore, such weighted
decisions need to be made transparent in their interplay, i.e. it must be verifi-
able to which extent translator’s decisions are governed by at least the parame-
ters of assumed ‘purpose’, ‘recipient type’ and ‘norms/conventions’ in the tar-
get culture and which choices were made by the individual translator for a
translation to be intersubjectively verifiable.

The principles of intersubjective verifiability and weighted decision-mak-
ing help to make consistent and reasonable translation decisions which are re-
peatable and yield comparable results. At the same time these principles leave
room for different target text versions which may all be ‘correct’ but reflect
different weighted decisions relative to a translation’s purpose, discourse
‘style’ or simply different translators’ preferences.

Fundamentals of LSP Translation 9
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2.3 Text Perspectives

There are several ways to look at texts. On different levels, the focus may be
(1) on words and terms (2) on text structure, e.g. what information is presented
in which (more or less understandable) manner or (3) even extend to such
overall implications in texts as cultural backgrounds, norms or values.

In text linguistics such different dimensions are often referred to as the mi-
cro- and macro-levels of texts with hermeneutic interpretations offered by
philosophers and philologists. The problem for translators, however, comes
from the fact that a text needs to be translated to make sense as a whole, often
interrelating micro- and/or macro-level categories. The interplay of parame-
ters on different levels which governs how sense as a whole is established, is lit-
tle known. Only considering text features on a micro-level, e.g. terms or
words, may result in garbeled texts as many machine translation examples
show. Considering text features only on a macro-level, on the other hand, in-
volves marco-structural categories (such as information sequencing or coher-
ence) which are often not specific enough for application purposes, i.e. are not
operationalizable in practice. The problem for the translator is, therefore, at
least twofold (1) the macrostructural and hermeneutic categories are not
operationalized for translation purposes and (2) it is unclear how they relate to
and interact with categories on the micro-structural level.

If, for example, the terms ‘assets’ in an LSP text needs to be translated into
German (microstructural-level), the translator needs to know the purpose of
the translation (macro-structural level), which may be the translation of a bal-
ance sheet. This will probably determine the rendering of ‘assets’ with
‘Anlagen’. With other translation purposes it may be ‘Vermögenswerte’ or
simply ‘Kapital’. In addition to the translation purpose, the translator needs to
be aware of the interculturally differing balance sheet classifications implied
by the translation purpose in order to properly position ‘assets’ or ‘Anlagen’
in the balance sheet layout of the target text. It can easily be seen that micro-
and macro-structural categories interrelate and that a general category like the
‘translation purpose’ needs specification or ‘operationalization’ with respect
to what it means for making decisions on the micro- and macro-levels of target
texts (cf. Sunwoo 2008).

We therefore suggest that texts and translations may be generally seen
from three different perspectives which are interrelated and complement each
other and must all be considered when translating LSP texts:

10 Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast
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– a micro-structural atomistic level, on which atomistic (smallest micro-
structural features, e.g. terms or terminologcal units, contaminations, set
phrases) are identified. It includes all phenomena that cannot be ‘broken
down’ into smaller units and does not consider their potential develop-
ment into more complex textual dimensions as the text progresses.
Atomistic features are identified and listed as aspects which can show dif-
ferent values when correlated with different text segments. The resulting
aspective matrix allows for transparency of an individual reading and in-
terpretation in terms of explicitly answering the question of which aspects
are relevant in the (source and target) text. Weighted decisions based on
such aspective matrices reflect a target text production in its atomistic di-
mension (for an example cf. Appendix).

– a macro-structural holistic level on which (implicit) world or LSP know-
ledge in texts is made transparent as underlying holistic systems (holons). It
is widely accepted that understanding texts is not a passive reception pro-
cess but an active effort on the part of the reader (and translator) to make
sense of a text, i.e. to make a text coherent. This activity involves integrat-
ing world or domain knowledge into the text comprehension process (e.g.
de Beaugrande/Dressler 1983). Domain knowledge can be structured as
holistic systems (holons) which manifest themselves (are ‘concretized’) in
text elements. They make coherence-establishing processes transparent in
that they show how individual domain knowledge interacts with what is
actually written in a text by ‘inferences’ (Bellert 1970), ‘implications’
(Dressler 1973), ‘implicatures’ (Grice 1975) or ‘individual hypotheses’
(Gerzymisch-Mudersbach 1998). Analyses on the holistic level of texts re-
sult in the identification of structured knowledge systems which make un-
derlying background knowledge in texts transparent (cf. Will 2008). They
are represented and visualized by thesaurus structures or semantic net-
works (for an example cf. Appendix).

– A medio-hol-atomistic level which ‘mediates’ between the atomistic and
holistic levels. Analysis and description on a hol-atomistic level identifies
features that extend from an explicit atomistic unit to a more complex di-
mension as the text progresses. Examples are contextual patterns of terms
(or other LSP characteristics) and their theme-rheme progression or iso-
topy. Representation and visualization is possible by semantic networks
(cf. Appendix).

While this differentiation may initially seem (and is) complex – after all, trans-
lation is a complex activity –, it allows practicing translators to focus on trans-
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lation problems from varying perspectives, e.g. from the perspectives of terms
(atomistic level), from the perspective of information sequencing (hol-atom-
istic level) and/or from the perspective of background knowledge (holistic
level), and at the same time integrate these complemenatry perspectives into a
consistent methodology to produce a coherent target text.

2.4 Translation Phases

As with general translation, translating LSP texts can be viewed methodologi-
cally as involving three phases: analysis, transfer and restructuring (Nida/
Taber 1969:33), adapted here to partially interrelated reception, transfer and
(re)production phases (cf. Fig. 1).

Although these phases are actually interrelated, their distinction is meth-
odologically useful for the same reasons as the distinction of different text per-
spectives: (1) it allows translators to concentrate on individual phases of the
translation process, depending on where relevant problems are assumed to de-
velop and (2) integrate problems in different phases into an integrated whole
of the translation process. For LSP translation and interpreting, for instance, it
allows for judgements that the reception phase may not present much diffi-
culty for a domain expert while it may be of particular relevance to a translator

12 Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast
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when constituting the necessary domain knowledge systems. And while the
contrastive transfer phase may be relatively ‘easy’ to render for a trained lin-
guist, it takes the trained skill of a translator to accomplish the reformulation
task according to target text purpose and recipient type parameters.

2.5 Translation Methodology: A Step-by-Step Sequence

Based on the three text perspectives and the three-phase translation process,
the following sequence of steps is suggested for LSP translation3:

– a bottom-up text analysis with text-individual ‘salient’ LSP features in
the reception phase (identifiable on an atomistic, hol-atomistic and holis-
tic level), i.e. a phase in which the LSP source text is ‘understood’ and its
comprehension is secured and controlled.

– a contrastive analysis phase in which language and cultural LSP features,
patterns and/or knowledge systems are compared for translation pur-
poses (transfer phase) and which includes a comparative compatibility
analysis of source and potential target text features from all three text per-
spectives: atomistic, holistic, and hol-atomistic.

– a reformulation phase in the target language and culture, in which the in-
dividual target text is produced ((re)production phase) against the lan-
guage and cultural resources identified in the transfer phase. The reformu-
lation process is governed by at least the target text purpose, applicable
norms and assumed recipient or text type and interrelates atomistic,
hol-atomistic and holistic levels or text perspectives.

Following this step-by-step sequence presupposes an operationalizeable trans-
lation purpose (as suggested by Sunwoo 2008), involves weighted decision-
making on all levels of text and offers transparency and intersubjective veri-
fiability as proposed by the methodological translation triad Aspectra, Relatra
and Holontra4 (Gerzymisch-Arbogast/Mudersbach 1998).

Before discussing these aspects in more detail, we need to position the dimen-
sion of interculturality in LSP translation and see how it reflects itself in relevant

Fundamentals of LSP Translation 13
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transfer activities in contrast to multilingual text production (cf. Annely Rothkegel’s
contribution in this volume).

4 The methodology has been formulated as a coherent step-by-step translation method-
ology in Gerzymisch-Arbogast/Mudersbach 1998 and is extensively exemplified in
later publications. It is, therefore, not repeated here in detail.



LSP features, e.g. on terms and their contaminations in context and on discourse
in terms of information sequencing, coherence and other textual phenomena.

2.6 Interculturality and LSP Translation

Considering culture in (LSP) texts raises many conceptual and methodologi-
cal questions which cannot – in this context – be adequately dealt with (for a
more specific discussion cf. House in this volume). This is not only true for the
debate as to which function a ‘culture’ has in a society, e.g. as a means of coping
with death (e.g. Assmann 2000), giving a sense of life (e.g. Mudersbach 2002)
or providing a set of rules and regulations governing the behavior of people in
a society (e.g. Witte 2000). It is also true with respect to the perspectives un-
derlying different concepts of culture as different disciplines (e.g. anthropol-
ogy, ‘cultural science’ and intercultural communication) have defined culture
in different ways with the legitimate concern that the concept fits their own
discipline’s explanatory needs5. In addition, culture itself has several dimen-
sions depending on the individual(s) or groups it relates to and is even consid-
ered with reference to just one individual (ideo-culture, cf. Floros 2006). In the
translation literature the societal and community dimensions of culture have
been most prominent. For LSP translation purposes it may be helpful to be aware
of ‘scientific communities’ sharing certain values and beliefs which may vary
interculturally and which can therefore be said to reflect specific ‘cultures’.

We will here assume with Mudersbach (2002) that ‘culture’ exists because
it provides a sense for living which may take different forms reflecting them-
selves in different life domains as ‘systems’. We also assume that the awareness
of culture ‘necessitates translation’ in the sense that it presupposes another
culture to become aware of one’s own belonging to a culture.6

In the translation literature, in line with the lexical orientation in linguis-
tics, ‘culture’ in texts was for a long time restricted to its lexical dimension.
With respect to the text perspectives discussed above we can say that it was
widely only discussed on an atomistic level. ‘Cultural specifics’ were defined
as lexical elements for political, institutional, socio-cultural and geographical
facts which were specific to certain nationalities and countries, e.g. Koller

14 Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast
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5 For an overview of definitions of culture cf. Kroeber & Kluckhohn (1952) and Hansen
(1994). Their value for translation purposes is discussed in Floros (2003).

6 For reasons of space we need to restrict our discussions here to the interlingual dimen-
sion of culture between languages, although the intralingual dimension (as intralingual
translation) is certainly of great interest to LSP research, too.



(7/2004:232). Following the pragmatic turn in linguistics, the behavioral con-
cept of culture was borrowed from cultural anthropology (Vermeer 1986:178,
referring to Göhring 1978:10 referring to Goodenough 1964:36) to serve as a
framework for discussing translation as ‘cultural transfer’ (Vermeer 1986/
1994) in its function of ‘regulating’ the behavior of members in a society. With
this broader perspective, cultural manifestations in text and translation were
embedded into Fillmore’s scenes and frames concept (Vannerem/Snell-
Hornby 1986/1994, Witte 2000). It required Juliane House’s distinction be-
tween ‘covert’ and ‘overt’ translation (1977, 1997, cf. her contribution in this
volume) to raise and explain functional differences in the translation of culture
in texts. Using a ‘cultural filter’, she distinguishes translations in terms of
whether they reflect the source or target text culture, which manifests itself
e.g. in interculturally varying discourse preferences in English and German
LSP texts (House 1999). Schmid is the first to call for structuring the concept
of ‘culture’ for translation purposes (2000) – a claim which is realized by
Mudersbach’s definition of culture as the aggregate of all ‘cultural systems’ in
a society. Cultural systems are here structured as interrelated holons which
manifest themselves (or are concretized) in texts (Gerzymisch-Arbogast/
Mudersbach 1998). Floros (2003) takes this idea further to establish ‘cultural
constellations’ in texts as the actual random concretizations of cultural sys-
tems which contribute to the coherence of texts (cf. Floros 2004, 2006) and of-
fer a methodology for their translation (Floros 2003, 2007).

To make the ‘cultural transfer’ transparent as part of translation processes,
we assume that ‘culture’ provides a sense for living which may take different
‘forms’, e.g. values, beliefs, conventions, habits etc. These ‘forms’ may be con-
ceived as holistic entities (holons) and structured as systems with sub-systems
on different hierarchical levels. All cultural systems together make up the ‘cul-
ture’ of a society or ‘scientific’ or other community. They are interrelated by
their common function of perpetuating an established form of living and man-
ifest themselves on the text level via (cultural or other, e.g. domain knowledge)
constellations (cf. Floros 2003, Will 2008).

Interculturality may manifest itself explicitly or implicitly in LSP texts
and translations on all of the above text levels:

– on the atomistic micro-structural level of terms which may differ concep-
tually across cultures (cf. the term ‘money’ and M 17 in the example below),

Fundamentals of LSP Translation 15
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7 ‘M’ in economics is generally accepted as the abbreviation for the ‘money stock’ of a
country.



– on the hol-atomistic medio-structural text level of collocations and syn-
tactic structures when functional and pragmatic relationships of terms (in
context) are identified with the help of theme-rheme-progression and
isotopy which make up interculturally varying discourse patterns (as in
the short sample ‘Asset Demand’, cf. section 3.2.2) and

– on the holistic macro-structural level as implicit and explicit ‘constella-
tions’ identified when establishing text coherence by making background
domain knowledge systems transparent for translation purposes.

On all these levels, intercultural variations occur and need to be ‘transferred’
or rather ‘mediated’ in LSP translation.

3 The Micro-Structural Level: Terms & Terminology in
LSP Translation

3.1 Individual Terms: Some General Observations from
a Translator’s Point of View

With the objective to facilitate the international knowledge transfer in science
and technology, languages for special purposes are said to essentially differ
from general language by their specialized vocabulary, i.e. their terms and ter-
minology8. Using terms in LSP communication is thought to render texts
more precise and systematic, aesthetically neutral and economical in expres-
sion (although sometimes more monotonous). The avoidance of lexical varia-
tion such as synonymy and homonymy (cf. section 3.2) is thought to facilitate
the understanding of texts as part of the translation process.

Terms and terminologies are characteristic of a particular (scientific or
technical) domain like economics, medicine and/or translation and interpret-
ing and are the object of the ‘science of terminology’ established by Eugen
Wüster (1931/1979). Its objective is to list, define, systematize and ideally
standardize the technical terms of a particular domain in the interest of facili-
tating the transfer of knowledge across cultures by using internationally
agreed-upon designations for facts and processes in a specific domain or disci-

16 Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast
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terms which represent the system of concepts of an individual subject field and 3) the
publication in which the system of concepts of a subject field is represented by terms.



pline. It is due to Wüster and his terminology school that standardization at-
tracted world-wide interest and became institutionalized in national and inter-
national standardizing institutions (e.g. DIN and ISO).

LSP texts show about 20–25% specialized vocabulary in a text. The most
frequent component in the vast majority of LSP texts are terminological units
expressed in the nominal group, followed by adjectives and only then by verbs
which are considered to be of relatively minor importance although they are
of great interest for translation within the framework of LSP-specific colloca-
tions, e.g. ‘to levy taxes’, ‘to file a patent’ or ‘to balance a budget’. LSP pro-
duces its specialized vocabulary by a number of procedures which are well-
documented in the LSP literature (e.g. Sager/Dungworth 1980). Examples are
compounding (i.e. word compositions such as ‘sight width’, ‘railway tunnel’,
‘oxygen-bonded’, ‘L-shaped’), conversion (i.e. shifting from one word class
to the other such as ‘to shift’ – ‘a shift’ – ‘a frameshift’), derivation (i.e. creat-
ing new words by adding new affixes or suffixes such as ‘up-stream’, ‘shrink-
age’, ‘load-ing’) or neologization (i.e. creating new terms often by inter-lin-
gual borrowing from Greek or Latin such as ‘parapraxis’, ‘diameter’, ‘circular’).

Of all these procedures terminologization, i.e. loaning words from gen-
eral language use and reducing their conceptual content to a narrower mean-
ing, e.g. ‘noise’ (for German ‘Rauschen’) or ‘interest’ (for German ‘Zins’), or
‘arm’, ‘eye’ and many others is the most problematic for translation because
both types of meaning, the general and terminological concept, may occur in
the same LSP text, in which case the translator needs to identify the polysemic
nature of the term before translating it.

It is clear from the above that translation involves both dimensions: terms
in their theoretical make-up and constitution (systems level) and terms as they
appear in texts (text level)9. Most of the LSP literature so far has been con-
cerned with the systems level of terminology. We will here clearly differentiate
both dimensions and focus on the text level of terms because this is where
translation problems as a rule occur.
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3.2 Terms on a Systems and Text Level

3.2.1 The Systems Level of Term Description

The description of terms and their formation (on a systems level of descrip-
tion) was the main interest of LSP and early translation research in the fifties
and sixties. Interest then shifted to syntactic characteristics (e.g. Beier 1980)
and in the eighties to textual phenomena (e.g. Schmitt 1986/1994, Gerzy-
misch-Arbogast 1987b). Terms at that time were still described solely on a sys-
tems level, i.e. as single units (individual terms) and in their systematic interre-
lationship with other terms (term systems). Some basic characteristics of these
approaches are relevant for translation:

(1) the lacking differentiation between ‘terms’ and ‘words’ on a systems level
may lead to potential contaminations of terms on a text level and may
cause identification problems for the non-expert translator,

(2) the organization of individual terms in term systems offers a systematic
range of synonymic variations for the translator in the text production
process.

Individual Terms vs. Words

Like words, terms consist of two parts:
a concept (meaning, ‘Bedeutung’, signi-
fié) and a designation (name, ‘Zeichen’,
signifiant):
Wüster still uses the general de Saus-
surean terms when explaining that the
two upper fields represent the world of
concepts (“langue”), the two lower fields
the world of individual elements (“pa-
role”). Concepts are later defined as “units
of thought, generally expressed by a term,
a letter symbol or by any other symbol.”
(ISO 639, 704, 860, and 1087) and – ac-
cording to Wüster’s word model10 – con-
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10 According to Wüster (1974a), the field of terminology is a ‘science’ equivalent to lin-
guistics or informatics. His dissertation was reprinted in 1979 and became the basis of
many subsequent publications on terminology like Felber (1984), Felber/Budin (1989)
and Wright/Budin (1997).

Fig. 2 Wüster’s word model (Wüster

1959/60:188)



sists of the two ‘langue’ entities, i.e. ‘meaning’ (= concept) and ‘sign’ (= desig-
nation) which both unite to form a ‘term’.

In contrast to linguistics, however, where the two entities are inseparable
(cf. de Saussure’s bilateral sign concept) and form the unit of ‘word’, in termi-
nology “the ‘world of concepts’ is independent of the ‘world of designations’”
(Wüster 1979:1). This is the pioneering contribution of Wüster’s ‘terminology
science’ which unfortunately has been little recognized in the technological
context of today’s terminography. Wüster created a new word or rather, term
model, which – differing from all other more sophisticated word models in
linguistics – attempts to explicitly account for the level of langage use for ter-
minological purposes.11

The separability of the two units is a necessary pre-requisite for standard-
ization by the national (e.g. DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V.) and in-
ternational standardizing organizations (ISO) (cf. Wright/Budin 1997:197ff).
International standardization may lead to designation changes, e.g. before Eu-
ropean harmonization, German money units were designated ‘DM’ and US
dollars were represented by “$”. International standardization led to the inter-
national designation of DEM for Deutsche Mark and USD for US dollar. Such
harmonization – involving a systematic change of names/designations – is
theoretically only possible by considering a ‘designation’ to be separate and
independent of its concept and is not possible according to the de Saussurean
bilaterality of sign concept applicable to general language.

Considering terms – in contrast to de Saussure – as being made up of two
independent units, the ‘denomination’ on the one hand side and the ‘concept’
on the other is the most characteristic theoretical feature of Wüster’s terminol-
ogy. It allows for expressions to be used as terms and as general words and
causes the translator problems (in the reception phase) when determining
whether an expression is used as a term in its technical sense or as a general
word (e.g. the problem of identifying terminologizations as in the example of
‘interest’ below).

Term Systems

On a systems level of description, terms – just as words (cf. Weisgerber’s and
Trier’s world field theory) – exist in conjunction with other terms. They are in-
terrelated by ‘sense relations’ such as super- and subordination (hyponomy)
or opposition (cf. Lyons 1977:270ff, for an LSP application cf. Gerzymisch-
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Arbogast 1987b). The interrela-
tionship of terms is systematized
in conceptual hierarchies by ab-
straction, part-whole or other
relationships.

For example, a superordi-
nated term (e.g. automobile) in-
cludes subordinated terms (e.g.
limousine and others). A super-

ordinated term is also called hyperonym or superonym, the subordinated term
is called hyponym. The relationship between a superordinated term and a sub-
ordinated term is called a hyponymy relationship and is relative. It can be
paraphrased as ‘is a type of’ as in “a truck is a type of automobile“. Two subor-
dinated terms are called co-hyponyms.

Another important sense relation is the part-whole relationship as in the
example of ‘car’ (‘whole’) and ‘motor’ (‘part’). It can be paraphrased by ‘is part
of’, e.g. a motor ‘is part of a car’.

The terms of a domain in an individual
language and culture are interrelated by
abstraction or part-whole (or other) rela-
tionships to make up conceptual term sys-
tems which are accessible in standardized
terminologies, dictionaries and/or mono-
lingual, bi-lingual or multi-lingual dictio-
naries or glossaries. They are of help to the
translator when producing LSP target texts because – depending on the context
and other parameters of translation – it may be possible to render a subordi-
nated term by a superordinated term or vice versa. Their usefulness, however,
– like any general language dictionary – is limited to represent the ‘langue’ or
‘norm’ level of language and not the individual actual text level. They cannot,
therefore, account for ad hoc context-specific meanings or conceptual over-
laps (contaminations) as they frequently appear in LSP texts.

Being aware of systematic sense relations between terms is important for
translation because the concepts on different hierarchical levels may appear as
synonymic contaminations in LSP texts12 and need to be identified in LSP
translation.
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car

wheel

motor

seat

Example: Part-whole relationships

automobile

truck limousine sports-car

Example: Hyponymy relationships

12 For more details and examples cf. Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1987b, 1994, 1996:103ff.



3.2.2 The Text Level of Term Description: Contaminations

One of Wüster’s postulates was that the relationship between a concept and its
name or designation be ‘eineindeutig’ (unambiguous), i.e. that there is only
one designation for one concept and vice versa (principle of one-to-one
name-concept relationship). On a text level, this means that once a term has
been introduced, its name and reference should be kept the same throughout
the text. Paraphrases and synonymous expressions for terms were to be ex-
cluded in the interest of economy of expression and limitation of possible mis-
understandings. While following this ideal postulate would greatly facilitate
LSP communication and translation, practice has shown that a one-to-one re-
lationship between concepts and designations is by no means realistic in actual
LSP texts. There are numerous examples – even on a systems, ‘langue’ level of
language – for terms that are not at all ‘eineindeutig’, such as ‘H2O’ and ‘water’.
Moreover, synonymous expressions are often welcome in their function of
avoiding monotony or in the function of clarifying a concept by paraphrasing
it with its known or more general variants as in the example below where
‘portfolio’ is paraphrased by ‘combination of assets’ and M 1 is paraphrased
by ‘currency or checking deposits’:

Wüster’s word model (cf. Fig. 2) establishes terms on a ‘systems’ level and
does not allow for variations of terms in context. The lower ‘parole’ field (on
the left) only ‘reactivates’ (or reproduces) the terms established on the ‘langue’
level (upper left field). In reality, however, terms in actual texts are by no
means only token reproductions of their systems level type but appear con-
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Systems Level

Fig. 3 Context-specific Model of Terms (Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1996:36)
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ceptually ‘mixed’, i.e. contaminated as superordinated terms for subordinated
or overlapping concepts or vice-versa. In order to explain such contamina-
tions, therefore, Wüster’s model was reworked theoretically to accommodate
term contaminations13 and provide more flexibility on a text level (Fig. 3).

Against this theoretical background it is possible to classify synonymic
and homonymic contaminations in LSP contexts.

Synonyms (in general language) are realized when two designations are used
for one concept.

Synonymic contaminations in LSP texts complicate the picture:

For example, the term ‘money’ may appear as the expression ‘M 1’ or as ‘finan-
cial means’, ‘currency’‚ ‘wealth’, ‘funds’ or ‘assets’ in expert communication
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designation b designation c car automobile

Concept A vehicle

Example

13 The theoretical basis for this model is the IKS differentiation developed by Mudersbach
as is shown in Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1996:22–35. For an English summary cf. Gerzy-
misch-Arbogast 2003a:53ff.

Fig. 4 Synonymic Contamination with conceptual super- or subordination and overlap
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scenarios or as ‘cash’ or ‘nickels’ or ‘dollar bills’ in non-expert, everyday com-
munication or as ‘money balance’ or ‘checking account’ in didactic texts,
when the concept is explained to students (as in Samuelson/Nordhaus 2005:
513f):

Example

Asset Demand
In addition to its use for transactions needs, money is sometimes a store of value.
The role of money as an investment is addressed by financial economics, which an-
alyzes how investors should invest their funds to attain their objectives in the best
possible manner.
In general, a well-constructed portfolio (or combination of assets) will contain
low-risk investments as well as riskier ventures. But it is not generally advisable to
hold M1 (currency or checking deposits) as one of these nest eggs. The reason is
that other assets (such as government securities) are just as safe as M1 and have
higher interest rates.
…
(Samuelson/Nordhaus 2005:514)

Synonymic contaminations are frequent phenomena in LSP texts although
they contradict the principle of economy in LSP communication. Identifica-
tion of their functional and pragmatic relationships in different communica-
tion scenarios may cause problems for an inexperienced LSP translator.

Homonymic Contaminations reflect the opposite relationship of the syn-
onymic contamination, i.e. cases where the designation is identical but the
concept varies.

The term ‘money’ – in addition to its synonymic contamination ‘money bal-
ances’ – may in the same text also appear as a homonymic contamination rep-
resenting M 1 as in the following example:
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Designation a Interest

Concept B Concept C share price for
money loaned

Example



Example

Transactions Demand for Money
...
For example, suppose that a family that earns $ 3000 per month, keeps it in money,
and spends it evenly during the month. Calculation will show that the family holds
$ 1500 on average in money balances.
...
(Samuelson/Nordhaus 2005:514)

We have shown elsewhere (Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1996:184ff) that the expres-
sion ‘interest’ may – in the same text – represent:

– the general meaning of ‘concern’
– the term concept of ‘price for money loaned’ (= terminologization)
– the term concept of ‘share or participation in something’ (terminological

homonym)

Think of the additional problems that arise when a term (due to a lack of con-
textual data) remains ambiguous in context (e.g. with respect to its termin-
ologization) and add to the homonymous contamination another synonymic
contamination for one of its meanings, e.g. ‘stake’ for ‘interest’ (in its meaning
of ‘minority interest’) in a text where interest ‘means’ four different things. It
can easily be seen that translating LSP texts is far from being ‘eindeutig’, let
alone ‘eineindeutig’.

It can easily be seen from these examples that translating terms as isolated
units using dictionaries or glossary lists as reference material (as may be neces-
sary in certain localization tasks, see Peter Sandrini’s contribution in this vol-
ume) may be problematic. Terms need to be translated ‘in context’, i.e. in con-
sideration of how they may overlap with other terms or other lexical units in
the pragmatic scenario in which the translation is rendered. This pragmatic
scenario, the authentic LSP text, is a one-time, singular and individual event
and while it may have certain features in common with other individual
texts, needs to be treated individually as shown in Will’s article in this
volume. This is why automatic translation tools, including the automatic ex-
traction of terms, can only yield partial results which may not fit all contexts.
They are, therefore, only of limited help for a translator.

Making translation decisions for cases of synonymic and homonymic
contaminations may cause translation questions on at least three levels:

– Identification
Does designation b refer to the same concept as designation c or is concept
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C used in a different designation? While the identification problem may
not exist for an expert in the field (he/she can establish coherence between
the two concepts through ‘world’ or rather ‘LSP’ knowledge), the transla-
tor may not have this special (LSP) knowledge at his/her disposal and
needs special text analysis skills to identify contaminations in LSP texts.

– Transfer
Can the synonymic or homonymic contamination be virtually realized in
the target language or culture? This question relates to the linguistic re-
sources of the target language.

– (Re)Production
Should the (identified) synonymic or homonymic contamination be ren-
dered invariantly in the target text? This decision depends at least on the
source text’s profile (an anonymous article allows for different strategies
than a text written by a Nobel prize winner) and the target text’s purpose
and reader type.14

Large-scale empirical analyses are needed to make contextual data on conta-
minations in LSP texts, e.g. their frequency by text type or their pragmatic and
functional relationships accessible as a support standard for translators of LSP
texts. Term descriptions on a systems level (as terminology in Wüster’s sense)
need to be complemented by contextual data of their possible and likely contami-
nations or frequency of ‘constellations’ and would then be of great practical
help for LSP translators in all phases of the translation process (cf. Will 2008).

3.2.3 The Interculturality of Terms

It is widely assumed that while term designations vary by language, their con-
cepts in science and technology are largely universal – a hypothesis formed
and fueled by the machine translation euphoria in the 1950s. While this may to
some extent be true in the case of natural sciences such as medicine or physics
(e.g. ‘AIDS’ is probably a universal concept), it is controversial for the social
sciences like psychology, literature and/or translation. For example, in eco-
nomics, the term M 1 (money supply) differs in concept between US English
and German as can be seen from the following definitions15:
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M1: currency held by the public, plus travelers’ checks, demand deposits, negotia-
ble order of withdrawal (NOW) accounts, super NOW accounts, automatic trans-
fer (ATS) accounts, and credit union share drafts (…)16

M1: umfasst das laufende Bargeld (ohne Kassenbestände der Banken) und die
Sichteinlagen inländischer Nichtbanken bei den Kreditinstituten (…)17

This causes culture-specific LSP translation problems in that the translator must

(1) identify the cultural difference and
(2) decide whether or not to make the conceptual difference explicit (cf. chap-

ter 5 for an example).

But not only terms vary interculturally. Term systems and most importantly,
knowledge systems may be differently structured interculturally, i.e. their ‘set-
up’ may vary by language and culture. Compare the structure of a balance sheet
in English and German for example: The German balance sheet is organized
by the principle of ‘Fristigkeit’, i.e. according to the time financial means that
can be put to use, therefore the balance sheet usually figures ‘Anlagevermö-
gen’ (fixed assets) first. An English balance sheet is structured according to the
degree of liquidity. Therefore, while ‘Fixed assets’ appear first on a German
balance sheet, the first item on an English balance sheet is ‘Cash’. How then is
‘Anlagevermögen’ to be translated into English? Such a question can only be
answered by referring to the individual translation scenario and is dependent
upon translation parameters like the translation purpose and assumed reader
type and thus involves individual judgements and decisions by the translator.

When making translation decisions with respect to interculturally varying
terminological and knowledge systems, the translator needs to determine
which purpose or function the target text has in the individual scenario. If, for
instance, in the above example, the target text is produced to be applied as a fi-
nancial software for businesses, then ‘functional equivalence’ would require
adaptation to target text norms as ‘covert translation’, meaning that in this case
the US or English ‘system’ would be used in translation (e.g. starting the bal-
ance sheet with ‘Cash’ instead of ‘Fixed Assets’). If, however, the target text is
produced for a Business German classroom situation where English students
are to become familiar with the German ‘system’ of a balance-sheet set-up,
then the function of the target text would need to reflect the German system
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17 Gabler – Wirtschaftslexikon. Wiesbaden: Gabler. 1990. s.v. ‘M 1’.



and ‘denotative’ equivalence as ‘overt translation’ would be called for. Beyond
that, the translator may – in some scenarios – be faced with the necessity of
having to make explicit and explain the differences in the underlying concep-
tual set up which may require explanatory footnotes and/or paraphrases.
Again, these decisions are governed by parameters such as the profile of the
source text, the purpose of the target text, the text type and/or the anticipated
target readership type.

4 The Medio-Structural Level in LSP Translation

4.1 The Hol-Atomistic Level: LSP Text Features within the Sentence

LSP texts differ from general language texts not only by terms but by many
other features which involve other levels of text within and beyond a sentence.
In the literature these levels of text are often referred to as micro-, medio- and
macrostructural text levels. We refer to them here as atomistic, hol-atomistic
and holistic text perspectives with the hol-atomistic perspective encompassing
LSP phenomena within and beyond the sentence level as described below.
Intercultural differences on these levels are not of a distinctive but of a gradual
nature, e.g. in English LSP texts, the tendency for use of the passive voice or
nominalization is less pronounced than in German LSP texts and reader-
orientation is more appreciated in English LSP texts than in German texts (al-
though this tendency may be changing). The translator needs to be aware of
these gradual intercultural differences when structuring a target text to fit dif-
fering reader expectations and profiles.

4.1.1 Syntactic LSP characteristics

In contrast to the lexical dimension with its main characteristic of terms and
terminology, LSP syntax does not offer any specific traits of its own but bor-
rows syntactic devices from general language, which may occur more or less
frequently in LSP texts. It is this phenomenon, i.e. that LSP does not offer a
syntax of its own, that has lead experts to avoid speaking of ‘languages’ for
special purposes, because for a language to constitute itself, it would need both
a lexical and a syntactic system of its own18.
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Selecting LSP-specific syntactic devices is largely motivated by the objec-
tive of facilitating communication by being particularly precise, economical
and ‘objective’, i.e. neutral in expression. Among the most frequently used
syntactic devices to achieve this aim are:

– Length and complexity of sentences: In accordance with the strong in-
formative function of LSP communication, the majority of sentences are
declarative in nature and it is sometimes maintained that in order to
achieve maximum economy, LSP texts generally show a high frequency of
long complex sentences. This, however, is not supported by research and
may vary by language and domain (e.g. German tends to offer longer and
more complex structures than English, sentences in math may be shorter
than those in philosophy, English with its reader-oriented ‘style’ seems to
allow more rhetorical questions than German).

– Infinite verb forms: The use of infinite verb forms (infinitive, perfect parti-
ciple, “-ing”-forms in English) makes it possible to condense information
for reasons of stylistic economy. They are typical characteristics of Eng-
lish LSP texts. Technical writers utilize a variety of devices to shorten or
avoid finite clauses.

– Nominalization: With the noun being the most frequently used word
class in LSP texts, there is general consensus that a tendency to nominalize
is characteristic for LSP texts, mainly for reasons of economy: It is said
that LSP English is characterized by its frequent use of outstandingly long
noun groups such as ‘retail money market mutual funds’.

– Pre- and Post-modification: For reasons of economy of expression in
LSP communication relative clauses are often reduced to pre- or post-
modifications, i.e. the insertion of one or more elements in front of or after
the head word. An example is the word group before and after ‘invest-
ment’ in ‘bookvalue of US direct private investment abroad by petroleum
industry’. While contributing to the economy of information in texts,
combinations of pre- and post-modifications increase the complexity of
nominal groups and thus decrease readability.

– Passivization: Using the passive voice makes it possible to leave the agent
of an action unexpressed and – by shifting from personal-oriented to fac-
tual information – increases neutrality and ‘efficiency’ of information
transfer among specialists. Extensive use of the passive voice is one of the
most characteristic syntactic features of LSP communication.

– Desemantization of verbs: The minor role of the verb in LSP communi-
cation in conjunction with the strong nominalization tendency has led to
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functional compound constructions of the verb+noun type, where the
meaning of the general language verb is shifted to the noun and a semanti-
cally poor verb is retained. The result is a high frequency verb+noun con-
struction of the type ‘to pose a question’ instead of ‘to question’. It is easy
to see that such devices tend to make texts more ‘distant’.

These are important LSP characteristics for the translator because their grad-
ual language-specific variation in texts can be used to upgrade reader orienta-
tion and/or tone down ‘distance’ and formality in discourse according to
intercultural norms and assumed reader expectations.

4.1.2 Lexical LSP Characteristics

Hol-atomistic lexical LSP characteristics involve terminological units above
the word and below the sentence level. They are highly language- and culture-
specific and include:

– Multiword Terms: Depending on language-specific conventions, terms
may occur as compound or multiword terms. In some cases a single (com-
pound) word exists in one language and a multiword term is needed in the
other, e.g. ‘fixed assets’ in English and ‘Anlagevermögen’ in German. A
multiword term can also include components which are single-word
terms, then all these items can be viewed as a terminological unit as ‘retail
money market mutual funds’ in our nominalization example above.

– Set Phrases and Free-formed Combinations: Set phrases and free-formed
combinations refer to multiple concepts like ‘night and day’ or ‘black and
white’, which may not have corresponding equivalents in the target language
or culture and are, therefore, difficult to translate. Some combinations are
free-formed such as ‘stocks and bonds’ or ‘business and industry’ but occur
so frequently together that they may be considered set phrases. For LSP
translation purposes it is important to document such phrases because a
single term in one language may be a complex set phrase in the other.

– Collocations: While terms – even long strings – designate individual con-
cepts, collocations identify situations, actions and propositions that are
made up of several concepts that ‘co-locate’, i.e. co-occur syntagmatically
or in combination with each other. These may be verb+noun or adjec-
tive+noun combinations like ‘to file a patent’, or ‘to file a document’ but
not to ‘file an application’ or a ‘high official’ or a ‘high tone’ but not a ‘high
age’. Again, collocations are language-specific and therefore constitute
potential translation problems.
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These are important LSP characteristics for the translator because of their lan-
guage-specific set up and usage in texts. It is the whole unit of such lexical ex-
pressions that the translator has to identify and transport to another textual
environment, not the elements of the unit and that may be difficult to distin-
guish from the syntactic devices such as pre- and post-modification.

4.2 The Hol-Atomistic Level Beyond the Sentence:
Information Structure (Theme-Rheme) and Isotopy

While the above discussed characteristics of LSP texts refer to smaller units be-
low the sentence level, the hol-atomistic level also includes LSP phenomena
that form patterns beyond the sentence level such as the way information is
structured in LSP texts (theme-rheme progression) and the semantic layers
that constitute a text and make up its specific meaning profile (isotopy). They
are differentiated from coherence, which includes assumed or implied back-
ground knowledge needed to establish the overall principle of ‘continuity of
sense’. Coherence governs all (LSP) texts and theme-rheme progression and
isotopy contribute to coherence as coherence indicators. They are important
for LSP translation because they contribute to text comprehension, mono-
semization and influence discourse ‘styles’.

The linguistic description of these parameters is difficult. In the text lin-
guistic literature the concepts of coherence, theme-rheme progression and iso-
topy are often defined by one another: theme-rheme is invariably used synony-
mously with coherence (e.g. Brinker 1993), coherence is identified with isotopy
(e.g. Greimas 1966/1986:69), isotopy is equaled with theme-rheme (e.g. Rastier
1995:224, 2002:151). The lacking theoretical clarity and the ensuing method-
ological diffusion has not only prevented larger-scale empirical studies into
the value of these categories for text constitution, but also prevented the trans-
parency needed for their systematic application (in the sense of an ‘opera-
tionalization’) for translation and interpreting purposes. Only recently have
exemplary studies been offered that suggest their complementarity and inter-
play in text constitution and translation (Rothfuß-Bastian 2004, Floros 2004).

While it is not possible to enter into a detailed theoretical discussion on
these important categories for the translator, the concepts of theme-rheme and
isotopy are briefly discussed below in their relevance for translation. It may be
useful to first distinguish the three concepts conceptually19:
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– Theme-rheme progression describes how ‘old’ and ‘new’ information is
structured between speakers/authors and hearers/readers in a given situa-
tion/scenario and is as such a pragmatic phenomenon designating the in-
formational status of an utterance segment in a particular scenario. As a
pragmatic phenomenon it needs to described by pragmatic parameters;

– Isotopy depicts meaning levels in texts and is as such a semantic phenome-
non. As a semantic phenomenon, it needs to be described by semantic pa-
rameters;

– Coherence denotes the ‘continuity of sense’ in a text and involves world
and LSP knowledge made transparent by text-external hypotheses. As a
knowledge phenomenon, it needs to be described by knowledge parameters.

The relevance of these three categories for translation is seen in their

– contributing to the understanding of complex texts (reception phase) by
portraying interdependent functional relationships between text segments

– supporting contextual meaning disambiguation and
– distinguishing interculturally varying value systems and norms (transfer

phase) which may influence translation decisions ((re)production phase).

4.2.1 Theme-Rheme Progression

Theme-rheme analysis refers to the way information is structured in texts in
terms of ‘old’ and ‘new’ information. Generally speaking, that which is known
or ‘given’ in an utterances is called ‘Theme’ (T) and that which is not known,
the ‘new’ element(s), is called ‘Rheme’ (R). In English, a synonymous expres-
sion for ‘theme’ is ‘topic’, for ‘rheme’ ‘comment’ or ‘focus’ are also used and
often the more general terms ‘information sequencing’ or ‘information struc-
turing’ refer to theme-rheme analysis leaving it open how these categories are
defined (for an overview cf. Dejica 2008). Theme-rheme patterns may vary
by text type, language and culture, depending on discourse preferences such
as tendencies of reader-orientation, directness, implicitness and/or informa-
tional redundancy and may pose translation problems in LSP texts.

Theme-rheme is theoretically and methodologically a highly complex
concept. Existing theoretical approaches have used syntactic (word order, ac-
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tive passive transformation), semantic (actor/verb/goal), textual (previously
mentioned or co(n)textually bound), situative (on-stage/off stage) or psycho-
logical ((logical) subject vs. (logical) predicate, presupposition) criteria to
identify the informational units (T) and (R) in texts Methodologically, such
phenomena as passivization, the distribution of stress, word order, case regu-
larities, definiteness and reference expressions, presupposition, negation, and
question-answer-relationships are used to identify themes and rhemes in an
utterance or a string of utterances in a text. Most popularly, post-factum con-
structed question tests are used to isolate the theme or rheme in question with
the inherent fallacy of involving artificial, i.e. non-authentic, scenarios. The
conceptual and methodological complexity of the concept has so far prevented
larger contrastive analyses of information sequencing phenomena in (trans-
lated) texts (cf. Rothfuß-Bastian 2004:175ff).

Theme-rheme progression is, however, an important factor when making
intercultural translation decisions and is therefore useful if accessible to inter-
subjectively verifiable description. With this objective in mind, we use the
pragmatic parameters of (1) (overlapping) knowledge profiles of interlocutors,
(2) their individual perspectives towards each other and (3) a shared attention
focus in a given situation as indicators for themes and rhemes in texts and (4) as-
sumed meanings and describe their interdependence and simultaneity in a
given communicative scenario (as shown in Gerzymisch-Arbogast/Will 2005).
The pragmatic T/R model and the identification of informational T/R units in
LSP texts is extensively discussed in previous works20 and is therefore not re-
peated here in favor of showing its translation relevance with an (extended) ex-
ample in which the themes (T) identified according to this model are underli-
ned, the remainder of the sentences is considered to be rhematic (R). The titles
and subtitles are considered thematic units in the sense of a hypertheme.

Example

Asset Demand
In addition to its use for transactions needs, money is sometimes a store of value.
The role of money as an investment is addressed by financial economics, which
analyzes how investors should invest their funds to attain their objectives in the
best possible manner.

In general, a well-constructed portfolio (or combination of assets) will con-
tain low-risk investments as well as riskier ventures. But it is not generally advis-
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able to hold M 1 (currency or checking deposits) as one of these nest eggs.
…
(Samuelson/Nordhaus 2005:514)

Following the title (‚Asset Demand’), the text begins by resuming ‘old’ infor-
mation, i.e. by referring to the previous section which dealt with money’s ‘use
for transactions needs’ (= paraphrase for transactions money) as a reader-
oriented theme-indicator21, and by topicalizing ‘money’ (T), presenting it as a
store of value (R). Under informational considerations this does not present a
translation problem. The concept of ‘money’ is included in the following
topic, i.e. in ‘the role of money’ (T) which is qualified ‘as an investment’ and
contaminated by ‘funds’ in subsidiary rheme function (R)22. This may present
translation problems in that the contaminated ‘funds’ – if not related to its
pragmatic use as a more general reference to ‘investments’(above) and ‘assets’
(below) – may be considered a terminological problem. The following para-
graph break indicates a new thought by changing the topic from ‘money’ to
‘portfolio’ (T) of which ‘money’ (in its M 1 sense) is (but is not advised to be) a
part of, the necessary presupposed knowledge hypothesis being made explicit
by its explanation in parentheses (‚or combination of assets’). ‘Assets’ (T) here
may cause similar translation problems as ‘funds’ (for the overlapping interre-
lationship with assets and funds cf. our example above) if not recognized in its
pragmatic relationship as a reference to ‘investments’ (now specified as ‘low
risk’ in rhematic function) which is in turn paraphrased with the general ex-
pression ‘ventures’. The next sentence topicalizes M 1 (T) as part of M which
includes assets – again making its meaning in context explicit by ‘(currency
and checking deposits)’ – and recommends in its rheme not to include M1 in a
portfolio, its components being paraphrased metonymically as ‘nest eggs’.

The interrelationship of the topic structure (from ‘money’, ‘the role of
money as an investment’, ‘portfolio (as a combination of assets)’, along with
the additional isotopic instances ‘M 1 (currency and checking deposits)’ and
the term contaminations (‚assets’, ‘funds’, ‘investments’) shows how relevant
it is for a translator to be aware of these pragmatic relationships in which terms
may appear in LSP texts (reception phase) and how complex LSP translation
decision-making is (in the ((re)production phase) when considering these
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pragmatic relationships in the light of such factors as the original author’s pro-
file and translation purpose, culture-specific norms and anticipated readership
type. Theme-rheme progression may raise translation problems on all text lev-
els (atomistic, hol-atomistic and holistic) and within all phases of LSP transla-
tion (reception, transfer and (re)production).

4.2.2 Isotopy23

Isotopies are of value for LSP translation as an indicator for source and target
text coherence and as a translation unit that extends beyond the sentence. As
isotopic levels may be (in)variant in translation, they are subject to translation
equivalence considerations (Arbogast 1999).

The concept of isotopy was first introduced into linguistics by Greimas
(1966/1986) to denote text coherence and has been modified and expanded in
numerous ways by the Greimas school, notably by Rastier (e.g. 1995, 2002).
Greimas’ isotopy is a semantic concept based on a relational meaning concept
made up by the categories of semes, classemes and sememes. The minimal iso-
topic unit as iterativity along a syntagmatic chain of classemes is between two
lexemes but is not limited to the syntagma or sentence level and is as such a
potentially transphrastic or textual phenomenon. Rastier expands the concept
of isotopy and identifies the dominant isotopy of a text with its thème: ‘...le
mot thème est employé pour désigner le ‹sujet› d’un texte, c’est-à-dire son
isotopie générique dominante, ordinairement un domaine sémantique.’
(Rastier 1995:224).

Isotopy is today firmly established as a concept in text linguistics, e.g. as
an indicator of text coherence. It is from this discipline, specifically from text
analysis, that it found its way into the field of translation – mostly as an instru-
ment to ensure the full comprehension of the source text. Language specificity,
a problematic notion of context along with its unclear conceptual status and
the ensuing methodological deficits have prevented the concept from gaining
full ground in (LSP) translation. As an important textual parameter that may
vary interculturally and by text type, it is a useful tool for translators but its
use for translation purposes requires a ‘tertium comparationis’ a non-lan-
guage-specific meaning standard and notion of context that allows for the de-
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scription of individual ad hoc contexts. With these preconditions, isotopy can
be considered as a transphrastic (transcending beyond the sentence) transla-
tion unit (cf. Gerzymisch-Arbogast 2004a).

In the above ‘Asset Demand’ example, the dominant isotopy is consti-
tuted by the concepts of ‘money’ – irrespective of its informational status as
theme (T) or rheme (R) but including the hypotheses necessary for establish-
ing coherence between the concepts of funds, assets and investment. The domi-
nant isotopy in this case would include the topicalizations of ‘money’ (‚money’,
‘the role of money as an investment’, ‘portfolio (as a combination of assets’) in
addition to M 1 (currency and checking deposits),’ funds’ and ‘ventures’.

Example

…
Why are these [savings accounts, added by HGA] not narrow money? Because
they cannot be used as means of exchange for all purchases. You cannot go into a
store and pay with funds from your savings account.
…
(Samuelson/Nordhaus 2005:513)

The culture-specific metacommunication of ‘you’ in the above example or ‘us’
and ‘we’ in the example in Chapter 4 would be excluded from a ‘money’
isotopy – this ‘author’s presence’ would represent a separate independent iso-
topic level, which could present culture-specific translation problems on all
text levels (atomistic, hol-atomistic and holistic) and within all phases of LSP
translation (reception, transfer and (re)production).

5 The holistic Level of LSP Texts: Coherence and Knowledge
Systems

5.1 Coherence

Coherence is considered an important standard in judging whether a message
or text makes sense or not and has been defined in a number of ways depend-
ing on whether the reader’s world knowledge is a factor in establishing coher-
ence (e.g. de Beaugrande/Dressler 1983) or whether it is not considered in the
description of ‘cohesion’ (e.g. Halliday and Hasan 1976). Introduced into lin-
guistics by Bellert (1970), the concept implies inferences on the part of the
reader and – in its most commonly accepted definition – depicts the ‘sense
continuity’ in a text, involving the active participation of the reader when
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integrating his/her ‘world’ or LSP knowledge as ‘inferences’ (Bellert 1970),
‘implications’ (Dressler 1973), implicatures (Grice 1975) or ‘hypotheses’ (Ger-
zymisch-Arbogast/Mudersbach 1998, Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1999). Hypo-
theses are assumed mental operations on the part of the reader in an effort to
make sense of a text, i.e. to make a text coherent.

Establishing coherence involves world and possibly domain knowledge
and is facilitated by a variety of text-internal (coherence) signals: links between
sentences, paragraphs or other parts of a text (title, table of contents, ending
etc.). These coherence signals enhance the (standard) reading process when a
text is read and understood in a linear fashion from title, overview/table of
contents, sub-title, first sentence/utterance, first paragraph/section to the last
paragraph/section and the last sentence/utterance.

The result is that a reader perceives a text to be either ‘coherent’, ‘incoher-
ent’ or ‘a-coherent’ (Mudersbach 2004: 250), depending on whether its seg-
ments are explicitly or implicitly connected with each other (‚coherent’), in-
compatible with one another (‚incoherent’) or appear unconnected with one
another (‚a-coherent’). In the case of (seemingly) a-coherent utterance se-
quences, the reader may be able to bridge the unconnected utterances by in-
dividual world or domain knowledge hypotheses The following example
illustrates the important role hypotheses play when understanding (and
translating) LSP texts as coherent wholes.

Example

Money’s Functions
…
Money is sometimes used as a store of value. In comparison with risky assets like
stocks or real estate or gold, money is relatively riskless. In earlier days, people
held currency as a safe form of wealth. Today, when people seek a safe haven for
their wealth, the vast preponderance of their wealth is held in non-monetary as-
sets, such as savings accounts, stocks, bonds and real estate.
(Samuelson/Nordhaus 2005:513f)

In this short text sample, the three expressions of ‘money’ do not represent the
same concept. In the title and in its first appearance, the term encompasses the
money supply variables M 1 and M 2 (LSP knowledge hypothesis 1), while in
the third instance it only refers to M 1 (LSP knowledge hypothesis 2 ‘money’
= M 1) which is inferred by resuming ‘money’ with ‘currency’ in the following
sentence (LSP hypothesis 3 ‘currency’ = M 1). The store of value aspect of the
concept of ‘money’ is then resumed by the superordinated term ‘wealth’ (LSP
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hypothesis 3, ‘money is a kind of wealth’ (cf. the examples in ‘Terms and Term
Systems’ above) which is varied by ‘assets’ (LSP hypothesis 4, ‘wealth’ in-
cludes ‘assets’ and assets include monetary and ‘non-monetary assets’).

We can see that even this very short LSP text excerpt requires four LSP
knowledge hypotheses in order to be properly perceived as ‘coherent’. While
this may not constitute a problem at all for an expert reader and does not quali-
fy the text as incoherent or a-coherent, a translator, who cannot usually make
these hypotheses easily, may have problems understanding the text for transla-
tion purposes. The use of ‘currency’ for M 1 may in addition result in transfer
and (re)formulation difficulties as it may not be lexicalized in the same way be-
tween languages (as e.g. in German) and may require synonymic contamination
on a target text level. The translation problem is even more complex in that a
translation into German 1) will have to take into account that the contaminated
English ‘money’ (as M 1), is interculturally different from its M 1 counterpart
in German, and – against the background of the target language resources
established in the transfer phase – 2) raises the question of whether to make the
implied hypotheses explicit in the translation by ‘correcting’ the original.

5.2 Knowledge Systems

As already indicated it is widely accepted that understanding texts is not a pas-
sive ‘reception’ but a reader’s active effort to make a text coherent by integrat-
ing his/her world knowledge into what is written in the text. These coherence
establishing processes are of particular relevance for LSP texts and their trans-
lation. It was shown in the ‘Money Functions’ example above how individual
LSP knowledge interacts with what is written in a text when establishing co-
herence by means of knowledge-based hypotheses. It can therefore be said
that understanding an LSP text as a coherent whole requires knowledge hy-
potheses which depend to a considerable degree on a person’s world and
domain knowledge and while this knowledge may be readily available to a
domain expert, it is not generally accessible to a translator and therefore needs
to be made transparent for translation purposes.

When this is accepted, we need to ask how the knowledge needed to un-
derstand LSP texts can be put into a systematic and flexible form so that it is
accessible when needed for translation purposes. This question is answered by
attempts to systematize knowledge as interrelated knowledge holons (Gerzy-
misch-Arbogast/Mudersbach 1998:63ff, Floros 2003, Will 2008). Holons de-
pict the interrelationship of chunks of knowledge associated with events, per-
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sons, domains, or ‘areas of life’ under the umbrella of a shared function within
a larger superordinated framework. In contrast to ‘frames’, ‘scenarios’ or
‘schemata’24, knowledge systems are constructed from texts and their parts
(holemes and subholemes) and are interrelated and governed by a shared func-
tion. This secures authenticity and limitation of scope. They are thus access-
ible structured knowledge ‘systems’ (e.g. available in a hierarchical thesaurus
form as depicted in Fig. 5 and are ‘concretized’ on the text level as random ho-
listic knowledge ‘constellations’ (cf. Floros 2003, Kim 2005, Will 2008). Know-
ledge systems are never represented as a whole in texts (just as the entire gram-
mar is never present in one text) but they are randomly evoked (‘concretized’)
in texts. Concretizations of knowledge systems in texts form knowledge con-
stellations analogous to the ‘cultural’ constellations developed by Floros (2003)
and depicted in Fig. 5 as the constellation made up of the elements x, y and z.

When several knowledge systems are underlying a text, several types of con-
stellations are distinguishable, e.g. cultural constellations, domain knowledge
constellations, reader-orientation constellations etc. For instance, in the above
example the domain knowledge system ‘MONEY’ is concretized by ‘money’,
assets, funds, ‘M1’ etc. and the READER ORIENTATION system is con-
cretized by ‘you’ (above) or by ‘us’ and ‘we’ (cf. the example in chapter 4 be-
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low). Depending on the quantity and quality of holistic constellations in texts,
different groups and types of texts can be distinguished, e.g. more or less do-
main language-specific (cf. Will in this volume) or more or less culturally
bound or more or less reader-oriented texts.

5.2.1 Explicit and Implicit Constellations

Knowledge system constellations are reflected explicitly or implicitly in texts.
Explicit constellations refer to knowledge systems that are explicitly introdu-
ced by an author through a definition or explication, e.g. ‘portfolio (or combi-
nation of assets)’ or M 1 (currency or checking deposits)’ in the above example
‘Asset Demand’. Their identification in texts is usually not problematic. Im-
plicit knowledge constellations, on the other hand, do not introduce concepts
openly, but presuppose the knowledge systems underlying the text. They need
to be ‘actualized’ by hypotheses, as in the case of ‘assets’ or ‘investments’ or
‘funds’ in the above examples (cf. Will in this volume).

Implicit knowledge system constellations in texts usually present transla-
tion problems from all text perspectives (atomistic, hol-atomistic and holistic)
and within all phases of LSP translation (reception, transfer and (re)production).
They may cause serious translation problems with respect to their identifica-
tion (reception phase): When translated ‘out of context’ without the necessary
knowledge hypotheses and independently of each other on the atomistic level
– as they are accessible in glossaries or by automatic term extraction –, terms
only reflect part of their ‘sense’ in texts because the interrelationship on the
hol-atomistic and other holistic text levels is excluded. A prominent know-
ledge system that is most often actualized implicitly and without denoting its
functional context is that of READER ORIENTATION which will be exem-
plified for illustration purposes in the following section.

5.2.2 The Knowledge System of ‘Reader Orientation’ in Discourse:
4.2.2 An example

Differences in ‘discourse patterns’ have been much discussed in intercultural
communication and pragmatics (e.g. Kaplan 1966, Galtung 1985, Clyne 1994,
Luchtenberg 1994, House 1996)25 and House’s suggestion of scalar differences
between English and German communicative preferences along five dimensions
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has been widely accepted for written LSP texts (House 1999, see also Juliane
House’s contribution in this volume )26 to reflect different author-reader rela-
tionships, e.g. “formal” or “distant” versus more “informal” or “personal”.

The translation dimension of such varying communicative preferences
can be made transparent by constituting READER ORIENTATION as a
knowledge system (cf. Fig. 6). It is established by abstracting reader and author-
oriented manifestations from authentic texts to form interrelated (holemes)
on a systems level which may show different values of reader- or author rela-
tionships in different languages and cultures. It here includes metacommuni-
cative devices as the use of ‘we’ and ‘us’ in the example below and account for a
more formal or informal language usage as in ‘ventures’ and ‘nest egg’. For
translation purposes such differences raise questions as to whether the ‘nest
eggs’ of a portfolio are to be kept in-
variant in German, Spanish or French
or whether they need to be adapted to
the varying degree of formality depend-
ing on language and cultural norms,
because failure to (scale down or) up-
grade the formality level may result in
unacceptable translations.

The knowledge system presented
in Fig. 6 depicts READER ORIEN-
TATION as an example of a knowled-
ge system concretized in LSP texts. It
was developed from Freud’s psycho-
analytical texts and their English trans-
lations to serve as a reference frame for a
more or less pronounced reader orien-
tation in LSP texts27. It uses the catego-
ries of theme-rheme progression and
distinguishes (1) ‘information structu-
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ring’, indicating which information (as ‘old’ or ‘new’) is provided in which
place in the text and (2) ‘information packaging’ indicating how (in which
form) information is presented in a particular text segment (e.g. as ‘ventures’
for ‘assets’ or ‘nest eggs’ for parts of a portfolio). The information structuring
categories relate to the title, the beginning and ending of a text and also inclu-
de the direct or indirect introduction of concepts (such as in the example in
chapter 4 where the concept of ‘transactions demand for money’ is indirectly
introduced by relating it to the need for money by people in general). These ca-
tegories have different values, i.e. they reflect reader- or content-oriented
functional variables in a text. Important categories are, of course, theme-rheme
parameters or metacommunication which are powerful variables reflecting
underlying author-reader relationships. Information packaging, on the other
hand, includes parameters like redundancy, which is so much more frequent
in reader-oriented texts, as is terminological variation, the use of examples,
(in)formality of expressions and (explicit) cohesive ties (e.g. transphrastic theme-
rheme indicators).

The concretization of the knowledge system READER ORIENTATION
with reference to the example below is shown in the English original and its
German translation in Appendix III to this article.

6 Translating LSP Texts

Translations may be rendered intuitively or according to a rule-governed pro-
cedure. Intuitive decision-making cannot be standardized or repeated to yield
comparable results and resists linguistic description. Translation decision-
making as a rule-governed activity may follow a general procedure of transla-
tion methodology28, which is condensed here for space and simplicity reasons
to the following sequence of steps, methodologically implying that the result
of one step is the point of departure for the next step.

The following LSP translation example illustrates some of the translation
problems discussed above in their functional interplay. It is taken from Samuel-
son/Nordhaus’ textbook Economics, an introductory English economic text
book which was partly translated into German by the author of this article. It
was chosen among other reasons for its widely publicized nature involving
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translations into more than 40 languages. This allows readers who are inter-
ested in how the examples are dealt with in languages other than German to re-
search the sample passages in her/his own language combination.29

6.1 Understanding the Source Text (Reception Phase)

6.1.1 Step 1: Source Text Analysis

In the text linguistics literature, understanding a text is commonly equaled
with establishing coherence in a (source) text which may be appproached from
different text perspectives as outlined above. If so, it involves a source text
analysis on the atomistic, hol-atomistic and holistic levels.

Applied to the text sample, the atomistic analysis reveals that everyday
vocabulary is frequently used, sometimes in its terminologized form: the term
‘money’ explicitly appears in all text segments with the exception of the title in
which it is implied. The aspective matrix in the Appendix visualizes this indi-
vidual understanding on the atomistic level of the text30.

The hol-atomistic analysis shows that the syntactic picture is dominated
by verbal constructions, that ‘money’ is not realized in subject position (i.e. it
is not thematized) and that there are (three) metacommunicative instances in
the text (‘us’, ‘we’, ‘clearly’). The analysis also shows that the text is structured
around ‘money’ which may be considered as the sample’s ‘text topic’ and
which in all cases is not in an actor position but referred to ‘indirectly’. The
dominant isotopy shows money (in its function as a transactions medium)
which is established by all the instances (tokens) of money regardless of their
informational status as themes or rhemes but including the implied references
(hypotheses). The metacommunicative instances in the sample text (not all in-
cluded in the graph in the Appendix) constitute a lower level isotopy with the
inclusive ‘us’ (in ‘Let’s examine…’),‘we’ (in ‘We can illustrate…’), and ‘clearly’
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29 While with all other examples in this article the latest version of Samuelson/Nordhaus
(2005) was used as a reference, the following text example uses the older edition which
the author partly translated (Samuelson/Nordhaus 1985, dt.1987) so as to reflect an au-
thentic translation scenario with authentic purpose and individual decision-making
processes. Although the text has changed on the surface level, the underlying transla-
tion problems have remained the same as can be seen from the above examples.
Samuelson/Nordhaus’ Economics is available at <http://www.mhhe.com/economics/
samuelson17/book/index.mhtml>.

30 For reasons of space only the second paragraph of the sample text is shown in its visual-
ized analysis.



(Clearly, the family holds…). These results (topic structure as a synchronoptic
network, isotopy as a linear representation) are visualized in the Appendix.

The holistic analysis reveals that knowledge hypotheses are necessary to
establish coherence e.g. by implying ‘money’ in the title ‘Transactions De-
mand’ and by identifying ‘money’ as M 1 in the segment where ‘…a family
that earns $ 1000 per month, keeps it in money …’). Hypotheses are therefore
necessary to interpret contaminations: If we look at the introductory passage
in the text sample, we can see that the two references to ‘money’ do not repre-
sent the same concept. In the first instance, in the title ‘Demand for money’,
the term encompasses the concept of the entire money supply, i.e. currency
and ‘near-money’, (LSP knowledge hypothesis 1), while in the second instance
it only refers to currency which is explicitly indicated by equating ‘money’
with M 1 in parenthesis (LSP hypothesis 2: money = currency). The currency
aspect of the concept is then resumed in the subtitle ‘Transactions Demand’,
which is used as an alternative variant (= synonymous contamination) to) ‘de-
mand for transactions money’ (LSP knowledge hypothesis 3). ‘Transactions
money’ in turn is a variant for ‘money’ in the sense of M 1 (hypothesis 4).

6.1.2 Transparent Analysis Results

The results of the source text analysis from all text perspectives are visualized
in the Appendix to this article as

– a matrix of aspects (atomistic level) showing the text aspects that were iden-
tified to be relevant text features correlated with individual text segments)

– a linear and synchronous semantic network (hol-atomistic level) which
shows the topic structure identified in the source text and

– the knowledge system (holistic level) of READER ORIENTATION
which is underlying the text, forming the third level isotopy: For space and
simplicity reasons we show READER ORIENTATION as it is concre-
tized in both the English original and the German translation in the same
figure.

6.2 Setting Up a Translation Program (Transfer Phase)

6.2.1 Step 2: Clarifying the Translation Purpose

The ‘purpose’ for this translation was clearly specified by the publishing com-
pany Bund Verlag/Cologne: With the original author’s eminent profile as No-
bel prize winner and with the enormous success of the book on the US market,
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it was requested that ‘the style’ of the author was to be preserved as closely as
possible.

As a consequence, the range of possible translation variants and the trans-
lator’s scope of making individual decisions was considerably restricted.

6.2.2 Step 3: Establishing an Individual Translation Objective

Within this general translation purpose the translator’s individual objective
was to render an acceptable text for German academic readers despite some of
the violations to the German norm of academic writing.

It is easy to see that this resulted in a continuing conflict between con-
forming to the German norm of a more ‘formal’ style on the one hand and ren-
dering a translation that kept the original author’s more reader-oriented Eng-
lish style on the other hand.

6.2.3 Steps 4/5/6: Compatibility analysis on the atomistic, hol-atomistic
5.2.3 and holistic levels

The translation ‘program’ projects the features identified in text analysis
against the German language system and norms31.

On the atomistic level, the contaminated use of ‘money’ presents a prob-
lem, especially the alternations between ‘money’ as M and ‘money’ as M 1. The
problem does not extend to the hol-atomistic level though where ‘money’ as
M 1 can be seen to constitute the text topic and the dominant isotopy regard-
less of whether it is referred to in its more general sense of M. On the holistic
level problems arise from the intercultural difference in the concepts of M 1
which is aggravated by the contaminated usage of the term. In addition, the
English reader-oriented ‘style’ concretized by the constellation ‘us’, ‘we’ and
‘clearly’ along with other indicators of READER ORIENTATION such as
explicit coherence signals as transphrastic thematic indicators (‘it is clear from
the above…’), the use of everyday language and examples (the family which
earns, holds and spends ‘money’), the redundant verbalizations (‘need money’)
and indirect topicalizations of ‘money’ when introducing the concept of
‘transactions demand’, the simplicity of the rhematic information, mostly
containing only one, commonly known information (rheme) is perceived to
be partially in contrast to the German more content-oriented academic writ-
ing norms.
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6.3 (Re)Formulating a target text

6.3.1 Step 6/7/8: Establishing Textual (In)Variance from
5.2.3 three text perspectives

The translation purpose (requiring (near) invariance) reflects itself in the target
text on the atomistic, hol-atomistic and holistic levels. On the atomistic level
all the values of the aspects identified (use of terminology, syntactic set-up, im-
plications, metacommunicative elements) and especially the term contamina-
tions are largely maintained. On the hol-atomistic level, the topic structure,
with its indirect thematizations of ‘money’ is maintained as is the dominant
isotopy of ‘money’ and the subsidiary isotopy of metacommunication. On the
holistic level, the hypotheses necessary to establish coherence were preserved
as well as the reader-orientation. It is on this level, however, that individual de-
cisions were made that reflect the compromise between the declared transla-
tion purpose of maintaining the English ‘style’ and the individual objective of
rendering a translation conforming – to some extent – to the German academic
writing norms.

These decisions are reflected on the atomistic, hol-atomistic and holistic
levels by the German translation’s aspective matrix, topic structure and concret-
izations of READER ORIENTATION as shown in the Appendix to this article.

6.3.2 Step 9/10: Target Text Consolidation (with coherence control)

In these last two steps the translated (in)variant realizations are consolidated
into a target text which is then controlled in its coherence on all text levels.

The end result of this sequence of steps is a translation which fits the gen-
eral purpose given by the publisher in remaining close to the original and at the
same time being acceptable or at least tolerable by German academic writing
norms (cf. the translated example in the Appendix).

6.3.3 Step 10: Final Translation Commentary

It is suggested that LSP translations should include a translator’s commentary
which gives the translator an opportunity to make the reasoning for certain
translation decisions transparent to target text readers. While this opportunity
is sometimes granted when translating renowned authors such as in the Ger-
man translation of Austin’s famous How to Do Things With Words or in the
English translations of Freud’s works, this strategy is unfortunately not com-
mon. The following section contains factors that could be included in a possi-
ble commentary for the translation of the Samuelson example.
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6.4 Translation Commentary: Transparency and Intersubjective
Verifiability32

6.4.1 The Translation Problem

Due to the author’s eminent status and the success of the book in the US, the
German translation was required to remain as close as possible to the English
original. This posed translation problems when the ‘closeness to the English
original’ was perceived to be in conflict with the German norm of academic
writing. Translation decisions therefore had to weigh the ‘English style’ against
‘German norm’ in many cases. Also, confusion arose when – on the one hand –
the strongly verbalized, almost simplistic sentence structures and the non-
technical vocabulary with examples from everyday life suggested a simple text
which would be easy to translate, and – on the other hand – many domain
knowledge hypotheses were required to make general sense of the text. The
implicit domain knowledge hypotheses and the frequent cultural differences
and implications rendered the translation a difficult task e.g. as to whether the
implicity should be kept invariant or made explicit.

6.4.2 The influence of the Translation Purpose

As it was not possible to ‘change’ the text by explicating cultural differences,
the target text had to be written with the understanding that the German read-
ers would imply that the text was originally written for the US market and
therefore accept US-specific terms and discourse. This applies to necessary
hypotheses and implicit concepts (as for example M1) as well as to explicit cul-
ture-specific denominations like dollars ($).

The conflict between the English ‘style’ and the German norm was largely
resolved by assuming (!) that the German target reader type, the academic stu-
dent, would either be aware of the cultural differences or would have the com-
petence of researching its implications. It can easily be seen that – aside from
the language difficulties – the demands on the German student are thus much
higher than on the average US student who does not need to be equipped with
the cultural awareness and sensitivity expected from non-native readers of the
book which necessarily contradicts the book’s purpose of being easy to under-
stand for students.
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6.4.3 The Interrelationship of Text Perspectives

To establish coherence in the text for translation purposes, terms had to be
understood in their pragmatic (contaminated) relationships and seen in the
functional context of a general reader-oriented style manifesting itself on all
text levels, i.e. on the use everyday vocabulary (atomistic level) and simple
syntax, indirect topicalizations and metacommunication isotopies (hol-atom-
istic level) and implicitness of reference which necessitated frequent hypothe-
ses to assumed knowledge systems (holistic level).

The varied and contaminated use of terms and the everyday vocabulary
identified on the atomistic level were seen in the functional interrelationship
of reader orientation on the holistic level interrelating with metacommuni-
cative manifestations, implicit references and frequent hypotheses. These
manifestations in turn were seen to interact with manifestations on the hol-
atomistic level, i.e. the verbal structure of phrases, the use of thematic indica-
tors as explicit coherence signals, indirect thematizations and contaminated
term isotopies.

While the English reader-orientation (holistic perspective) was considered
the most problematic underlying (knowledge) system in the translation pro-
cess, decisions on the atomistic level allowed for toning down their effect by
using more domain-specific formulations and formal structures. Examples
are: the use of nominalizations for the redundant verbalizations and everyday
language (e.g. ‘need money to pay for’ vs. ‘benötigen Geld zum Einkauf…zur
Begleichung…zur Finanzierung von…’ ), toning down metacommunicative
elements (e.g. ‘Clearly’ vs. ‘Es läßt sich leicht nachweisen…’), by substituting
anaphoric proform references with lexical paraphrases (e.g. ‘it’ vs. ‘diesen
Aspekt’), relative clauses with condensed postmodifications (e.g. ‘..a family
that earns…’ vs. ‘eine Familie mit einem monatlichen Einkommen’), postmo-
difications by premodifications (e.g. ‘…transactions needed at each level of in-
come’ vs. ‘…der entsprechend dem jeweiligen Einkommensniveau üblichen
Transaktionen’). However, despite these modifications in ‘information packa-
ging’, the ‘information structuring’ in the form of the everyday examples such
as the family earning, holding and spending money were maintained within
the given general purpose of the translation.

In line with the required closeness to the English original, the realization
of the text topic and isotopic lines (hol-atomistic level) were maintained in the
German text, which meant 1) that ‘money’ was left in its M and M1 contami-
nated versions in favor of keeping the quality of the topic structure and isoto-
py intact, 2) the indirect introduction of the ‘transactions demand for money’
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via the indirect thematizations of ‘money’ was also maintained. The explicit
coherence signaled by the transphrastic thematic indicator (‘it is clear from the
above…’) was not a problem on the German systems or norm level anyway
and was, therefore, kept without any problem.

On the holistic level the coherence-establishing hypotheses were general-
ly kept implicit. They were, however, made explicit in the title (‘Transactions
demand’ vs. ‘Die Nachfrage nach Transaktionsgeld’) and with the homonymic
contamination of ‘money’ which was made explicit as ‘Kassenbestand’ (‘…keeps
it in money’ vs. …’diesen Betrag als Bargeld bzw. Kassenbestand hält…).

7 Summary

All of the LSP characteristics discussed in the previous chapters of this article
are culture-sensitive and therefore raise questions as to their relative invari-
ance in translation. It was easily seen in the translation sample that different
text perspectives yield different results and how they interrelate in a concrete
LSP translation scenario. Individual solutions were sought and made trans-
parent in an attempt to offset the problematic reader-oriented manifestations
on the holistic (e.g. metacommunication), hol-atomistic (thematic structure
and verbalized syntactic structures) and atomistic (everyday vocabulary) levels.

Theme-rheme progression and isotopy are powerful, highly culture-
sensitive indicators of textuality as they develop with the linear progression
of the LSP text sequence. The most prominent intercultural indicator of
LSP textuality is, however, coherence which requires holistic standards for
description and translation which were here suggested by the concepts of
knowledge constellations and individual hypotheses and their structurization
as (domain) knowledge systems.

Decision-making on the (in)variance of these parameters in LSP transla-
tion is highly complex and involves all text perspectives (atomistic, hol-
atomistic and holistic) in all phases of LSP translation (reception, transfer and
(re)production) in addition to external knowledge about the individual LSP
text: among other factors the domain and cultural knowledge presupposed by
the source text, the translation purpose (although its operationalization is still
outstanding, cf. however Sunwoo 2008) and assumed reader type. It is hoped
that the sequence of steps in the decision-making process introduced above
will enhance further studies into the complementarity of these parameters to
shed more light on the complex task of intercultural LSP translation.
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Appendices

DEMAND FOR MONEY

It is clear from the above that the main motive for holding money (as M1)
is the convenience of ordinary transactions as needed at each level of in-
come. Let’s examine it in more detail.

Transactions Demand

People and firms need money as a transactions medium. Households need
money to buy groceries and to pay for electricity and fuel bills as well as
occasional large consumer durables. Firms need money to pay for materi-
als and labor. These elements constitute the transactions demand for
money.

We can illustrate the mechanics of the transactions demand for money
in Figure 16-2. This figure shows the average money holdings of a family
that earns $1000 per month, keeps it in money, and spends it all evenly
over the month. Clearly, the family holds $500 on average in money bal-
ances.

Samuelson, Paul A./Nordhaus, William D. (1985:315): Economics. 12th edition.
New York: McGraw-Hill.
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GELDNACHFRAGE

Aus den obigen Ausführungen geht klar hervor, daß das Hauptmotiv für
die Geldhaltung die bequemere Abwicklung der entsprechend dem jewei-
ligen Einkommensniveau übliche Transaktionen ist. Wir wollen diesen
Aspekt näher betrachten

Die Nachfrage nach Transaktionsgeld

Die privaten Haushalte und die Unternehmen brauchen Geld zur Ab-
wicklung von Transaktionen: Die Haushalte zum Einkauf von Lebens-
mitteln, zur Begleichung von Elektrizitäts- und Benzinrechnungen ebenso
wie gelegentlich zum Kauf von langlebigen Konsumgütern. Die Unter-
nehmen brauchen Geld zur Finanzierung von Material und Arbeitskräf-
ten. Aus diesen Komponenten setzt sich die Nachfrage nach Transak-
tionsgeld zusammen.

Wir können uns den Mechanismus der Nachfrage in Abbildung 16.2
verdeutlichen. Die Abbildung zeigt die durchschnittliche Geldhaltung ei-
ner Familie mit einem monatlichen Einkommen von 1000 Dollar, die die-
sen Betrag als Bargeld bzw. Kassenbestand hält und nach und nach über
den Monat hinweg ausgibt. Es läßt sich leicht nachweisen, daß diese Fami-
lie über einen durchschnittlichen Kassenbestand von 500 Dollar verfügt.

Samuelson, Paul A./William D. Nordhaus, Volkwirtschaftslehre. Bd.1. Aus d. Ame-
rikan. übertr. von Johanna Frenzel und Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast, überarb.
dt. Neuaufl. 1987. Köln: Bund-Verlag. 488.
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Abstract – Professional conference interpreters typically work for many dif-
ferent clients and in a variety of settings often of a specialized LSP nature. In
this situation they are called upon to work for specialists who share expert
knowledge that is totally or partially unknown to laypersons and/or outsiders.
As it would be impossible to acquire an amount of knowledge comparable to
their expert listeners, conference interpreters need to be able to identify and
constitute relevant specialized knowledge in a very systematic, economical
and effective way to be quickly available and put to use during a conference
interpreting assignment. But so far, research is unclear about how this should
be done. The present study suggests a solution along two lines: (1) through the
concept of Terminological Knowledge Entity (TKE) it systematically describes
WHAT knowledge interpreters need for an individual CI assignment involv-
ing LSP conferences. (2) by relating TKEs to six stages of the interpreting pro-
cess it is shown HOW LSP knowledge is identified, constituted and put to use
during simultaneous interpretation. The knowledge management process is
illustrated with authentic examples.

1 Introduction

LSP (or ‘technical’) conferences form an important part of the workload of
most professional conference interpreters. These assignments are highly prob-
lematic for the following reasons:
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LSP conferences are geared towards the communicative needs of specialists
who share knowledge that is totally or partially unknown to laypersons
and/or outsiders, including non-expert interpreters, who are thus exposed to
similar problems as technical translators (see the contribution of Gerzy-
misch-Arbogast in this volume).

Simultaneous interpretation puts conference interpreters in a very delicate
‘textual situation’1: They have to produce their (oral) target texts “simulta
neously”, i.e. at once, and mostly so on the basis of a previously unknown origi-
nal while the source text is still in the process of being delivered by a speaker.

It is therefore generally acknowledged that conference interpreters need
to prepare themselves for such conferences to acquire the necessary LSP
knowledge and that they have to do so before they tackle a given source text,
i.e. prior to the interpretation during which pre-constituted knowledge is used.
It is also generally accepted that preparation occurs in various ‘settings’2, in-
volving written and oral conference texts and appropriate reference material
(dictionaries, handbooks, databases etc.) and leading to glossary lists in which
the acquired knowledge is stored.

This means that conference interpreters need to constitute and use LSP
knowledge in a very specific and effective way since it would be impossible to
acquire a comparable amount of expertise assumed in the LSP conference
participants, especially in the light of varying topics of LSP assignments. But
despite clear user expectations for correct LSP usage by the interpreters3, there
is no consensus today how this can be achieved. It is therefore still questionable
as to

1) WHAT knowledge interpreters need to perform adequately in technical
conferences – an aspect that relates to the structural content (knowledge
structures) of the necessary knowledge management and

2) HOW this knowledge can be constituted and put into practice during si-
multaneous interpretation – an aspect that relates to the process of consti-
tuting and using the relevant knowledge structures within an interpreting
assignment.
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1 “text” is here used in its widest sense and includes what is usually termed ‘discourse’.
2 advanced preparation with written texts several days before the beginning of the con-

ference, last minute preparation on the conference premises and in conference prepara-
tion while listening to the audience (Gile 1995:147); see also Kalina 2005:257.

3 e.g. Moser-Mercer (1992), Moser (1996).



The following article discusses possible solutions for the above mentioned
problems.

As for (1) it is assumed that LSP knowledge appears in terms within a (set
of) given conference text(s) and that it can be described at micro-(term-
specific) and at macro level, i. e. in relation to a reference frame or ‘organiza-
tional structure’ which relates terms to other terms.

As for (2), the different working parameters and settings typical for the
textual situation(s) of simultaneous interpretation need to be specified and re-
lated to (1). It is according to these parameters that the relevant knowledge
structures are established and used in a strategic way in order to allow for correct-
ly rendering the LSP component in the production of adequate target texts.

To achieve this purpose, a model and method for the constitution and use
of LSP knowledge in simultaneous interpretation is proposed (Will forthcom-
ing), which is here briefly outlined. Chapter 2 “Theoretical Background” dis-
cusses the theoretical basis of the constitution of knowledge structures at mi-
cro and at macro level as well as how they are put to use during an interpreting
assignment. Chapter 3 describes the components of the model and chapter 4
develops the method for constituting and using the model during an interpret-
ing assignment. Chapter 5 illustrates the application of the model and method
by applying it to authentic conference texts. The article concludes with a sum-
mary and suggestions for implementation (chapter 6).

2 Theoretical background

Following what was said above, knowledge management in simultaneous in-
terpretation appears as a function of three different ‘aspects’: Terms, texts and
the way in which these are handled by the (non-expert) conference interpreter.
In the following, these aspects will be developed in relation to the importance
and the consequences they have for Translation4 and more specifically for si-
multaneous interpreters.

2.1 Terms and Terminology

It is generally assumed that for the purposes of LSP Translation the underlying
knowledge is described in the form of concept systems and terminologies.
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According to the groundbreaking work of Eugen Wüster (1931/1979),
terminologies consist of a clearly defined and uniformly structured set of in-
terrelated objects. Every object is represented by a term that consists itself of a
denomination (word form) and a concept (content or meaning). The meaning
of a term depends on its definition and relation with other terms within the
framework of a conceptual system.

An individual (defined) term and its position within a specifically struc-
tured conceptual system can be regarded as a central element for the knowl-
edge management work of technical Translators. Indeed, it is a core element in
most data entry models used for terminology work and a must for the system-
atic representation of terminologies according to the principles of termino-
graphy (Mayer 1998, Arntz/Picht/Mayer 2004:186).

2.2 The importance of (con)texts

Wüster’s main goal was to ensure unequivocal meaning in technical communi-
cation. His objective is reflected in terms only being considered at system level,
having only one specific (ideally standardized) meaning (principle of “Eineindeu-
tigkeit”/monosemy), and being part of rigidly structured (standardized) con-
cept systems as authoritative representations of a specific subject field5.

Wüster’s model did not take into consideration the role of context and the
fact that terms are used differently by different authors. This is especially
problematic when a specific terminology or ‘jargon’ is used by a group of per-
sons (for instance experts affiliated to a specific organization or company).
Translation specific knowledge management needs to take this into consider-
ation and proceed from individual (con)texts rather than terminological en-
tries (e.g. in glossaries) at systems level, which are abstracted from whether
and how they appear in individual texts.

The importance of context was raised after Wüster’s death by translation
theorists (Schmitt 1986, Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1987) as well as by the trans-
lating profession (e. g. Hohnhold 1982, Horn-Helf 1990), who underscored
the importance of text-oriented terminology work based at least partially on
parallel texts (e.g. Wright 2001).

Putting the focus on contexts allowed for a tailor-made knowledge man-
agement in so far as all actual terms which occurred in the underlying source
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5 In fact, many of Wüster’s recommendations were formulated as international and na-
tional norms (see DIN 2330 or DIN 2331).



texts could be identified and subsequently lead to the development of many
computer-based applications involving the individual text level6.

Nevertheless, several important problems remained unsolved: Firstly, it
remained unclear how an individual context affects the meaning of a term
within a given text and secondly how the meaning of an individual term in a
text can be constituted with the help of terms as they appear in other texts (e.g.
reference books, entries in dictionaries or through topic-related parallel texts).
This is especially important if the original text contains much implicit (presup-
posed) LSP knowledge and thus may not be sufficiently clear for the (non ex-
pert) recipient – be it at micro- or at macrostructural level.

2.2.1 Terms and related microstructures

This lacking consideration of the actual context in which terms are used, led to
the development of a context-specific term-model (Gerzymisch-Arbogast
1996), by which the context-specific micro-structure of terms (concepts) was
made transparent and became comparable to other terms in context.

Gerzymisch-Arbogast assumed that the meaning of a term can be repre-
sented as a network of relations between expressions, whereby a relation con-
sists of at least one argument (nominal concept – i. e. the subject, object or an
adverbial complement) and one relator (verb). The meaning of a concept is de-
scribed to have several levels and its description may depend on the size of the
analyzed context (the number of relations). At the first level, the meaning of an
expression is identical to its denomination, on the second level, the meaning of
a term includes all arguments that are related to that term (in the textual ‘vicin-
ity’); on the subsequent levels, all relations are included that proceed from ar-
guments on the first level and so on (cf. Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1994).

On the basis of this context-specific term description, the conceptual
meaning of an individual term can be compared to the conceptual meaning of
other terms in the same or other contexts. By the so-called systext analysis, a
non-expert reader can find out whether a given texterm7 at an individual text
level (for instance a term used – implicitly – in a specific way by an individual
author in a given source text) is compatible with a given (explicitly used)
systerm8 at systems level (for instance a term concept as an entry in a dictionary
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6 e.g. as translation memories or detailed terminological entry models within computer
aided translation (CAT) tools.

7 Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1996:54.
8 Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1996:54.



or a database) or not9. This way, an implicit term concept structure in an indi-
vidual text can be associated with relevant explicit term structures in another
text (e.g. in a handbook at systems level).

2.2.2 Terms and related macrostructures

For LSP Translation, the existence of two different levels of knowledge (i. e. at
systems and at individual text level) is not only relevant for the description of
individual terms but also of importance when it comes to macrostructural re-
lationships – in other words when it comes to the question of what (back-
ground) knowledge is necessary to establish connections between individual
terms (to know “what they have to do with each other”) and to secure under-
standing of the texts of which they are part.

While an expert reader intuitively understands LSP texts because the nec-
essary background knowledge is readily mentally available, the non-expert
Translator must constitute the relevant macrostructures when understanding
the source text and interrelate the individual terms identified with other struc-
tures contained in the source text or not.

This is possible by relating the contextually established meaning of the
term to an assumed superordinated structure, i.e. a knowledge system. By way
of the general holistic thought principle (Mudersbach 1991, 1999 and 2008) an
individual term in an individual text can be related to a superordinated as-
sumed element of a knowledge system, which then requires further research
and structurization to reflect an LSP component in a text. It does not only in-
clude other explicit terms or other units, but also hypothetically related terms
not present in the original text (implicit knowledge entities) to form a func-
tionally and hierarchically organized knowledge system. The knowledge system
can be represented by a thesaurus-like structure or a semantic network (Gerzy-
misch-Arbogast/Mudersbach 1998). The more relations (“concretizations”)
can be identified between an assumed knowledge system and the text in which
it is activated, the more explicitly domain-specific is a text with respect to that
knowledge system.

Thus, the content and structure of an LSP knowledge system is deter-
mined by

– LSP components in an individual source text and
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– the pre-supposed LSP knowledge of the recipient and his or her ability to
recognize potential relationships to a superordinated LSP macrostructure.

It is obvious that this ability depends largely on the analysis of the existing
microstructures of a term in a given context and their comparison with ade-
quate microstructures at systems level (definitions etc.) from which associa-
tions with a specific knowledge system can be made.

2.2.3 Characteristics of term-specific macrostructures in texts

Knowledge systems represent the background knowledge necessary to under-
stand the texts to which they relate. Knowledge systems can be analyzed
through their concretizations with their ‘visible’ (explicit) parts or elements in
a source text – an aspect originally developed by Floros (2003) for the identifi-
cation and weighting of cultural elements in texts.

According to his model, a text may be analyzed to identify not only one
but several (or all) underlying knowledge systems it contains. In the case of
several knowledge systems being activated in a text, the number of concreti-
zations of different knowledge systems can be counted and validated in com-
parison to the knowledge systems they represent (“quantity”). How ‘easy’ it is
to relate a concretization to a specific knowledge system depends on the de-
gree of explicitness in the text (“quality”) and on how many times a knowledge
systems is evoked (“valence”). As a result, it is possible to judge the importance
of a specific knowledge system for the comprehension of a text in comparison
to other knowledge systems and their importance – within one text (as is
shown by Floros 2003) or in relation to several different texts in which the
same knowledge systems are evoked.

The latter case is particularly important for the knowledge management in
simultaneous interpreting, as this permits to constitute relevant superordinat-
ed structures relative to a number of texts as necessary when preparing for an
interpreting assignment. This is possible in a very detailed and comprehensive
way prior to the assignment when it is assumed that the knowledge system
will be important while other less important knowledge systems would be
treated in less detail (provided the underlying texts are representative for the
assignment as a whole and are available long enough before interpretation
takes place)10.
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conference. All professional associations insist in their standard contract clauses on the
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On the basis of the three models presented (Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1996,
Mudersbach 1991/1999 and Floros 2003), the following problems related to
knowledge management in LSP conference interpretation are solved:

1) The context-specific description of terms in individual texts allows to re-
late texterms to systerms. This means that implicit term structures in texts
become ‘visible’ and can be coordinated with explicit external term struc-
tures at systems level (dictionaries, handbooks etc.).

2) The constitution of knowledge systems and their more or less explicit
structurization provide the necessary background knowledge to put indi-
vidual terms into an assumed common reference frame.

3) The weighting of the knowledge systems (and thus the background
knowledge they represent) in relation to their quantity and quality in
given text material makes it possible to anticipate the importance of a
knowledge system for a given text.

2.3 Handling terms and texts in simultaneous interpretation

The models and aspects described above have so far only been applied to writ-
ten translation and therefore static textual environments where fixed source
texts are known in advance and can be analyzed and translated without exter-
nal constraints.

When dealing with simultaneous interpreting, it is necessary to describe
the differing dynamics of the textual “situations” relevant for simultaneous in-
terpretation.

This can be done on the basis of a model (Will 2000) which relates the
working conditions of simultaneous interpreters to different textual situations
and factors. In order to do so, the interpreter:

– is related to a conference interaction, consisting of a large number of inter-
related texts which the interpreter follows from a simultaneous booth
(factor ‘place’),

– depends on the text production by the speakers (factor ‘time’ and ‘linear-
ity of text progression’) and the interpreter

– has to begin the interpretation without knowing or having heard the origi-
nal in toto (factor ‘spontaneity’).

In weighting the importance of the different factors for a complete interpreting
assignment, several “stages” of knowledge management can be distinguished:
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– The preparation of the assignment (Stage I) which takes place between the
moment an assignment is accepted and the arrival of the interpreter on the
conference premises. The working conditions are comparable to written
translation so that the factors ‘place’, ‘time’ and ‘spontaneity’ do not play a
particular role. The underlying text material for preparation is written
(conference) texts, no interpretation is required yet.

– The conference itself (Stage II), where a dynamic textual environment
(mostly discourse) is predominant and

– The revision of the assignment (Stage III), which takes place following the
end of the conference and which can be compared to Stage I. The underlying
text material is constituted by written (conference) texts, but also notes or
memorized elements of the past conference. Again, no interpretation is re-
quired.

Interpretation takes only place during a conference and is subdivided into the
preparation of a specific interpretation (Stage IIa), the interpretation itself
(Stage IIb) and the revision of that interpretation (Stage IIc).

In Stage IIa, an interpretation still does not take place; however, the above
mentioned factors play a relative important role, as interpretation may start
anytime and the interpreter has to follow discourse. The underlying texts are
oral or written (‘last minute’) conference texts.

In Stage IIb, the interpretation of discourse takes place. During this pe-
riod, all factors play a decisive role so that knowledge – as in all other stages –
cannot be constituted, but only be retrieved (if available). The underlying texts
are the oral source texts produced by the conference speakers.

Stage IIc can be compared to Stage IIa.

3 A Model of Knowledge Management for LSP Conference
Interpretation

The following structural model of knowledge management for simultaneous
interpreters in LSP conferences proceeds from the integration of the aspects
discussed above.

It considers a term to be a concretization of a superordinated structure
that contains the necessary information for the production and understanding
of the source text of which it is a part: This idea is reflected in the concept of
the structured Terminological Entity (TKE) which assigns texterms or sys-
terms to a specific segment of a hierarchically organized knowledge system.
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Structured TKEs are considered the smallest complete knowledge unit for un-
derstanding and producing LSP or specialized texts. They consist of:

– An individual term within an individual conference text (texterm) as a rep-
resentation (concretization) of a specific knowledge system. It consists of
a denomination (e. g. a “word” at the superficial level of a given conference
text) and a concept (= “relational inventory”) comprising the sum of other
relations (verbs and nouns) forming its meaning content which may how-
ever be not sufficiently clear (explicit) to the non-expert Translator.

– A corresponding reference term (systerm), as an ‘authoritative’ concretisa-
tion of a specific knowledge system consisting of a denomination (e.g. a
lemma within a specialized dictionary) and a concept (definition) which
has to be compared to the individual term in order to establish compatibili-
ty (systext analysis) or possible differences (contaminations) at the level of
the texterm. It can be considered as a ‘bridge’ between an individual term
and the underlying knowledge system as it contains very often information
that is not ‘visible’ in an individual text (implicit knowledge).

– A knowledge system representing the holistic information about an indi-
vidual and/or reference term. It consists of functionally interrelated and
hierarchically organized holemes and subholemes which form different
functional subdivisions to which conceptual contents (texterms and/or
systerms) are attributed. Every attached conceptual content is related to
the top level of a knowledge system consisting of holemes/subholems. In
the following example, for instance, the texterm “v” is associated to the
position 2.1.1 and is related to the top level (0) of the knowledge system
(holon) via grade 2.1 and 2.

The different elements in Fig. 3a can thus be regarded as the different mini-
mum ‘ingredients’ of a terminological entry model dedicated for Translators
(see also Figure 5.1.1g).

However, a TKE represents only one single aspect of a given knowledge
system. In order to gain a coherent overview over the relevant knowledge for a
specific assignment and thus to be better prepared, these individual entities are
grouped together as clusters similar to Floros’ cultural constellations (2003; see
also 2.3 above). Such complex structures are called Terminological Knowledge
Constellations (TKC). They comprise all concretizations of a given knowledge
system within a text or a group of texts (which may be used by the interpreter
for preparation of a conference). TKCs can either be constituted for the pur-
pose of finding out the relevance (and the distribution of concretizations) of a
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specific knowledge system for a given text body (for instance the conference
documentation available beforehand) or in order to describe exactly the expli-
cit and detailed LSP knowledge contained in it.

In the first case, the focus is on individual terms related to a specific (un-
structured) knowledge system. To this effect, unstructured TKCs are established
and analyzed in relation to specific parameters: quantity (how many different
knowledge systems they represent), quality (how much external/systematic
knowledge is necessary in order to constitute them), and valence (how often a
specific knowledge system appears in the considered text basis). Moreover – as
an additional criterion not reflected by Floros – TKCs show density (i.e. the
number of different explicit holemes they represent within a knowledge sys-
tem). The result of this evaluation and its distribution within the considered
texts is counted and then weighted in form of a hierarchy to result in a specific
evaluation of the quantity and quality of the LSP knowledge underlying an in-
dividual text.

As a result, the interpreter may decide to elaborate the assumingly most
important knowledge systems in a very detailed way, whereas the less impor-
tant ones are set up in a more ‘economical’ way, allowing for an effective and
yet relevant terminological management for the preparation of a conference.
This point is of special importance for interpreters, as they are often con-
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Fig. 3a Structured TKE

Systerm:
(compatible) denomina-
tion (V) and meaning
content (=..D..Z..E..)
of a term at system level
(reference text)

Knowledge system 1:
Systematically struc-
tured specialized
knowledge with corre-
sponding level of the
term in question (term
level)

Texterm:
Denomination (v)
and meaning content
(=..e..d..f) of a term
within an individual
conference text



fronted with an original only during the interpreting process (Stage IIb).
Therefore, a transparent way of constituting relevant knowledge prior to the
interpreting stage may be decisive in delivering an adequate end product.

In the second case, the focus is on individual terms related to specific
holemes/subholemes of structured knowledge systems. To this effect, struc-
tured TKC are formed. They represent the explicit holistic knowledge repre-
sented in a given text or group of texts:

TKEs and TKCs provide the answer to the first part of the initial problem sta-
tement, namely WHAT knowledge structures are to be considered for the
knowledge management of conference interpreters.

The second part of the problem statement affects the way in which TKEs
and TKCs are constituted and used during an interpreting assignment. It is
therefore necessary to describe the aim and content of the different stages of
knowledge management presented in chapter 2.3:

– Conference preparation (Stage I) is associated with a systematic and holis-
tic knowledge acquisition geared towards the anticipated needs of the en-
suing conference phase involving all relevant (representative) and proble-
matic (unclear/implicit) terms in the conference documentation. The
related knowledge systems are constituted and specifically differentiated
according to their relative weight (unstructured TKCs) in the provided
material and then related back to the underlying texts (structured TKEs
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Fig. 3b Structured TKE &TKC (related structures). Bold letters: Terms with fully consti-

tuted meaning
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grouped together as structured TKCs). As these operations are demanding
as far as time and material resources (availability of reference material etc.)
are concerned, they can only be performed outside the conference stage.

– During the conference (Stage II), the constituted knowledge is recalled
while the interpreter tries (Stage IIa) to integrate previously unidentified
knowledge into existing or new knowledge structures. This happens under
worsening working conditions which may even deteriorate with the ap-
proaching interpretation. During Stage II, new structures can only be con-
stituted outside of the interpretation Stage IIb (i.e. in Stage IIa & IIc) and
only on the level of individual terms (TKEs). As a consequence, only
problematic terms anticipated to be of importance for the forthcoming in-
terpretation are considered and it is quite possible that the resulting TKEs
may only be partially constituted (consisting in the worst case only in a
source and a target denomination and the name of the corresponding
holon)11.

– During the interpreting process (Stage IIb), knowledge can only be re-
trieved. As this operation is cognitively very demanding, it must be
achieved in the fastest and ‘easiest’ way possible. Therefore, it is based on a
semasiological correspondence between occurring texterms and previ-
ously constituted TKEs which are selected according to their correspon-
dence with the holistic structures in the source text. It is assumed that the
more elements of the relational inventory of the occurring texterms corre-
spond to the holistic structure (holeme and subholeme classification) of a
retrieved TKE in the entry model, the more likely the possible match is –
for instance in the case of several corresponding semasiological entries. If
the interpreter can constitute a compatible correspondence between con-
stituted TKEs and problematic structures in the source text, there is auto-
matically a preconstituted target TKE which can be used for the produc-
tion of the interpretation.

In case no (compatible) correspondence can be established, an emergency
strategy12 has to be used. In this case it becomes clear that the previous
knowledge management was not sufficient, especially if an emergency
strategy has to be used repeatedly.
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– Stage IIc is positioned between two turns of interpretation and can thus
also be considered as part of Stage IIa. However, it refers only to those
terms that were problematic during the previous interpretation and that
therefore have to be recalled from memory. The underlying knowledge
management strategy is comparable to the one of Stage IIa.

– During the conference revision (Stage III), the individual (and sometimes
partial) TKEs assembled during the conference stage are completed and
integrated into TKEs/TKCs which are now constituted in the same way
and under the same conditions as during Stage I. The knowledge thus
constituted can be summarized through structured TKCs which – taken
together – constitute the individual explicit knowledge for the past confer-
ence (= occurring relevant/problematic texterms integrated into struc-
tured knowledge systems):

Another important aspect relates to the weighting of all constituted knowl-
edge systems13 in order to assess the accomplished conference and to draw
conclusions for similar forthcoming assignments.

The overall solution to the problem stated above can therefore be understood
as the strategic, stage-wise constitution and application of Terminological
Knowledge Entities and Terminological Knowledge Constellations according
to the different constraints/aims of knowledge management within an inter-
preting assignment.

4 A Method of Knowledge Management for LSP Conference
Interpretation

So far, the basic knowledge structures (TKE & TKC) as well as the different
textual ‘settings’ and working conditions under which they can be used in si-
multaneous interpretation have been described.

To provide a systematic description of the knowledge management activi-
ties in LSP conferences, these aspects are now integrated into a methodologi-
cal sequence. It is subdivided into ten steps or basic actions that are to be per-
formed within an interpreting assignment. Every step consists of a specific
starting point and an aim of the action, as well as an indication of the process to
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be performed in order to achieve the specified aim. The result of each step is
the starting point for the next step14.

The steps are structured according to the stages of knowledge manage-
ment within an interpreting assignment specified in chapter 3, which, in turn,
are subdivided into the three phases of Translation15 – reception, transfer and
production. The ten different steps are here presented in their general content
and not in their chronological order as they do not appear and/or are not exe-
cuted in the same way in every stage. For instance step 10 – the interpreting
process – takes place only in Stage IIb. Another example is step 5 – the consti-
tution of knowledge systems. As this step is very time consuming, it may only
be performed during Stage I or Stage III (see also Figure 4).

The ten basic actions/steps related to the phases of reception, transfer and
(re)production are:

A) Reception
1) Identification of a specific denomination of a term in an individual text.
2) Identification of its concept. This marks the end of the term specific termi-

nology work during reception.
3) Relating the texterm to a hypothetical knowledge system (holistic inter-

pretation) to form a TKE.
4) Grouping of all TKEs into unstructured TKCs. Analysis of the corre-

sponding TKCs according to the above mentioned parameters ‘quantity’,
‘quality’, ‘density’ and ‘valence’ and weighting the related knowledge sys-
tems according to their importance for the underlying texts.

5) Weighted constitution of the resulting knowledge systems.
6) Referring the different holemes and subholemes back to the correspond-

ing texterms in order to secure “understanding” them. This constitutes the
end of the reception phase.

B) Transfer
7) Constitution of corresponding knowledge systems in the target language

(TL).
8) Functional and conceptual comparison of the different holemes and sub-

holemes of the knowledge systems in the source and the target language
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9) Transfer into the target language, making adaptations if necessary (e.g. in
the case of differences or lexical gaps between the two languages). This
marks the end of the transfer phase.

C) (Re)Production
10) The interpreting process itself (stage IIb).

In applying the above mentioned 10 basic steps or actions to the 3 different
stages described in chapter 2.3, a method for the knowledge management for
LSP conferences in simultaneous interpretation is obtained as shown in the
following Figure:

The above shown repartition of steps is explained in the following way:

– Conference preparation (Stage I) is associated with a systematic and holis-
tic knowledge acquisition geared towards the anticipated needs of the en-
suing conference phase. Therefore all the steps (except interpretation) are
fully executed.

– During the conference stage (Stage II), the constituted knowledge is re-
called and previously unidentified knowledge newly established (Stage IIa
& IIc), but due to worsening working conditions, only on the level of in-
dividual terms (TKEs). Therefore steps 4 & 5 have to be omitted – see Fi-
gure 4.
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Translation

Phase

S
t
e
p

Stage I Stage II Stage III

Stage IIa Stage IIb Stage IIc

R
e
c
e
p
t
i
o
n

1 � � � � �

2 � � � � �

3 � � � � �

4 � – – – �

5 � – – – �

6 � � � � �

Transfer 7 � � – � �

8 � � – � �

9 � � � � �

Production 10 – – � – –

Fig. 4 Stage-wise repartition of the 10 steps of the method



– During the interpreting process (Stage IIb), knowledge can only be re-
trieved16. Therefore, the reception phase is of particular importance, while
transfer consists merely of one step (memorizing adequate pre-cons-
tituted knowledge structures or finalizing an emergency strategy) needed
for the interpretation (step 10).

– During the conference revision (Stage III), the same aims and conditions
apply as in Stage I. Therefore, all steps are carried out except for step 10.

5 Application of Model and Method on LSP Texts

The model and method is now illustrated by applying them to authentic con-
ference texts as contained in the corpus of Pöchhacker (1992)17,18 which was
put together in relation to a conference on small and medium-sized businesses
which took place in Vienna in 1991. For space reasons, the method will be
applied to two knowledge management stages only – conference preparation
(Stage I) and interpretation (Stage IIb).

5.1 Stage I – conference preparation

The main objective of stage I consists in the effective constitution of relevant
knowledge systems in the applicable source and target languages in order to
understand the conference texts and building up relevant LSP knowledge to
support the knowledge management during the conference stage.

5.1.1 Reception

Step 1:
In this step the available conference documentation (consisting here only of
text 1, page 1) is read and relevant and/or problematic term denominations are
marked as they appear in the text. As a result, 19 term-occurrences are high-
lighted.
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Step 2:
During this step, the concepts of the problematic term denominations are veri-
fied. To this end, the term-specific microstructures in the text are compared to
their corresponding term structures at systems level (systext-approach), espe-
cially if their meaning is presupposed (used implicitly) in the text. As an example,
the texterm “factoring” is analyzed in relation to its relational context:
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“…Here are only some aspects (of partnership) which you may deal with in your
paper and thus enrich our conference: ….factoring…etc.”

This context can be condensed into the following minimal microstructural
relation:

“factoring …is an aspect of partnership….”

Subsequently, a systerm for ‘factoring’ is looked for, for instance:

Factoring: “A type of business finance in which financial specialists called factors
take responsibility for collection and the credit of their clients. [..] Factoring dif-
fers from other types of accounts receivables financing in two essential respects.
First, the factor assumes the seller’s credit functions, including credit, investigation
and record keeping. Second, he buys the receivables outright, that is, without re-
course to the seller for the credit loss. [..]19

Again, the minimal microstructural relation for ‚Factoring’ is established:

Factoring <is> a type of business finance...

As a result of the systext analysis, it is established that ‘factoring’ and ‘Fac-
toring’ are identical with respect to the relator and the position of ‘factoring’
and ‘Factoring’ in the relation. With the help of this microstructural compari-
son, an explicit and adequate context (the complete definition of ‘Factoring’)
can be allocated to the source text where it is presupposed.

With step 2, the microstructural analysis of the underlying terms is com-
pleted.

Step 3:
In step three, the texterm is related to a hypothetical knowledge system (holis-
tic interpretation) to form a TKE. In our example, ‘factoring’ is allocated to
the first level (holon) of the knowledge system (KS) ‘Business Finance’ as it
“…is a type of business finance” in the systerm. Applying step 1–3 to the other
highlighted terms in Figure 5.1a brings about the following result:

– KS 1 (‘Forms and Types of Businesses’ containing the texterms small busi-
ness, big business)

– KS 2 (‘Business Combinations’ containing the texterms, transaction costs
approach, mergers, acquisitions, joint venture, franchising),

– KS 3 (‘Business Management’ containing the texterms entrepreneurship),
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– KS 4 (‘Business Finance’ containing the texterms factoring, venture capi-
talists, leasing).

Step 4:
In step four, all TKEs are combined to form unstructured TKCs and are ana-
lyzed in relationship to the parameters ‘quantity’, ‘quality’, ‘density’ and ‘va-
lence’ (see chapter 2.2.3)20. As a result, the related knowledge systems can be
weighted according to their importance for the underlying texts.

In the following, this analysis is restricted to the results for one parameter
– valence – which gives the following results:

Quantity Valence

knowledge systems Text 1

KS 1 Forms and Types of businesses 9

KS 2 Business Combinations 5

KS 3 Business Management 2

KS 4 Business Finance 3

Total 4 19

Fig. 5.1.1b Valence of KS 1–4 in text 1

On this basis, ‘Forms and Types of Businesses’ would have to rank highest in
priority and therefore be constituted in more depth, followed by KS 2, 4 and 3.

Step 5:
In step five, the knowledge systems are constituted with the appropriate refer-
ence material. The higher one system has been weighted, the ‘deeper’ it has to
be differentiated.

For illustrative purposes, only knowledge system 1 is here presented:
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Step 6:
In step six, the different holemes and subholemes are referred back to the cor-
responding texterms in order to put them into a holistic framework and thus
securing the “understanding” of the text in its LSP component. In this process,
structured TKEs are formed, which relate texterms (microstructural level) to a
knowledge system (macrostructural level) via a precise hierarchy (holeme
classification or gradation). “Understanding” means positioning an individual
term exactly within the corresponding background knowledge system classi-
fication of holemes. The combination of these 2 different levels (texterm and
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KS 1 (SL): Forms and Types of Businesses

0. Definition
1. Terminological differentiation

1.1 Profit oriented: Business. SYN (US): Corporation
1.2 Group of people engaged in production: Company.
1.3 Production activity/and or state-owned: Enterprise

2. Classification by legal status
2.1 Private sector business organisations

2.1.1 Unincorporated businesses
2.1.1.1 Sole proprietorship (SYN: Individually owned company)
2.1.1.2 Partnerships

2.1.1.2.1 General partnership
2.1.1.2.2 Limited partnership

2.1.2 Incorporated businesses; SYN (US) (joint-stock) corporations;
2.1.2.1 Private limited company (Ltd.); SYN (US) Private corporation
2.1.2.2 Public limited company (p.l.c); SYN (US) Public

corporation
2.2 Public sector enterprises; SYN (US) Public corporations

3. Classification by size
3.1 Micro business
3.2 Small business
3.3 Medium sized business
3.4 Big business; SYN (US): Big/large corporation

4. Classification by primary activity
4.1 Manufacturers
4.2 Retailers and distributors
4.3 Financial business
4.4 Transportation business
4.5 Service business

Fig. 5.1.1c Constitution of KS 1 in the source language. Legend: SYN (= synonym); US

(US-American English; holeme grade of the TKEs constituted in step 4



holeme classification) within a structured TKE can be illustrated in the follow-
ing way:

We proceed from the texterm small business (holeme grade 3.2 – see Fig. 5.1.1c)
in the utterance “Partnership strengthens small business” taken from text 1:

Structured TKE

Knowledge system KS 1 – Forms and Types of Businesses

0. Definition

Holeme classification 3. Classification by size

3.2

Texterm Partnership strengthens small business

Fig. 5.1.1d Structured TKE: Texterm identified in step 1 of the method

This constitutes the end of the reception phase.

5.1.2 Transfer

Step 7:
Step seven constitutes the beginning of the transfer phase in which relevant
and adequate macrostructures in the target language are built: for this purpose,
a corresponding knowledge system in the target language is constituted inde-
pendently but along the same principles as in the source language (SL). For
KS 1, with German as the target language, this could e.g. look like this:
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KS 1 (TL): Unternehmensformen und -arten

0. Definition
1. Begriffsabgrenzung

1.1 Finanzorientierung: Unternehmung, SYN: Unternehmen
1.2 Mehrere Personen: Gesellschaft.
1.3 Produktionsorientierung: Betrieb

2. Unterscheidung nach der Rechtsform
2.1 Private Unternehmungen

2.1.1 Ohne eigene Rechtsfähigkeit
2.1.1.1 Einzelunternehmen
2.1.1.2 Personengesellschaft

2.1.1.2.1 Offene Handelsgesellschaft
2.1.1.2.2 Kommanditgesellschaft

2.1.2 Mit eigener Rechtsfähigkeit; SYN: Kapitalgesellschaften
2.1.2.1 GmbH
2.1.2.2 Aktiengesellschaft



Step 8:
In step eight, the different holemes and subholemes of both knowledge sys-
tems are compared with respect to their conceptual and functional content.
The comparison is based on three criteria: Identity (same conceptual and func-
tional content), partial identity (same conceptual but differing functional con-
tent or same functional but differing conceptual content) and non-identity (no
conceptual and no functional identity, e.g. in the case of a lexical gap in the tar-
get language). This is again illustrated below with KS 1:
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2.2 Gemischte Rechtsformen
2.1.1 GmbH & Co KG
2.1.2 Doppelgesellschaft

2.3 Öffentliche Unternehmungen
3. Unterscheidung nach der Größe

3.1 Kleinstunternehmen
3.2 Kleinunternehmen
3.3 Mittleres Unternehmen
3.4 Großunternehmen

4. Unterscheidung nach Wirtschaftszweigen
4.1 Industrieunternehmen
4.2 Handelsunternehmen
4.3 Bankunternehmen
4.4 Verkehrsunternehmen
4.5 Sonstige Dienstleistungsbetriebe

Fig. 5.1.1e Constitution of KS 1 in the target language. SYN (= synonym)



Conceptual and functional comparison of KS 1:

Forms and Types of Businesses (SL) / Unternehmensformen und -arten (TL)

Holeme grades in the

source language (SL)

Identity Partial

identity

Non-

identity

Holeme grades in the

target language (TL)

0 X 0

1 X 1

1.1 X 1.1

1.2 X 1.2

1.3 X 1.3

2 X 2

2.1 X 2.1

2.1.1 X 2.1.1

2.1.1.1 X 2.1.1.1

2.1.1.2 X 2.1.1.2

2.1.1.2.1 X 2.1.1.2.1

2.1.1.2.2 X 2.1.1.2.2

2.1.2 X 2.1.2

2.1.2.1 X 2.1.2.1

2.1.2.2 X 2.1.2.2

X 2.2

X 2.2.1

X 2.2.2

2.2 X 2.3

3 X 3

3.1 X 3.1

3.2 X 3.2

3.3 X 3.3

3.4 X 3.4

4 X 4

4.1 X 4.1

4.2 X 4.2

4.3 X 4.3

4.4 X 4.4

4.5 X 4.5

Fig. 5.1.1f Functional and conceptual comparison of the KS in source (SL) and target

language (TL)
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As a result, it appears that both KS are quite similar. Some differences, how-
ever, are shown clustered in holeme 2 (‘classification according to the legal sta-
tus’) – an important indication to the interpreter that further concretizations
of this holeme (which may appear in later stages of the knowledge manage-
ment) may be at best only partially identical.

Step 9:
Step nine accounts for adaptations that need to be made in case of differences
or lexical gaps (e.g. as for the source language in comparison to holemes 2.2,
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 in the target language). This marks the end of the transfer phase.

Finally, the constituted knowledge structures can be entered into a data
entry model. Applying the structures presented in chapter 3, this could be dis-
played in the following way21:

Structured TKE (SL) Data
Management

Structured TKE (TL)

texterm systerm KS topic and

conference

KS systerm texterm

denomi-

nation:

denomi-

nation:

denomination: denomination: denomi-

nation:

denomi-

nation:

concept: concept: holeme grada-

tion and de-

nomination:

holeme grada-

tion and de-

nomination:

concept: concept:

source: source: source: conceptual and

functional iden-

tity SL/TL

source: source: source:

deviation/

contamination

deviation/

contamination

Fig. 5.1.1g Entry model

5.2 Stage IIb – interpretation

During the interpretation stage, previously constituted TKEs are recalled in
order to facilitate the adequate production of the target text.
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21 The presentation of the entry model is only a formal suggestion for completing struc-
tured TKEs by traditional data management categories known from terminology
(‘source’, ‘topic’ and ‘conference’ reference in the column ‘data management’). See also
Wilss 1999:98, Mayer 1998 and KÜWES 1990:4.



5.2.1 Reception

The example for this stage is based on the following extract from a speech de-
livered by Rena Blatt, a representative of the Canadian ministry of industry on
the subject of “The Performance of the Family Firm in Canada: Evidence from
a Survey of Small Firms in Ontario”.22

We were more looking at a general view of what small businesses were out there,
what kind of industrial sectors they were in, how big they were, what their growth
was like. And we were – we used our Federal Statistical Agency to work on this
study with us, because they have abilities that the rest of us don't have in terms of
how they did this, and I'll explain it as I go on. ... The �survey was done as a
mail-out questionnaire with a telephone follow-up. It was a sample group of
one-thousand-five-hundred-and-fourteen corporations out of approximately a
hundred-and-sixty-seven-thousand-ninehundred-and-fifty-one Canadian-controlled
private corporations in Ontario. Now, what this means is that these are compa-
nies that are not traded on the stock exchange. Therefore the ownership of them is
controlled by the actual owner-managers, although they're not necessarily small
businesses, and in fact some of the ones in our study were quite large.

In the above indicated example it is assumed that the texterm “private corpo-
rations” cannot be recalled instantaneously from memory and therefore has
to be collected from the pre-constituted entry model (step 1).

In step 2 & 3, we need to find out if a semasiologically corresponding entry
exists and to which macrostructures it is associated. In our example, a complete
formal (semasiologic) correspondence is found which is related to knowledge
system 1 (Forms and Types of Businesses) as shown in Figure 5.2.1a

The structured TKE is now referred back to the source text in order to verify
its validity within the source context (step 623). This verification is first of all
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22 Contained in LOG 4A of the Pöchhacker corpus and annexed to the article.
23 Steps 4 & 5 are not applicable during stage IIb as knowledge can only be retrieved.

KS 1 Forms and Types of Businesses:
0. Definition

2. Classification by legal status
2.1 Private sector business organisations

2.1.2 Incorporated businesses; SYN (US) (joint-stock) corporations
2.1.2.1 Private limited company (Ltd.); SYN (US) Private corporation

Fig. 5.2.1a Holeme classification of ‚private corporation’ within knowledge system 1



achieved by the fact that two concretizations of knowledge system 1 (‘small
business’ and ‘corporations’) are evoked in the near textual vicinity of ‘private
corporations’ (see also Figure 5.1.1c) Furthermore, the texterm ‘corporation’
in the immediate context of ‘private corporations’ is the superordinate term in
the holeme 2 “classification by legal status” which is also implicitly contained
in the ensuing passage:

“Now, what this means is that these are companies that are not traded on the stock
exchange. Therefore the ownership of them is controlled by the actual owner-
managers…”

5.2.2 Transfer and production

When a corresponding TKE is found in the source language, the entry will also
show corresponding structures in the target language (especially in the case of
structured TKEs24), meaning that steps 7 & 8 are here redundant. Therefore,
step 9 consists only of recalling the pre-constituted target structures until the
interpretation has reached the text segment in which they are to be used (step 10).

6 Summary

This article proceeded from the assumption that knowledge management in si-
multaneous interpreting depends primarily on two problematic factors: First,
the need for non-expert interpreters to constitute and use relevant LSP knowl-
edge needed for an adequate interpretation of a specific original, and secondly
to do so in relation to the specific textual situation of a conference assignment.

As a solution to this problem it was suggested to describe WHAT knowl-
edge structures are to be considered relevant and HOW these are constituted
and used during a complete interpreting assignment.

This lead to the description of a model for the underlying LSP knowledge
structures essential for understanding and producing LSP or specialized texts
in terms of the establishment of TKEs and TKCs which provide the necessary
background knowledge both at micro –and at macrostructural level. While
TKEs refer to single terms and are decisive during the interpreting stage itself,
TKCs allow for a holistic knowledge management outside the conference
stage. Because of the fact that interpreters are confronted with actual source
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texts only during the interpretation stage, TKCs are an essential element for a
strategic and effective ‘forward planning’ in knowledge management.

On the basis of this model, a method for the constitution and use of TKEs
and TKCs was developed. This was achieved by differentiating a simultaneous
interpreting assignment into 6 different stages (or textual situations relevant
for knowledge management) and applying a rule-governed sequence of ten
steps to the different stages. The implementation of each step varies with the
textual conditions of each stage: While a systematic and holistic knowledge
management is performed in stage I and III, knowledge systems can only be
partially identified and constituted, enlarged and recalled during the confer-
ence stage (II).

TKEs and TKCs were applied to practical examples which illustrate their
mechanisms and results with authentic texts.

The development of this model and method for knowledge management
of simultaneous interpreting of LSP conferences offers several further per-
spectives: Its implementation and computerization would lead to a data entry
model (see Figure 5.1.1g) which would greatly enhance the possibilities of the
described knowledge management in all stages25. It would also let the PC do
some of the time-consuming and extensive tasks of the systematic constitution
or weighting of the knowledge systems during Stage I. Finally, the method
could be used for teaching purposes as well as for quality assurance.
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8 Appendix

Text 1 (call for papers) – 2 pages
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Discourse Transcription (Pöchhacker 1992): Rena Blatt- LOG 4A
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Margaret Rogers (Surrey)

Terminological Equivalence: Probability and Consistency

1 Introduction
2 ‘Textual equivalence’
3 Consistency and variation in lexical choice
4 A case study
5 Conclusion
6 References

Abstract – With the growth of Translation Studies as a discipline, the key notion
of ‘equivalence’ has become increasingly problematised. In this paper I would
like to renew our acquaintance with Catford’s (1965) early notion of ‘textual
equivalent’, which is expressed in terms of probabilities of occurrence. Using
the notion that an equivalence probability of 1 can be understood as a fully
determinate ST term-TT term relationship, actual correspondences will be inves-
tigated in the translations of a safety-critical medical text from German into
French and English. The correspondences will be analysed in the linguistic
framework of lexical cohesion in terms of lexicogrammatical chains. It will be
argued that even in genres and subject fields which might be assumed to be
highly determinate with respect to lexical selection, terminological corre-
spondences in texts can be variable.

1 Introduction

The study of terms and terminologies and the study of technical translation
and translations enjoy a symbiotic relationship. Terms make an important se-
mantic contribution to lexically dense texts dealing with specialist subject
matter, and hence to their translation. On the one hand, data on terms and
their equivalents, e.g. in technical dictionaries or termbases, support technical
translators in their decision-making. On the other hand, the compilation of
codified lexical resources increasingly draws on texts, including translations,
as a basic data source. Codified lexical resources and texts (original or trans-
lated) are, however, organisms of different kinds. While dictionaries, glossa-
ries, termbases, and so on, are themselves artefacts with a physical embodi-
ment (whether digital or paper), the headwords or entry terms which they use
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to identify each entry are abstract entities i.e. lexemes. The words or terms in
texts are, by contrast, particular forms which perform inter alia various textual
and referential functions. Translation competence therefore includes knowl-
edge of how to navigate the path between these symbiotic organisms in a
bi-directional way: firstly in using codified resources to solve terminological
problems when interpreting a given source text and then creating a new text in
the form of a translation, and secondly in using texts as a source of data for
compiling, for example, personal glossaries or providing feedback to a termi-
nology manager to extend or update existing resources.

However, from the perspective of Terminology Studies – understood here
as Terminologiewissenschaft, at least as viewed in earlier publications such as
Wüster 1974 and Felber 1984 – describing the usage of terms (as in text) was
regarded as a preliminary step towards normalising that use in a terminologi-
cal standard with a view to clarifying professional communication (unders-
tood as largely technical communication) in order to avoid the ‘intolerable
confusion’ which, it was argued, would arise from ‘free development of termi-
nology’ (Felber 1984:15). This claim rested on at least two assumptions: that
there are clear differences in the ways that communication works in general
language (LGP) and in special languages (LSPs); and that standardised terms
(and in the case of translation, their equivalents) could – or should – be slotted
consistently into texts in order to create the desired meaning. Subsequent research
has challenged these assumptions on both philosophical grounds (e.g. maintain-
ing that there is a constructed understanding of the world rather than an objec-
tive reality) and empirical grounds arising from the analysis of texts (and their
translations) (e.g. Rogers 1999).

In this paper, the key notion of equivalence will be discussed from a termi-
nological point of view but one which is rooted in textual analysis.

2 ‘Textual equivalence’

The key notion of equivalence has, in the history of Translation Studies, beco-
me increasingly problematised and differentiated according to formal, seman-
tic, pragmatic and textual criteria (see, for instance, Koller 1979:159–266).
Even if we confine its scope to lexical equivalence, the problem remains of
where the equivalence lies: in the codified resource as part of a lexical system
or in the source text-target text relation. The focus in Translation Studies is
clearly on text, whereas in Terminology Studies it has traditionally been on
system. In the onomasiological approach favoured in the largely German/
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Nordic approach to terminology, equivalence has been defined as a one-to-one
mapping of characteristics of a concept (e.g. square root in English and Quadrat-
wurzel in German in the subject field of Mathematics). But it is also acknow-
ledged that in most cases it is a question of establishing the degree of equiva-
lence, as determined by the degree of ‘coincidence’ of the intension of the con-
cept in each system (Felber 1984:152). While varying degrees of equivalence can
be reflected in a codified resource by lexicographical symbols, or, more re-
cently (e.g. in concept-based termbases) through a combination of definitions
in each language combined with an additional remark to highlight differences,
this view of equivalence still focuses on only one aspect: denotational equival-
ence. What happens when a term is plucked from a dictionary and inserted
into a text?

As long ago as the 1960s, Catford distinguished between ‘formal corre-
spondence’ (interlingual) and ‘textual equivalence’ (intertextual) (Catford 1965).
While early linguistically-based scholarship in Translation Studies such as that
of Catford has been much criticised over the decades, particularly following
the many so-called ‘turns’ (pragmatic, cultural, functional, empirical: see, for
example, Snell-Hornby 2006), his approach still offers an interesting perspec-
tive from a textual point of view if text is understood in terms of its relation-
ship to language system (parole/langue) rather than in any other extra-lin-
guistic or cultural dimensions. Catford states:

In a text of any length, some specific SL [source language] items are almost certain
to occur several times. At each occurrence there will be a specific TL [target
language] textual equivalent (Catford 1965:29–30).

Catford’s notion of equivalence therefore shifts the focus away from degrees
of equivalence on a system level to the probability of equivalence based on a
distribution throughout a text. Accordingly, the relation between an SL term
and a TL term can be expressed as:

a probability, in terms of the probability scale in which 1 means ‘absolute certain-
ty’ and 0 means ‘absolute impossibility’ (Catford 1965:30).

Hence, if term A in the Source Text (ST) is always translated as term A' in the
Target Text (TT), this suggests a one-to-one equivalence of A and A' which
can be represented unproblematically in a bilingual dictionary, at least, in one
language direction, even if it does not explain anything about the nature of the
relationship. A probability of less than one indicates variation in the lexical
choices made by the translator in the TT for term A, and hence, a lack of con-
sistency if seen from a prescriptive, purely denotative point of view.
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3 Consistency and variation in lexical choice

Consistency in the selection of terms is usually promoted as an essential fea-
ture of good technical writing, and has been cited as one of the advantages of
machine translation over human translation (Vasconcellos 2001:697). In other
words, the avoidance of synonymy within a text and, in turn, in its translation,
is seen as a communicative virtue. While it is certainly the case that a use of
synonyms which is motivated purely by stylistic considerations such as the
avoidance of repetition can be outweighed by considerations of clarity in cer-
tain textual genres and domains, text-based research has demonstrated that
synonymy can be functional (see, for instance, Rogers 1997 for genetic engin-
eering and Temmerman 2000 for the life sciences).

It is well-known, however, that non-functional variation in the form of
synonymy is widespread in technical writing practice (hence, advice to avoid
synonymy for the sake of comprehensibility is common: see, for instance,
Göpferich 2002:185). Furthermore, such intratextual variation is overlaid with
intertextual variation in translation. Baker asserts, for example, that ‘networks
of lexical cohesion’ are impossible to reproduce in translation ‘even in
non-literary texts’ (Baker 1992:206–207). There seem, then, to be potential
tensions between the demands of lexical consistency and those of patterns of
lexical cohesion across languages.

One way of studying this problem in technical texts is to analyse lexical
chains as an aspect of textual cohesion. By lexical chain is meant here ‘cohesive
ties sharing the same referent’, lexically expressed (see Rogers 2007a:17). An
onomasiological approach would view this as a chain of lexical designations
(terms) of the same concept.

4 A case study

A genre in which a ST term-TT term relationship could reasonably be ex-
pected to have a textual equivalence probability of one would be instructions
for use, for, say, a piece of medical equipment, as a need for consistency in term
selection and translation is implied by the purpose of the text. Given the
safety-critical operative function of such a text, clarity of communication can
be expected to be a priority, suggesting that synonymy should be avoided
since it may cloud the referential function of the instructions in relation to the
equipment and/or to any non-verbal representations of the object or its parts
in the text such as diagrams or photographs.
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The text which is discussed here (see also Rogers 2007a; 2007b where the
data are discussed more fully) is a set of instructions for patients suffering
from sleep apnœia on how to use an electrically powered breathing aid. The
whole device consists of a mask which is secured over the face, connected by
a valve to a tube which is in turn connected to the small electric motor. It is
the valve which is the focus of discussion here. The original text is German
(1071 words), the translations French (1343 words) and English (1263 words)
(<http://www.weinmann.de>).

Analysis of the German ST reveals that four expressions are used to refer
(total 36 occurrences) to the valve: Ausatemsystem Schalldämpfer, Gerät,
Schalldämpfer and Ausatemsystem. The full compound is only used once, near
the beginning of the text; the generic Gerät also only occurs once. The clipped
variant of the full compound, Schalldämpfer is the most frequent (28 occur-
rences), followed by the other component of the compound, Ausatemsystem
(6 occurrences). The two components of the full compound have the potential
to perspectivise the two functions of the device, namely to aid breathing for
the patient and thereby to reduce noise (snoring) for those sleeping near-by.

Intratextual variation in the use of expressions for the same part of the de-
vice is also found in the French and English translations, but the pattern of
variation does not mirror exactly that of the ST. This is immediately apparent
from the fact that in the French translation, seven expressions are found for the
valve, and in the English only three. The French expressions are: valve
d’expiration de type silencieux, silencieux, dispositif, produit, valve d’expira-
tion, vanne d’expiration, toutes les pièces. Again, the full term is used only once
(but suggesting explicitly other types of breathing aid which do not suppress
noise), with the noise-suppressant function of the device dominating the text
in the form of the clipped term silencieux (27 occurrences). The basic pa-
tient-oriented function of the device is less in focus (valve d’expiration occurs
four times, vanne d’expiration only once), as in the German. The generic
expressions each occur only once. In addition, there is one grammatical
co-referent in the French text: il; this is the only non-lexical co-referent in the
three lexical chains analysed, probably because of the potential problems of
anaphor resolution and the safety-critical nature of the text. The lexical chain
of co-referents for the valve in the English TT shows less variation than either
the German original or the French translation. There is no superordinate term
covering both functional aspects of the valve such as the putative exhalation
and muffling system. Instead, the term muffling system is widely used (32 oc-
currences) with three occurrences of exhalation system and two of device.
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When the patterns of variation are considered across the three texts, there
are three instances where the terms do not match between the German and the
English, and five which do not match between the German and the French:

German original English translation French translation

Schalldämpfer muffling system dispositif

Schalldämpfer muffling system il

Schalldämpfer muffling system toutes les pièces

Ausatemsystem device valve d’expiration

Ausatemsystem muffling system vanne d’expiration

Ausatemsystem muffling system silencieux

Table 1 Occurrences of non-matches (shaded cells) of co-referents in the three lexical

chains

In all other cases, there was a one-to-one match between Schalldämpfer / muff-
ling system / silencieux, and between Ausatemsystem / valve d’expiration / ex-
halation system, with the full compound Ausatemsystem Schalldämpfer trans-
lated by muffling system in the English.

In terms of probabilities (see Rogers 2007b:22 for calculations) for the
terms occurring in the lexical chains, there are only three cases of a probability
of one. In the German-French translation direction, Ausatemsystem Schall-
dämpfer is translated as valve d’expiration de type silencieux, but as there is
only one occurrence of the full compound in the German original, this is not
of any note. In the German-English direction, there are two cases of a proba-
bility of one. The first concerns the textual equivalent of the single occurrence
of the full compound, the second of the all-pervasive Schalldämpfer. Both have
muffling system as their textual equivalent; hence Catford’s ‘absolute cer-
tainty’ (1965:30) is not applicable in the reverse translation direction. Indeed,
muffling system has three1 textual equivalents in the German: Ausatemsystem
Schalldämpfer, Schalldämpfer and Ausatemsystem.
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Nevertheless, there is a relatively high probability for the pair Schall-
dämpfer / silencieux (0.89) (as well as the Schalldämpfer / muffling system
probability of one) but lower probabilities for Ausatemsystem / valve d’ex-
piration (0.67) and Ausatemsystem / exhalation system (0.50). There is there-
fore greater variation in textual equivalence when the breathing function is in
focus in the ST.

The non-reversibility of textual equivalence as demonstrated here has im-
plications for bi-lingual lexicography and terminography, indicating complex
mappings of many-to-one and one-to-many items, with reversible one-to-one
mappings being less frequent. In terms of the communicative message, there is
a core of stability around the central terms Schalldämpfer / silencieux / muff-
ling system, but certainly not full consistency, ‘even’ in this safety-critical text.

5 Conclusion

The limited data discussed in this paper provide no counter evidence to
Baker’s assertion that lexical networks are not exactly transferable in transla-
tion, although a core of stability was found in the lexical chains and their trans-
lations. Nevertheless, the French translator introduced more variation and the
English translator less. The question remains, of course, whether the transla-
tions can be regarded as of good quality and fit-for-purpose, but similar ques-
tions also arise about the ST. The greater variation in the French also raises
questions about possible differences and preferences in particular languages
with respect to the patterning of lexical chains.

What is clear is that there is room for further empirical research to explore
whether the notion of terminological consistency in the translation of techni-
cal texts is a feasible and communicatively relevant goal of technical writing
and translation and what the translator’s expertise is in balancing decisions in
this context. Finally, there are implications for the operation of computer-
assisted translation tools such as translation memory, which reconstructs texts
on the basis of segmented units which are not necessarily re-presented in the
same order in new texts.
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Abstract – The paper discusses the opposition between the cultural studies and
the lingustic strands of translation studies and pleads for combining the two
by adopting a functional-pragmatics approach. Following an exemplification
of such a view, the current influence of global English on translations and
multilingual text production in general is briefly discussed.

1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the relationship between two disciplines: contrastive
discourse analysis and translation. I want to first of all characterize the concepts
of ‘culture’ and ‘linguistic-cultural relativity’ in the light of their relevance for
translation theory and practice. Following House (1997), two distinct types of
translation, overt translation and covert translation, are distinguished, with
only the covert type necessitating a so-called cultural filter and a concomitant
switch in discourse worlds. The notion of a cultural filter is substantiated by
evidence from a number of intercultural discourse analyses. Finally, the parti-
cular role of English as a global lingua franca and its influence on translation in
general and the use of a cultural filter in particular are discussed.

2 Cultural studies vs linguistics in translation

In recent years there has been a shift in translation studies from linguistically
oriented approaches to culturally-oriented ones. In Germany, Reiß and Ver-
meeer’s (1984) concept of translation and Snell-Hornby’s ideas about the
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‘interdiscipline’ of translation (see Snell-Hornby 1986 and most of the contri-
butions therein) clearly show this overall concern with viewing translating less
as a linguistic and more, or even exclusively, as a cultural procedure. This view
is epitomized in statements such as “One does not translate languages but cul-
tures” and “In translation we transfer cultures not languages”. In anglophone
translation studies, a similar paradigm shift is clearly noticeable. How did this
shift come about? Translation studies, I would suggest, is here simply follow-
ing a general trend in the humanities and social sciences, whose contents and
methodologies (at least in the so-called First World) have over the past de-
cades been substantially influenced by post-modernist, post-colonial, feminist
and other socio-politically and philosophically motivated schools. Transla-
tion is no exception in this regard (see e.g. Venuti 1995; von Flotow 1997; Rob-
inson 1997), and translation studies’ history of mimicking fashionable trends,
is here, it seems to me, simply replayed.

Another, less modish way of taking account of ‘culture’ in translation fol-
lows the model set by some linguistic schools, e.g. the Prague school of lin-
guistics or British Contextualism, schools which conceived of language as pri-
marily a social phenomenon, which is naturally and inextricably intertwined
with culture. In these and other socio-linguistically and contextually oriented
approaches, language is viewed as embedded in culture such that the meaning
of any linguistic item can only be properly understood with reference to the
cultural context enveloping it. Since in translation ‘meaning’ is of particular
importance, it follows that translation cannot be fully understood outside a
cultural frame of reference. Adherents of such an integrative view of language
and culture (see e.g. Koller 1997; Hatim and Mason 1997; House 1997; Gerzy-
misch-Arbogast and Mudersbach 1998; Steiner 1998), while considering transla-
tion to be a particular type of culturally determined practice, also hold that it
is, at its core, a predominantly linguistic procedure. They thus differ signifi-
cantly from a radical cultural studies view in which translation is taken to be
predominantly, or even exclusively culture-related. It is the purpose of this
chapter to contribute to attempts to bridge the gap between ‘the two cultures’.

3 Universality versus culture specificity in translation

3.1 Culture, language and translation

The concept of ‘culture’ has been the concern of many different disciplines
such as philosophy, sociology, anthropology, literature and cultural studies,
and the definitions offered in these fields vary according to the particular
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frame of reference invoked. Two basic views of culture have emerged: the hu-
manistic concept of culture and the anthropological concept of culture. The
humanistic concept of culture captures the ‘cultural heritage’ as a model of re-
finement, an exclusive collection of a community’s masterpieces in literature,
fine arts, music etc. The anthropological concept of culture refers to the over-
all way of life of a community or society, i.e., all those traditional, explicit and
implicit designs for living which act as potential guides for the behaviour of
members of the culture. Culture in the anthropological senses of a group’s
dominant and learned sets of habits, as the totality of its non-biological inheri-
tance involves presuppositions, preferences and values – all of which are, of
course, neither easily accessible nor verifiable. In what follows, the broad an-
thropological sense of culture will be pursued.

Four analytical levels on which culture has been characterized can be dif-
ferentiated: the first one is the general human level, along which human beings
differ from animals. Human beings unlike animals are capable of reflexion,
and they are able to creatively shape and change their environment. The sec-
ond level is the societal, national level, culture being the unifying, binding
force which enables human beings to position themselves vis a vis systems of
government, domains of activities, religious beliefs and values in which human
thinking expresses itself. The third level corresponds to the second level but
captures various societal and national subgroups according to geographical re-
gion, social class, age, sex, professional activity and topic. The fourth level is
the personal, the individual one relating to the individual’s guidelines of think-
ing and acting. This is the level of cultural consciousness (see Huizinga 1938:
14f), which enables a human being to be aware of what characterizes his or her
own culture and makes it distinct from others.

Based on these different levels, i.e., integrating human, social and individ-
ual views of culture, the concept of culture can be (informally) defined as a
type of “collective programming of the human mind”, as Hofstede (1984) put
it so succinctly, or more elaborately formulated as

whatever it is one has to know or believe in order to operate in a manner acceptable
to its (i.e. a society’s, J.H.) members, and do so in any role that they accept for any
one of themselves [...] Culture is not a material phenomenon; it does not consist of
things, people, behavior, or emotions. It is rather an organization of these things. It
is the forms of things that people have in mind, their model of perceiving, relating,
and otherwise interpreting them (Goodenough 1964: 36).

In these two definitions the important and recurrent aspects of culture are em-
phasized: the cognitive one guiding and monitoring human actions and the so-
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cial one emphasizing traditional features shared by members of a society (see
also Kroeber and Kluckhohn 1952; Geertz 1973).

However, along with the rise of post-modernist thinking in the humani-
ties, the whole notion of culture has come under attack (see e.g. Holliday
1999). The critique formulated in post-modernist circles can be summarized as
follows: the very idea of ‘culture’ is an unacceptable abstraction, there are no
‘pure cultures’ and there are no such things as ‘social groups’ because these
groups are constantly destabilized by external influences, individual idiosyn-
crasies and actions. Cultures themselves are, on this view, mere ideologies, ide-
alized systems simply serving to reduce real differences that always exist be-
tween human beings in particular socially and geographically delimited areas.
Is the very concept of a ‘culture’ therefore useless, in particular for an emi-
nently practice-oriented field such as translation? Surely not. In the empirical
social sciences, attempts to ‘problematize’ and ‘relativize’ the concept of ‘cul-
ture’ have as yet not prevented solid ethnographic descriptions. Moreover, if
such criticism were taken to its logical conclusion by social scientists, they
would no longer exist.

One recent approach which seems to be particularly well suited to resolve
the hotly debated issue of generalization vs diversification and individualization
of cultures is the one by Sperber (1996). Sperber views culture in terms of dif-
ferent types of ‘representations’ (which may be representations of ideas, beha-
viours, attitudes etc.). Within any group there exists a multitude of individual
‘mental representations’, most of which are fleeting and individual. A subset of
these representations, however, can be overtly expressed in language and artefacts.
They then become ‘public representations’, which are communicated to others
in the social group. This communication gives rise to similar mental represen-
tations in others, which, in turn, may be communicated as public represen-
tations to others, which may again be communicated to different persons in-
volving mental representations and so on. If a subset of public representations
is communicated frequently enough within a particular social group, these re-
presentations may become firmly entrenched and turn into ‘cultural repre-
sentations’. The point at which a mental representation becomes sufficiently
widespread to be called ‘cultural’ is, however, still a matter of degree and inter-
pretation, as there is no clear division between mental, public, and cultural re-
presentations, which may be taken as a rational argument against those facile
and stereotypical statements that make up pre-judgments, or prejudice.

Members of a particular culture are constantly being influenced by their
society’s (and/or some of the society’s cultural subgroup’s) public and cultural
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representations (with regard to values, norms, traditions etc.). This influence is
exerted most prominently through language used by members of the society
in communication with other members of the same and different sociocultural
groups. Language as the most important means of communicating, of trans-
mitting information and providing human bonding has therefore an over-
ridingly important position inside any culture. Language is the prime means of
an individual’s acquiring knowledge of the world, of transmitting mental rep-
resentations and making them public and intersubjectively accessible. Lan-
guage is thus the prime instrument of a ‘collective knowledge reservoir’ to be
passed on from generation to generation. But language also acts as a means of
categorizing cultural experience, thought and behaviour for its speakers. Lan-
guage and culture are therefore most intimately (and obviously) interrelated
on the levels of semantics, where the vocabulary of a language reflects the cul-
ture shared by its speakers.

As opposed to this view that language ‘reflects’ the culture of a social
group, the ideas that came to be known as ‘linguistic relativity’ imply the very
opposite: language in its lexicon and structure has an influence on its speakers’
thinking, their ‘worldview’ and behaviour. The idea that an individual’s
mother tongue is an important source of cognitive and behavioural condition-
ing goes back to German idealistic philosophy and was most prominently for-
mulated by Wilhelm von Humboldt, who propagated the view that every lan-
guage as an a priori framework of cognition determines the ‘Weltanschauung’
of its speakers (Humboldt also looked upon language as a self-contained cre-
ative symbolic organization, as energeia – an idea taken over in the twentieth
century most prominently by Noam Chomsky). The spiritual structure that
language possesses is assumed to correspond to the thought processes of its
users, language being situated at the interface between objective reality and
man’s conceptualization of it. The relativity postulate put forward in the first
half of the twentieth century by Edward Sapir and his disciple Benjamin Lee
Whorf advanced basically similar ideas. Whorf in particular inferred mental
and behavioural differences from differences between languages on the levels
of lexis and, in particular, syntax.

The consequence of the Humboldtian and Whorfian postulate for transla-
tion and translatability seems to be the denial of its theoretical possibility –
‘theoretical’ because the practice of translation has, of course, been an undeni-
ably present and, indeed, thriving business from time immemorial. This ap-
parent contradiction can, however, be resolved by pointing out that linguistic
relativity, though clearly affecting, in specified areas, some of our cognitive be-
haviour, can always be counteracted through language itself and its users’ cre-
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ativity, dynamism and flexibility. Further, it is necessary to also link linguistic
diversity with external differences of historical, social and cultural back-
ground rather than one-sidedly insisting on the overriding importance of a
link between cognitive and linguistic differences. If languages are seen to be
structured in divergent ways because they embody different conventions, ex-
periences and values, then the importance of what may be called linguis-
tic-cultural relativity emerges. Such a notion of relativity is much more rele-
vant for translation (for a detailed discussion see House 2000). Cultural
knowledge, including knowledge of various subcultures, has long been recog-
nized as indispensable for translation, as it is knowledge of the application lin-
guistic units have in particular situational and socio-cultural contexts which
make translation possible in the first place. ‘Application’ here refers to the re-
lation holding between an expression and the cultural situation in which it is
used – it is pragmatic meaning. In establishing equivalences between L1 and
L2 linguistic units in translation, the notion of ‘application’ is crucial: if sense
and reference differ for two linguistic units in translation, it is their application
in particular knowable and describable cultural contexts that ensures trans-
latability. Linguistic units, as argued above, can in any case never be fully un-
derstood in isolation from the particular cultural phenomena for which they
are symbols.

While differences in the ‘worldview’ of speakers of different languages re-
sulting in different concepts in their minds may not be accessible to the transla-
tor, the intersubjectively experienceable application of linguistic units in a par-
ticular cultural situation can. And even if cultural distances between langua-
ges are great, cultural gaps can, in theory, always be bridged via ethnographic
knowledge. Conceptions of language within the broader context of culture,
whereby meaning is seen as contextually determined and constructed, are not
recent developments, but have a venerable tradition in Russian Formalism,
Prague School and Firthian linguistics, as well as American sociology of
language, speech act theory and discourse analysis. In particular Firth and
Halliday, both strongly influenced by the ethnographer Malinowski, regard
language as ‘language events’ with meanings of utterances being defined in
terms of their use and function in the context of a socio-cultural situation.

Such a broad socio-cultural view of language and translation is also
adopted in the functional model of translation and translation criticism devel-
oped in House (1977; 19812; 1997) which is based on Hallidayan systemic-
functional theory, and in which translation is conceived as a cross-linguistic
cultural practice involving re-contextualization. Two fundamentally different
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types of re-contextualiation are distinguished which lead to two distinct types
of translation. These will be discussed in the next section.

3.2 Distinguishing two types of translation

Translation involves the replacement of a text which exists in one language by
a functionally equivalent text in another language. ‘Functional equivalence’ is
thus a key notion in translation theory and criticism. Functional equivalence
can be established and evaluated by referring original and translation to the
context of situation enveloping original and translation, and by examining the
interplay of different contextual factors or dimensions reflected in the text as
well as shaping it. The dimensions are used to ‘open up’ the text in such a way
that its textual profile, which characterizes its function, can be revealed. In or-
der to determine the function of a text, consisting of an interpersonal and an
ideational functional component which must be kept equivalent in transla-
tion, the text is analysed at the levels of Language, Register and Genre. The re-
lationship between these levels can be seen in terms of semiotic planes which
relate to one another in a Hjemslevian ‘content-expression’ way, with Genre
being the content-plane of Register, and Register being the expression plane
of Genre. Register in turn is the content-plane of Language, and Language is
the expression plane of Register. Register is divided in Hallidayan fashion into
Field, Tenor and Mode.

Briefly, the dimension of Field refers to the subject matter and the nature
of the social action handled in the text. In the dimension of Tenor, the author’s
temporal, geographical, and social provenance is diagnosed, as is the author’s
intellectual and emotional stance (his/her ‘personal viewpoint’) vis a vis the
content the author is portraying and the communicative task he or she is en-
gaged in. Tenor also captures the social role relationship between author and
addressee(s), and between fictive characters in the text as well as the ‘social at-
titude’ adopted, i.e. formal, consultative and informal style levels manifest in
the text. As to Mode, here Biber’s (1988) distinctions between involved versus
informational text production, explicit versus situation dependent reference,
and abstract versus non-abstract presentation of information are taken into ac-
count. Establishing linguistic-textual correlates of Register, i.e., Field, Mode
and Tenor, and of the Genre they realize – with Genre being understood as re-
flecting the communicative purpose shared by a collectivity of texts – yields a
certain textual profile characterizing its textual function, which is to be kept
equivalent in translation. Genre and Register thus cover different aspects of
the adaptation of language to the demands of its social use: Registers are con-
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glomerates of linguistic features in response to situational parameters, Genres
are types of linguistic objects. As linguistic objects the texts which constitute a
Genre can be considered from a static or a dynamic perspective.

Equivalence of function, however, differs markedly in two empirically de-
rived (House 1977) types of translation, overt translation and covert transla-
tion, and distinguishing these two translational types is thus indispensable in
any discussion of functional equivalence. The distinction of these two funda-
mental translation types – which are, of course, reminiscent of Schleier-
macher’s classic distinction between ‘einbürgernde’ versus ‘verfremdende
Übersetzung’, a critical difference being however that the covert-overt dis-
tinction is tied to a well-argued theory of translation and translation criticism
– was first suggested as result of a critical appreciation of approaches (e.g. by
Reiss 1971) that attempted to account for different types of functional equiva-
lence relationships via setting up a source text-linked text typology. Taking a
text typology as a means of trying to gain insight into, and account for, differ-
ent types of translation equivalence relationships is not fruitful because such
an approach presupposes that the nature of a translation is somehow deter-
mined by the nature of the source text while the process of translation is itself a
constant. Hence it has been presupposed that if one can successfully classify
texts then one will have successfully accounted for differences in translation,
and the theoretical problems surrounding them. As opposed to this line of
thinking, a translation typology seems to be stronger in explanatory adequacy
when it comes to describing and judging the different processes of translation
involved in handling culture-specific phenomena in the two language commu-
nities. In other words, the claim is that in order to resolve the crucial conflict in
translation between universality and culture specificity, a distinction of two
basic translation types, overt and covert translation can prove insightful.

An overt translation is, as the name suggests, quite overtly a translation,
not a second original, hence its target culture addressees are quite ‘overtly’ not
being directly addressed. In an overt translation, the original is tied in a spe-
cific way to the culture enveloping it; it has independent status in the source
culture, and is both culture-specific and pointing beyond the source culture
because the original text – independent of its source language origin – is also of
potential general human interest. In a word: it also evidences ‘universality’,
source texts that call for an overt translation have an established worth or
value in the source culture – and potentially in other cultures. In their univer-
sality, they are often ‘timeless’: as works of art and aesthetic creations, for in-
stance, they transcend any distinct historical meaning. Although timeless and
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transmitting a general human message, such texts that call for overt transla-
tion, are also and at the same time culture specific because they often reflect a
particular état de langue, or a geographical or social variety and because they
have independent status in the language community through belonging to the
community’s cultural products. Many such texts are literary texts and can be
characterized by their fictional nature, i.e., they are situationally abstract in
that they do not immediately refer to a unique historical situation. Fictional
texts describe a kind of ‘fictive reality’ which is, in every reception by an indi-
vidual reader, newly related to the specific historical reality in the concrete sit-
uation in which the reader finds himself. The message in a fictional text is en-
tirely ‘emic’, i.e. text-contained: the message presupposes no wider context so
that everything necessary for its interpretation is to be found within the mes-
sage itself – and this is what gives the literary text its independent – indeed its
culturally universal feature. This self-sufficiency might also explain why such
texts can more easily be transferred in toto through space, time and cultures –
and this despite the fact that those texts may well be heavily marked for culture-
specific regional or social varieties.

An overt translation is embedded in a new speech event in the target cul-
ture: it operates in a new frame, a new ‘discourse world’. An overt translation
is thus a case of ‘language mention’ resembling a quotation or citation. In
terms of the translation theory presented above, an original and its overt trans-
lation are equivalent at the levels of Language and Register as well as Genre. At
the level of the individual textual function, however, ‘true’ functional equiva-
lence, is not possible. At best, an equivalence of a ‘removed’ nature can be
achieved: its function is to enable access to the function which the original has
(had) in its discourse world or frame. As this access must of necessity be real-
ized in the target ‘linguaculture’ via the translation, a switch in the discourse
world becomes necessary, i.e., the translation operates in its own discourse
world, and can thus reach only the aforesaid ‘second level equivalence’, featur-
ing a sort of ‘topicalization’ of the original’s textual function. Paradoxically,
this type of functional equivalence is achieved through an equivalence at all the
three analytical levels, i.e., Language/Text, Register, Genre, which together fa-
cilitate the co-activation of the source text’s frame and discourse world. It is
through this co-activation of both discourse worlds and frames that members
of the target cultural and linguistic community are put in a position to ‘eaves-
drop’, as it were, i.e., they are enabled to appreciate the function the original
text has – albeit at a linguistic and cultural distance. In tackling an overt trans-
lation, the translator must therefore quite ‘overtly’ produce a translation
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which allows culturally different persons to gain an impression of, and ‘feel’
for, the cultural impact that the original text has on source culture members
permitting them to observe and be worked upon by the original text. In the
case of overt translation, we can speak with some justification of genuine cul-
tural transfer. Transfer is here understood in Uriel Weinreich’s (1953) sense,
i.e. a result of a contact situation which results in deviations from the norm of
the target language/culture through the influence of another language and cul-
ture. This means that in overt translation, cultural transfer is often noticeable
as a (deliberately) jarring difference (in Benjamin’s 1972 sense) and deviation
of the translation from target cultural norms.

The situation is very different in the case of covert translation. A covert
translation is a translation which enjoys the status of an original text in the re-
ceiving culture. The translation is covert because it is not marked pragmati-
cally as a translation at all, but may, conceivably, have been created in its own
right. A covert translation is thus a translation whose original is, in terms of
status, or uniqueness, not particularly tied to the target culture. An original
and its covert translation are – one might say – ‘universal’ in the sense that they
differ ‘only’ accidentally in their respective languages. The original is not cul-
ture specific, but rather of potentially equal concern for members of different
cultures. While it is thus clear that certain texts designed for ‘ready consump-
tion’, ephemeral and transitory texts, such as e.g. instructions, commercial cir-
culars, advertisements and other ‘pragmatic texts’ such as journalistic and sci-
entific texts, are not culture-bound, it is the covert type of translation which
such texts (normally) require which presents much more subtle and intricate
cultural translation problems than overt translation. In order to meet the
needs of the new addressees in their cultural setting, the covert translator must
take different cultural presuppositions in the two cultures into account.

In covert translation the translator must re-create an equivalent speech
event and reproduce or represent in the translation text the function the origi-
nal has in its linguistic-cultural framework, i.e., ‘real’ functional equivalence is
aimed at, and often achieved in covert translation. A covert translation oper-
ates quite ‘overtly’ in the different frame and discourse world set up by the tar-
get culture without, however, – and this is in fact the critical difference be-
tween overt and covert translation – wishing to co-activate the discourse
world in which the original had unfolded. Covert translation is thus at the
same time psycholinguistically less complex than overt translation and more
deceptive. Covert translation often results in a very real cultural distance from
the original text, since the original is transmuted in varying degrees, and it is
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the translator’s task to ‘cheat’, as it were, and to remain hidden behind his feat
of deception regarding the origin of the text produced. Since true functional
equivalence is aimed at, changes at the levels of Language/Text and Register
may, if necessary, be freely undertaken, and the result may be a very different
text, which is the reason for the fact that covert translations are often received
as though they were original texts.

In order to achieve this ‘originality’ in covert translation, the translator
employs a so-called cultural filter. With the use of this filter, the translator can
make systematic allowances for culture specificity accommodating for diffe-
rences in socio-cultural norms and differences in conventions of text produc-
tion and communicative preferences. This ‘cultural filter’ is thus the means
with which the translator compensates for culture specificity (for an excellent
description of the notion of ‘compensation’ specifically in literary translation
see Thome 1999). The cultural filter is often so expertly integrated into the
fabric of the text that the seams do not show. Since the notion of a cultural fil-
ter is crucial not only for covert translation, but also for problems of culture
transfer and compensation, it will be dealt with more extensively in the next
section.

3.3 The concept and function of a cultural filter in translation

In the course of the analyses of a corpus of texts and their translations (German-
English, English-German), which were classified as belonging to the broad
functional categories ‘interpersonal’ and ‘ideational’ in the Hallidayan sense,
House (1977) found that, in certain of the case studies conducted with textual
pairs, the translator had evidently placed a cultural filter between the source
and target texts. He had to, as it were, view the source text through the glasses
of a target culture member. If the source text and the target text are to have
truly equivalent functions, then the translator – in order to meet the needs of
the target culture addressees in their specific cultural setting, and in order to
achieve an effect equivalent to the one the source text has had – must take relevant
cultural presuppositions in the two language communities into account, and these
presuppositions are linked most frequently to the interpersonal functional
component for which values along the dimensions of Tenor and Mode are par-
ticularly important. Whenever, therefore, a text has a well-marked interperso-
nal functional component, the employment of the cultural filter is both parti-
cularly important and complicated, as one is here dealing with assessments and
adjustments of social role relationships, social attitudes, author’s personal
stance, involvement etc. – phenomena that are notoriously difficult to diagno-
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se, describe and translate. Despite this difficulty, it is important to point out
that in any cultural filtering, actually existing and verified differences of the
socio-cultural norms and presuppositions of cultural knowledge should be ta-
ken into account, and this should, if possible, stem from the results of empiri-
cal cross-cultural research (see below). An application of a cultural filter which
lacks any intersubjectively verifiable evidence leads to the production of a co-
vert version, which amounts to a culturally inadequate translation.

A glance at the rich anecdotal literature on translation describing numer-
ous ‘exotic’ cultural oddities may lead one to believe that there are, indeed,
many crucial cultural differences complicating the translation process. How-
ever, on closer examination, most of the impressive examples of cultural differ-
ences are drawn from comparisons of a European language and languages of
South East Asia or American Indian languages, where the socio-cultural dif-
ferences are obviously remarkable. As concerns translations between Euro-
pean languages, however, it seems sensible to endorse the attitude taken by
Koller (1992: 176) who points out that cultural differences should not be exag-
gerated, since – as is well known by practicing translators – expressions refer-
ring to culture-specific political, institutional, socio-economic, historical, and
geographical phenomena, which can only be understood in the particular ‘cul-
tural situation’ in which they are embedded, and which consequently lack a
corresponding expression in the target culture, can nevertheless be translated
by means of certain compensatory mechanisms. Koller (2004) lists a number
of standard translational procedures for overcoming such cultural translation
problems such as e.g., using loan words or loan translations, adaptations, ex-
plications, commentaries, definitions and paraphrases. All these procedures
have venerable traditions in ethnographic research and, of course, in the rich
tradition of bible translations.

Elevating concrete, mundane and material differences between cultures
such as e.g. differences in safety regulations or shopping routines to the rank
of impenetrable cultural and translation barriers, as is unfortunately done in
some contemporary translation studies, (in particular inside German func-
tional translation theory), is both unnecessary and, more often than not, sim-
ply ridiculous. Despite this universality of the human condition, there are of
course subtle if crucial differences in cultural preferences, mentalities and val-
ues that need to be known to the translator when he or she sets out to produce
a covert translation and apply a cultural filter. Such knowledge should be
based on empirical research into language-pair specific cultural differences,
the assumption being that research into culturally determined communicative
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preferences in two cultural communities can give more substance to the con-
cept of a cultural filter than mere intuition and tacit native-speaker knowledge
and understanding can. In the following, an example of such research involv-
ing English and German discourse will be outlined.

4 Substantiating the notion of a cultural filter

4.1 Evidence from intercultural discourse analyses

Over the past two decades, a series of German-English intercultural discourse
analyses were conducted inside larger projects, in which the discourse of Ger-
man and English native speakers was compared (for a summary of the various
studies see e.g. House 1998a,b; Blum-Kulka, House, Kasper 1989). Subjects
were students at British and German universities as well as experts in various
professional contexts. The data was collected in open, self-directed dyadic
role-plays, often followed by retrospective interviews, discourse completion
tests combined with a variety of meta-pragmatic assessment tests, and natural-
istic interactions between German and English native speakers, comparative
analyses of texts and their translations, field notes, interviews, diary studies,
and the examination of relevant background documents.

The analyses were conducted on one of the following three levels:

1. On the most ‘superficial’ level, a comparison was made of tokens that cor-
respond pragmatically in the two language communities, given the different
systems of selection holding for the various types in the two communities.

2. On a ‘deeper’ level, norms of expectation with regard to certain illocution-
ary acts and their effects and sequencing were taken into account.

3. On an even ‘deeper’ level, the socio-cultural functions of the analytic cate-
gories were investigated, i.e., their respective positions alongside classic
sociolinguistic parameters such as +/– power and +/– familiarity, as well as
the resulting degrees of directness, types of politeness, formality and so on.

The following pragmatic and discursive phenomena were investigated in the
various studies: speech acts, discourse strategies, realization of certain dis-
course phases, gambits and modality markers (see House 1998a,b, for a de-
tailed discussion of this work). The analyses yielded a series of individual re-
sults, which together provide converging evidence pointing to a set of more
general hypotheses about the nature of German-English cultural differences:
in a variety of everyday situations and discourse types, German subjects tend
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to interact in ways that are more direct, more explicit, more self-referenced
and more content-oriented, they were also found to be less prone to resort to
using verbal routines than Anglophone speakers.

This pattern of cross-cultural differences that has emerged from these
German-English contrastive-pragmatic analyses can be displayed along the
following five dimensions:

Directness � Indirectness

Orientation towards Self � Orientation towards Other

Orientation towards Content � Orientation towards Persons

Explicitness � Implicitness

Ad-hoc-Formulation � Use of Verbal Routines

Along these hypothesized dimensions, German speakers were found to give
preferences to positions on the left hand side. It must be emphasized that we
are dealing here with continua or clines rather than clear-cut dichotomies, and
that these continua reflect tendencies rather than categorical distinctions.

In German discourse, then, a ‘transactional’ style focussing on the content
of a message is frequently preferred, whereas in Anglophone discourse, spea-
kers tend to prefer an ‘interactional’, addressee-focussed style. This difference
in focus has also an effect on the greater closeness of anglophone everyday
language to English for specific purposes discourse, whereas in German there
seems to be a greater distance between ‘Fachtexte’ and texts written in ‘All-
tagssprache’. In terms of the two Hallidayan functions of language, the
ideational and the interpersonal, German discourse often leans towards the
ideational function, Anglophone discourse tends to emphasize the interperso-
nal function. In terms of Gricean conversational maxims, the hypothesis may
be put forward that German speakers tend to interpret the Maxims of ‘Quan-
tity’ (Make your contribution as informative as required) and ‘Manner’ (Be
brief) rather differently from Anglophone speakers, such that the (implicit)
claims of universality for these Maxims (which has already been attacked by
Japanese scholars) can also be disputed for German discourse.

By hypothesizing dimensions of cross-cultural difference in discourse
orientations which add substance to the notion of a cultural filter, it is also im-
plicitly suggested that language use is linked to culture and mentality, and that
linguistic differences in the realization of discourse phenomena may be taken
to reflect deeper differences in cultural preference patterns and expectation
norms at a conceptual-cognitive and emotive level.

The hypothesized dimensions of intercultural German-English differ-
ences are supported by many similar results from other research (see in partic-
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ular Clyne 1994). Further, there are large numbers of published translations of
different genres, which demonstrate the vitality of these dimensions. In the
following section, a few examples of translations exhibiting German-English
and English-German cultural filtering along the dimensions will be given.

4.2 Examples of cultural filtering in translations

The first set of examples stems from a corpus of German signs put up in differ-
ent domains of public life. In many cases, these signs are provided with trans-
lations which, more often than not, reveal German-English differences of
communicative preference:

(1) Sign at Frankfurt Airport on display at a building site; original German:

Damit die Zukunft schneller kommt!

vs

We apologize for any inconvenience work on our building site is causing you!

The difference in perspective, i.e., a focus on content in German, an interper-
sonal focus in the English translation is clearly noticeable here.

(2) Sign in a hotel bathroom; original German:

Lieber Gast! Weniger Wäsche und weniger Waschmittel schützen unsere Um-
welt. Bitte entscheiden Sie selbst, ob Ihre Handtücher gewaschen werden sollen.
Nochmals benutzen: Handtücher bitte hängen lassen. Neue Handtücher: Hand-
tücher auf den Boden legen.

vs
Dear guests, will you please decide for yourself, whether your towels shall be
washed. Use again: please leave your towels on the towel rack. Clean towels:
please put your towels on the floor.

In the German original, but not in the translation, an explicit justification for
the request is offered in the first sentence. Further, the German original is
more direct than the translation, which inserts the requestive marker ‘please’
in each individual request.

The following example is taken from Luchtenberg (1994) who contrasts
American and German software manuals, and basically confirms House’s hy-
potheses about German-English cultural contrasts with regard to directness vs
indirectness, and content vs interpersonal orientation in communicative pref-
erences. The title of her short insightful article says it all: “A friendly voice to
help you versus working through your manual...”. Compare:
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(3) Software manual; original English
WordPerfect is backed by a customer support system designed to offer you fast,
courteous service. If you’ve exhausted all other Help avenues and need a
friendly voice to help you with your problem, follow these steps ...

The German customer has to make do with the following translation:
WordPerfect hat ein Support-Zentrum eingerichtet, dessen Mitarbeiter Ihnen
bei Problemen kompetente Unterstützung anbieten. Wenn Sie trotz der in Word
Perfect zur Verfügung stehenden Hilfsquellen ein Problem nicht lösen konnten,
wenden Sie sich an unser Support-Zentrum.

The following example is taken from an instruction for using oven ware. A
preference for greater explicitness in the German original than in the English
translation is clearly noticeable here:

(4) Instruction leaflet, oven ware; original German
Kerafour ist in unabhängigen Prüfungsinstituten auf Ofenfestigkeit und Mikro-
wellenbeständigkeit getestet worden. Damit Sie lange Freude an ihm haben, ge-
ben wir Ihnen einige kurze Gebrauchshinweise:

– 1. Stellen Sie nie ein leeres, kaltes Gefäß in den erhitzten Ofen (als leer gilt
auch ein nur innen mit Fett bestrichenes Gefäß) ...

vs
Kerafour oven-to-table pieces have been tested by independent research insti-
tutes and are considered ovenproof and micro-wave resistant. Here are a few
simple rules for using Kerafour.

– 1. Never put a cold and empty piece into the heated oven...

In the second sentence, the German original gives an explicit reason for this in-
struction: “Damit Sie lange Freude an ihm haben”, which is left out in the
English translation. And under 1., the German original – unlike the transla-
tion – defines explicitly and precisely the conditions under which the Kerafour
pieces are to be considered ‘empty’. One is reminded of (the then fire inspec-
tor) Whorf’s famous example of a fire breaking out because of an erroneous
conception of a gas-filled vessel being ‘empty’ – whatever the reasons for the
explicitness indulged in by the German writer of the instruction leaflet (per-
haps he or she was thinking of the potentially costly consequences of a cus-
tomer’s misinterpretation of ‘empty’), the interesting fact remains that the en-
tire explicitizing bracket is left out in the English translation.

The last example is taken from one of the texts, first analysed in House
(1977) and re-analysed in House (1997). The text is a commercial circular writ-
ten by the President of a multinational firm to the firm’s shareholders inform-
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ing them about future restructuring of the company which will not be to their
advantage. The interpersonal functional component of the English original is
transformed substantially such that the carefully orchestrated distantly polite
and non-committally, evasively indirect tenor in the English text is turned into
a more undiplomatically direct tone in the German translation. Thus the let-
ter’s recipients are often not personally addressed, e.g. ‘as you know’ is ren-
dered as ‘bekanntlich’, and compare also the following:

(5) Letter to Shareholder; original English
In order to avoid the possibility of accidental misdirection of your certificate…
your assistance is required. We have enclosed a ‘Dividend Instruction Form’ for
your completion; this should be returned in the pre-addressed form.

vs
Um zu vermeiden, daß Ihre Zertifikate versehentlich fehlgeleitet werden... bit-
ten wir Sie, das beigefügte Dividendenzustellungsformular auszufüllen und in
dem ebenfalls beigefügten adressierten Umschlag zurückzuschicken.

In the German translation, the author appears to be more forceful, active and
direct, while the English original expresses the action to be done by the ad-
dressees more abstractly and indirectly (nominally). The utterance in the Eng-
lish original seems to have the illocutionary force of a subtle suggestion, which
the translation turns into a request. And while the original insinuates that it is
not the company’s president who wants something done but rather some ex-
ternal necessity, the translation is less subtle about who must do what. Thus,
the German translation of “Your bank (or broker) should indicate…” reads:
“Sie müssen die Bank (oder einen Makler) bitten...”.

The analyses of German and English texts presented in House (1981;
1997) and the analyses of a German and English children’s books and their
translations (House 2004) contain many more examples of cultural filtering in
covert translation, all of which attest to translators’ attempts to accommodate
in a patterned way the target group’s different presuppositions about cultural
norms and conventions.

5 The Role of English as a global lingua franca in cultural
(non) filtering

In the course of today’s steadily increasing process of globalization and inter-
nationalization in many aspects of science, politics, culture, and economics,
there is also a rising demand for texts which are simultaneously meant for, and
addressed to, recipients in many different linguistic and cultural communities.
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In other words, ever more texts are needed that are either translated covertly
or produced immediately as ‘parallel texts’ in different languages. In the past,
translators and text producers tended to routinely apply a cultural filter in
such cases, with which the cultural specificity was taken into account. How-
ever, due to the worldwide political, economic, scientific and cultural domi-
nance of the English language – especially in its function as lingua franca –
which is propelled by globalization and internationalization processes on a
hitherto unknown scale, and is given added momentum through the revolu-
tion in information and communication technologies – a tendency towards
‘cultural universalism’ and ‘cultural neutralism’ – which is really a drift to-
wards Anglo-American norms – has been set into motion. In the decades to
come, the conflict between cultural universalism and culture specificity in the
presentation of a specific subject matter and, with this, the demands on text
production by global information and marketing strategies on the one hand
and local, particular textualization conventions on the other hand, will in all
probability become ever more marked, given the unstoppable spread of Eng-
lish in many domains of modern life. Whereas cultural filtering in covert trans-
lation was common in the past – see here, for instance, the analyses of German
and English translations of children’s books (House forthcoming) and the re-
sults of an analysis of Spanish-English translations by Mason (1994) – it is
plausible to hypothesize that in the future much less cultural filtering will oc-
cur, with many more ‘culturally universal’ or ‘culturally neutral’ translation
texts being routinely created – a species of ‘hybrid texts’, which are, in reality,
carriers of anglophone West-European/North-Atlantic cultural norms. A
well-known example are Enid Blyton’s children’s books, which owe much of
their success and popularity to their bland cultural universalism.

Another domain in which there is a tendency towards Anglicization in the
guise of cultural universalism is, of course, the genre ‘software manuals’,
where a trend to wholesale importing of Anglo-Saxon norms is today particu-
larly noticeable. For example, in the case of the aforementioned German trans-
lation of the introduction to WordPerfect ten years ago, where the translation
resembled a sober, informative, content-focussed ‘text for specific purposes’
in the tradition of the relevant German Fachtext-Genre, a recent German
translation of a manual for Microsoft Windows 98 reads as follows: “Erste
Schritte: Willkommen! Willkommen beim Betriebssystem Microsoft Windows!
Jetzt macht das Arbeiten in Windows noch mehr Spaß...”. Here we can ‘smell’
the original through the German lines, not so much in terms of lexis and gram-
mar, which do of course reflect German norms perfectly well – but in terms of
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discourse conventions and communicative style. The new ‘oralness’, ‘inti-
macy’ and ‘involvedness’ (in the sense of Biber 1988), which resembles Anglo-
phone conventions in this genre, is patently obvious here.

While the influence of the English language in the area of lexis has long
been acknowledged and bemoaned by many (especially by scholars in the
French speaking world), Anglophone influence at the levels of pragmatics and
discourse has hardly been recognized let alone rigorously researched (see
House 1999 for a discussion of this point, and see Edmondson and House
2003). The effect of the trend towards cultural universalism and neutralism in
certain Genres in many languages and cultures of the world is, however, an im-
portant research area for the next millennium. What is needed in this area is
clearly corpus-based research into the means of analyzing hitherto unnamed
problems. One first step into this new direction for future research has been
made by a project funded by the German Research Foundation into the influ-
ence of English as a global lingua franca on German, French and Spanish texts
(for some preliminary results see Baumgarten et al 2004; Baumgarten and
Özcetin forthcoming; House 2003; 2006, 2007). One of the global aims of such
research would also be to try to mediate between the two cultures described at
the beginning of this article, since we are here dealing with a cultural phenom-
enon that needs to be explored with the rigorous analytic means provided by
linguistics.

Rules of discourse, conventions of textualization and communicative
preferences often remain hidden and act stealthily at a deeper level of con-
sciousness. This does not mean, however, that they are less powerful and per-
suasive. On the contrary. Once we have all internalized ‘universal’ communi-
cative conventions and cultural values (to which we will be exposed ever more
frequently), it may be difficult indeed to appreciate multilingualism, multicul-
turalism and culture-specificity – phenomena clearly needed in Europe and
the world today. Let us hope that in the future we may live to experience more
tolerance for diversity than we so sadly see today.
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Abstract – Within a four-dimensional model of technical communication, this
chapter describes the data formats commonly encountered in technical trans-
lation and the software tools used to create, edit, and translate technical docu-
ments. A special focus is on the automation of intelligent, language-related
work processes.

1 Introduction

In today’s professional environments, technical translation is almost exclu-
sively carried out with the support of software systems. This chapter gives a
concise overview of the most important of these tools. As in many fields of in-
dustrial or administrative automation, the use of software tools in technical
translation gives rise to a series of new, secondary work processes, and these
may in turn require some type of supportive work, thus tertiary work pro-
cesses are also integrated in the overall workflow. The article looks into these
work processes and their tools as well.

Section 2 sets the scene by sketching a four-dimensional model of tech-
nical communication. Section 3 focuses on the dimensions of the technical
medium and the work processes, discusses common data formats in technical
translation, and describes software tools used in technical translation work.
(See also Sandrini’s article in this volume.) Section 4 looks at how the automa-
tion of human work processes can affect the work of translators.
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2 The four dimensions of technical communication

Technical communication is a professional activity. It can be described in four
dimensions which mirror the competencies required for carrying out work in
this field (cf. Schubert 2007: 248–250). These are

– the dimension of the technical content
– the dimension of the linguistic form
– the dimension of the technical medium
– the dimension of the work processes

The four dimensions describe technical communication at large, including
both the monolingual work processes such as technical writing and the bilin-
gual processes such as translating and interpreting.1

Technical translation is a form of mediated communication. Like technical
writers, translators produce documents, but the content of the target docu-
ment produced by a translator is very closely determined by the source docu-
ment which the customer submits to the translator for translation. Although
customers at times appear to disregard this, it is a well-established fact that one
cannot translate a text without understanding it. The competence of under-
standing the technical content of source documents is therefore essential to the
work of a technical translator. In some fields the question arises every now and
then whether it would be more efficient to have technical translation work
carried out by engineers, lawyers, business people or other professionals who
specialize in the content of the documents and acquire some additional skills
in languages, rather than employing linguistically trained staff with some ad-
ditional skills in the relevant subject fields. The former point of view is more
often held in the industrial environment than in academia. The answer from
the side of the higher-education institutes involved in translator training is that
their graduates possess a much broader range of competencies and thus are much
more than just linguistically trained staff with some additional skills in the rele-
vant subject fields. A modern academic degree course in translation produces
professionals with a profound command of two or more languages and the rel-
evant share of competencies in selected fields of technical content. Above and
beyond these two fields, translation graduates possess text and translational
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competence, which is much more subtle and far more demanding to acquire
than just being fluent in two languages (cf. Gerzymisch-Arbogast 2003).

When translators are said to require ‘a relevant share’ of content compe-
tencies, rather than the full competence of the content specialists, this takes
into account the fact that for translating a given source text it is normally suffi-
cient to have a descriptive command of the subject field. In other words, trans-
lators have to be capable of understanding a description of the technicalities of
how a power plant works, but they need not be able to design one themselves.
They must understand what engineers write or say, but they need not them-
selves be engineers. Whilst in the dimension of the technical content a task-
oriented competence is fully sufficient, when it comes to the dimension of lin-
guistic form, a translator needs the highest possible degree of competence.
Thus, when we say that technical translation is a form of professional commu-
nication, we can now conclude more precisely that technical translation is bi-
lingual mediated communication carried out by communication profession-
als. By contrast, an engineer doing translations would also be a professional
carrying out communicative work, but the engineer would be a content pro-
fessional, not a communication professional.

The duality of technical content and linguistic form has long been charac-
teristic of technical translation. Since the advent of computers, however, the
technical medium and the organization and the tools of the work process have
exerted an increasing impact on the conditions of translation work. Decisions
on which content to express and which wording to choose are directly influ-
enced by the choices of typography, layout and data format made for the cur-
rent translation job (technical medium) and by the software tools and the se-
quence of tasks and steps to be carried out (work process). Because of the
degree of automation which is common today, the technical medium and the
work process must now be considered the third and fourth dimensions of
technical communication.

Software tools are used for facilitating human work in technical commu-
nication and for automating part of the work previously carried out by hu-
mans. An important function of the tools is maintaining, or helping humans to
maintain the consistency of documents. When, for instance, a thousand-page
manual for an assembly line for an automobile factory needs to be translated
within a week, the job is too large for a single translator. It will thus be carried
out by a team – and yet the end result must look as if it were done by a single
person in a single pass. In other words, the customer’s quality requirements
make it necessary to deliver a strictly consistent target document. Consistency
in this context indicates a number of linguistic characteristics such as
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– terminological consistency: always naming the same object or action with
the same word

– syntactic consistency: always expressing the same type of information in
the same syntactic construction.

Along with strictly linguistic characteristics, there may be typographical and
layout features which need to be rendered consistently. Some of these may get
intertwined with the linguistic part of the translation process. For example, in
software manuals it is common to set off the names of keys, menu options, dia-
log boxes and the like from ordinary text by writing them with a capital first
letter or in bold face, italics or a special font or color. This practice must be
thoroughly replicated in the translation. When translating from English or
French or Spanish into German, however, one of these conventions cannot be
left unchanged: in German every noun begins with a capital letter. The transla-
tor will therefore choose a different convention to set off the words in the Ger-
man version which appear with a capital in the original.

The example of the thousand-page manual shows the need for consistency
within a single document. But this is only one of a series of consistency re-
quirements. Technical documentation is often required to be consistent

– with sections of the same document written or translated by another person
– with other documents in the same documentation
– with all other documents published by the same manufacturer
– with previous versions of the same document
– with public or industry standards.

All these consistency requirements make it desirable to steer the way different
translators, possibly at different times and places, use their language. Many or-
ganizations publish detailed instructions for the technical writers and transla-
tors who produce their documentation. These instructions are often contained
in manuals which, depending on their exact contents and objective in the par-
ticular situation, are called style guides, corporate identity manuals or quality
assurance manuals. These manuals can contain instructions both as to the con-
tent, the language and the graphical form of the documents, and may even pre-
scribe tools to be used or working procedures to be followed.

Writing instructions is one thing, but making them suitable and easy to
observe for the technical writers and translators is quite a different task. This is
where the dimensions of the technical medium and the work processes come
into the picture. Some of the most important prescribed features of documents
can be supported by software tools. Suitable instruments for maintaining con-
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sistency in translation projects are terminology databases and translation
memories. These software tools are described in more detail in Section 3. Their
function with regard to the consistency issue is to provide a translator with
words and phrases (from a terminology database) or sentences (from a translation
memory) which have been established as correct at some earlier point in time.
Depending on the degree of consistency control which applies in the current
working situation, the data provided by these two knowledge sources may be
considered either as suggestions to facilitate and speed up the work of the trans-
lators or as compulsory elements to be used as instructed by the customer.

In this way the dimension of the technical medium exerts a clear influence
on the dimension of the linguistic form. Outside the realm of translation
proper, but well within technical communication, the use of these kinds of
consistency tools may condition the language still further. This is the case
when the original documents are written to be translation-friendly and when
translation-friendliness means that the text should be written in such a way
that terminology databases and translation memories can be used to a maximal
effect. Such a requirement imposed on the technical writers may offend the lit-
erary-minded in that it restricts the language to a somewhat monotonous and
certainly highly repetitive style, but if that is what ensures the high quality of
technical documentation, it will no doubt be adopted more and more widely.

At present, the software tools used by translators are undergoing develop-
ment in several directions. Two of these lines of development are immediately
relevant to the ideas discussed here. The first is a strong and steady tendency
towards system integration. Translators are no longer given a simple terminol-
ogy database to look up words in when it crosses their mind to do so, but now-
adays the terminology databases are included in an integrated software envi-
ronment for translation work. Such environments differ depending on the
kind of documents processed. For ordinary word processor or desktop pub-
lishing documents, translation memory systems provide the software environ-
ment in which translators work. They include at least a word processor, a ter-
minology database and a translation memory (all to be described more amply
in Section 3). When the documents to be translated are the text elements of
software systems, as is common in the software localization industry, the ter-
minology databases and translation memories will be included in a software
localization system (cf. Peter Sandrini’s article in this volume).

The advantage of integration lies on the one hand in increased user-
friendliness. In a translation memory system, the translator typically works on
a single screen with different windows or fields within windows for the source
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text, the target text, the information from the terminology database and the in-
formation from the translation memory. On the other hand, the integration
also provides a direct connection between the software tools involved. When a
source document is opened in a translation memory system, the current sen-
tence will thus be scanned automatically for terms, and terms found in the ter-
minology database will be displayed automatically in the relevant window for
the translator to copy into the target text field with a single mouse click. This
functionality and its equivalent for the translation memory information illus-
trate the strength of these tools in enforcing consistency. In this environment,
it is no longer up to the translator whether or not to look up a word in the da-
tabase, but the database entry will be displayed whenever the word appears in
the text. It then depends on the instructions given to the translator whether the
information provided is to be taken as a suggestion or as a must.

The second line of development which can at present be observed with
many of the translation tools on the market is the integration of workflow
functionality. As we have shown, it is very common that translation jobs are
much too large and time schedules much too tight for a single translator to be
able to handle them. This implies that several persons will work on parts of the
same document or documentation, which in turn brings about an increased
need for assuring consistency. In such projects there is often a co-ordinator or
project manager who will ensure that the work is done according to the preset
schedule and who may also have the task of assembling the portions of work
delivered by the individual team members as well as ensuring that the portions
form a consistent whole.

Moreover, larger projects not only require a certain number of translators,
all with the same kind of skills, doing the same kind of work in parallel. When
more professionals are involved, it is very common that they specialize, so that
some translate, others proof-read and revise the translations, some prepare the
work by running the source documents through terminology databases and
translation memories before the translation starts, others extract terms not yet
included in the database and carry out the requisite terminology research to
establish uniform terms, while still others are responsible for the typography
and the layout. In short, a complex translation work process, composed of
separable tasks, may include specialists from various disciplines, such as trans-
lators, revisers, terminologists, desktop publishers and others. In software lo-
calization, software engineers play a specific role in the process.

In such a situation of complex and possibly interdisciplinary work pro-
cesses, a development which suggests itself is that tool manufacturers provide
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software functionality to monitor the communication between the project
manager and all the different professionals. This is a way of tracking the cur-
rent state of a translation job or a larger translation project at any given point
in time. As in general process automation, the first generation of such work-
flow management systems provides a software tool with which managers can
record the particular actions which they have taken or which have been taken
by their team members. The second generation, which is more ambitious and
is at present gaining ground on the market, will not only accompany the real
work with a second layer of administrative bookkeeping, but also provide
project managers with a user interface in which they directly carry out all
kinds of actions such as submitting a document to a translator, attaching a ter-
minology database extract and a translation memory to the e-mail message and
agreeing on deadlines, payment and all required details. At the same time, the
system automatically records these actions with full information on who sent
what to whom at what time and in connection with which translation job for
which customer.

Generic systems are available for the purpose of computer-aided project
or process management. Business software keeps track of all relevant actions
in an ordinary business workflow. However, work in the translation industry
is unique in many ways, so that dedicated translation management systems are
appearing on the market. While this is an interesting line of development for the
technical translation sector at large, some manufacturers take a different approach
and it remains yet to be seen which of the two will prevail in the long run.

This second approach does not separate the management system from the
work process proper, but integrates the workflow functionality into the trans-
lators’ software environment. The manufacturers of translation memory and
software localization systems have begun to include team or workflow func-
tionality in their tools, which are then called team editions, team suites or the
like. This tendency is taken still much farther afield when the entire process in-
cluding the writing, the formatting, the translating, the storing and the re-
using of documents and document components is managed in a single compre-
hensive software environment with particular systems such as translation
memories or terminology databases plugged into the larger system. These sys-
tems are called document management systems, content management systems,
authoring systems or the like.

We showed above that the requirement for consistency results among
other things in the need for consistency tools in translation work, which in
turn requires the use of software tools to the greatest possible benefit. These
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factors foster a certain degree of adaptation of style and language to the needs
of the software tools. In this way, the classical picture of translation as deter-
mined by the two dimensions of the technical content and the linguistic form
has been enlarged to contain a third dimension, the technical medium. As we
now have seen, the external circumstances affecting translation work, espe-
cially when it relies on software support, make it necessary to work in inter-
disciplinary teams and to manage the work of these teams. In this way, the
fourth dimension, the management of work processes, enters the scene. Thus,
at present, technical translation is determined by all four dimensions of the
technical content, the linguistic form, the technical medium and the manage-
ment of work processes.

3 The dimensions of the technical medium and the work
processes

In this section we look more closely at the technical medium of translation.
After a short discussion of the different uses of the term technical in this field
(3.1) and a definition of the term document as the workpiece of technical trans-
lation (3.2), we discuss the data formats commonly encountered in present-
day technical translation (3.3) and the key tools (3.4).

3.1 Technical translation and the technical medium

In this section, the word technical will be used very frequently and in different
senses. Let us therefore look at what the word means in the different contexts
appearing in this section. The word technical is itself an international special
language term. Adjectives similar in sound and spelling occur in virtually all
European languages. In most of these languages, the adjective in question de-
notes something related to engineering or technology. This is also one of the
meanings of the English adjective technical. However, along with this mean-
ing, the adjective is also used in a broader sense to denote something related to
any professional speciality. The term technical translation is to be understood
in this broader sense. Technical translation refers to transferring written docu-
ments containing content that is related to some professional speciality from
one language into another. Technical translation is part of the larger realm of
written technical communication, which in turn is part of technical communi-
cation at large. There are also other terms for technical translation. When call-
ing it technical translation, we thus view it under the perspective of the content
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of the documents handled or of the activities, the professional work, with
which this content is closely connected. With a view to the variety of language
used in these documents, technical translation is also called translation of spe-
cial language texts or LSP translation. When technical translation is compared
to the translation of belles-lettres, which is much more in the focus of the gen-
eral public, it is at times called non-literary translation.

While the adjective technical is used in its broader sense in the term techni-
cal translation, when speaking of the dimension of the technical medium of
translation we use the same adjective in a narrower sense. The technical me-
dium is the printed page or the electronic data format in which a document is
stored. In the dimension of work processes, we find the tools with which the
translation work is carried out. One could say that one depends on the other.
Obviously the data format of a document is that format which the tool used by
the author is capable of producing, so that the technical medium would simply
be a function of the choice of tool. In translation, however, the work process
normally starts with a given source document in a format chosen by others in
other work processes (for instance, by technical writers). Instead of creating
an entirely new document and formatting it from scratch, technical translators
often prefer to make a copy of the source document and overwrite it with the
target text, thus trying to keep the formatting untouched as far as possible. In
translation, the technical medium of the workpiece is therefore often a func-
tion of choices made at an earlier stage in the overall workflow, which are
given and can only be changed at the cost of extra time and effort.

3.2 Document: a definition

Before reviewing in more detail the most important document formats and
software tools currently used in technical translation, the concept of a document
should be defined with special reference to the technical medium of communi-
cation and to the document types encountered in technical translation.

In theoretical linguistics, the object of study is normally texts, pieces of
text or corpora made up of large collections of very many texts. The prevailing
concept is that of text. In technical communication, the focus is somewhat dif-
ferent. The object of study is often not simply texts, but documents. This
wording shows that the entities analyzed in technical communication studies
are viewed in the full range of their function in the communicative act rather
than merely as linguistic entities. Whilst the term text focuses attention on the
linguistic content of a written utterance no matter what its shape or form, the
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concept of the document comprises both the textual content and its mode of
presentation to readers. This view takes into account whether the document is
presented on printed pages or on a computer, television or cinema screen. It is
also concerned with more specialized forms of presentation such as the con-
trol panel displays of engines and machines, the displays of telephones, mobile
phones and the like. Above and beyond the text proper and the presentation of
the text, the concept of document even encompasses the illustrations accom-
panying the text. In printed documents, these include graphics, tables, draw-
ings, photographs etc., while in electronic documents in addition to these
there can be dynamic illustrations such as animated graphics, video and audio
sequences or computer programs. Some of the illustrations may in turn consist
of spoken or written texts. By calling all these document components ‘illustra-
tions’, we characterize them as something which accompanies the text and we
attribute the main role to the text. It may of course be discussed when and how
the nontextual elements could assume predominance in a document, relegating
the text to an accompanying function. Technical drawings are a point in case
since most of the information is graphically encoded while captions with only
very short pieces of text are added to explain various elements of the drawing.

The concept of the document has been described by various authors in
ways compatible to the considerations sketched above. The following defini-
tion (Schubert 2003a: 229; cf. Schubert 2007: 7) summarizes and condenses
these descriptions:
A document is a fixed oral or written text, including nonverbal components,
which can be reread or reheard at any time.

3.3 Document formats

Technical translators work with a broad range of document formats. The most
frequent formats fall into four classes:

– formats for printed documents
– formats for electronic documents
– formats for embedded texts
– specialized formats.

Formats for printed documents

In the above sections we speak neutrally about the “format” of a document.
The word can apply both to printed and to electronic documents, but it should
be borne in mind that in present-day technical communication virtually all
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documents are written, edited, revised and stored in electronic form. Even
printed documents for end users are handled as computer files up to the
pre-press stage. Thus, although the word “format” is essentially neutral as to
the specific technical medium of the document, it is no mistake to understand
it in the computer sense of the word, thus as data format. Therefore, when
speaking of formats for printed documents, we have in mind computer files
created and edited with a view to being printed at the end of the process.

The main formats for printed documents are those produced by word
processing systems, desktop publishing systems and professional layout sys-
tems. The files created by these systems contain printable and nonprintable
code. The printable code is essentially the text represented as a linear string of
letters, digits, punctuation marks and blanks. The nonprintable code contains
all types of formatting information. This information comprises:

– the font, size, style, colour etc. of the characters
– the horizontal spacing of letters in a word or a line, the vertical spacing of

lines
– the width of the margins
– the position of the body of the text, the headers, footers, footnotes, margi-

nalia etc.

Originally, it was necessary to insert a formatting code into the string of prin-
table character codes wherever a change of format occurred in a document.
When word processing became more common, the available printers became
more sophisticated and the requirements for professionally formatted docu-
ments rose. In a longer document this resulted in having to insert the same sets
of formatting codes time and again wherever paragraphs or pieces of text nee-
ded to be formatted in the same way as somewhere else in the document. In-
serting these formatting codes was repetitive (and boring) work and was prone
to errors and inconsistencies. In addition, making a consistent change of for-
matting required replacing the formatting codes in very many places in the do-
cument, which again was a repetitive and error-prone task. This situation cal-
led for another step in automation. A major development in this area was the
introduction of templates. The basic idea behind templates is the principle of
defining once and using often. This means that a paragraph (or some other unit
of text) which needs to be assigned a certain format is not preceded by all the
formatting codes this would require, but rather carries only a single code,
which does no more than assign a label to this paragraph (or rather, to its for-
mat). The precise formatting information for this label is then defined once for
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the entire document in a template and the information given in the template is
then applied to all instances labelled with the name of the template. Obviously,
this innovation is easily extensible to collections of templates residing outside
the document in a special template folder or the like.

In ordinary word processing or desktop publishing systems, it is possible
to define character, paragraph or document templates. The principle of defin-
ing once and applying often makes text formatting work more efficient. At the
same time, it contributes to making the appearance of documents much more
consistent and it allows global changes in formatting to be entered once and
then automatically applied to all instances labelled with the template in
question.

It is worth noting that the template principle is the idea which also under-
lies the Standard Generalized Mark-up Language (SGML). SGML is a stan-
dard which defines a page description language, thus a formalism for describ-
ing the formatting of printed or electronic pages. It has become enormously
seminal in all computer-based document production. Both Hypertext Mark-up
Language (HTML), the basic format of web pages, and Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML), a generic format very frequently used in technical docu-
mentation and especially in single-source publishing, are derived from the
original SGML standard.

Formats for electronic documents

While even printed documents are created in the form of computer files, elec-
tronic documents are documents which are not only stored in the form of
computer files when being worked on, but which are also intended to be read
from a computer screen or a similar display device.

There are two basic types of tools for displaying document files: viewers
and browsers. In addition, it is of course possible to display documents in the
software systems used to create and edit them. Thus, a word processor file will
very often be read in a word processing system, even if the user does not intend
to make any changes to the document. Viewers and browsers, however, are
systems whose basic function is displaying documents. They are intended for
the readers or users of the documents, not for the authors or the translators.

Somewhat simplifying the possibilities of this technology, one can say that
a viewer document is a document which is produced as if it were to be printed
and is then displayed on a computer screen. This means that when a reader dis-
plays a viewer document it will look exactly as it looked when the final version
was produced. A viewer page of text will appear exactly the same as it did
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when the author finished it. It will contain the same number of lines, the lines
will contain exactly the same number of characters, and the font, the spacing
and all other features will remain unchanged. Only the size of the document in
centimetres will depend on the size of the screen used by the person who reads
the document, and the user has the possibility to zoom in and out. Viewer doc-
uments are usually created in a word processing or desktop publishing system
and then converted into the viewer format. Once converted, the format of
viewer documents usually does not allow for editing. When translators are
given the task of translating an electronic document in a viewer format, the
document must either be reconverted into a format which supports editing or
the document must be provided in the format it was created in prior to conver-
sion (e.g. word processing or desktop publishing).

By contrast, a browser document adapts to the displaying device. For ex-
ample, the character size is defined by the author, but how many characters
find room in a line depends on the resolution and settings of the screen on
which the document is displayed. A browser document of a thousand words
may appear on one screen in many short lines and on another screen in a few
long lines. This means that the author of a browser document cannot be sure of
the exact appearance which the document will assume when viewed by a user.
In particular, the position of text with respect to graphics and illustrations is
variable. The screen display is normally restricted to using fonts available on
the displaying computer.

Formats for embedded texts

Printed and electronic documents are the most common type of source text in
technical translation. These are computer files whose main purpose is to repre-
sent and store the text and its possible accessories, such as graphics, photos and
other illustrations. Another large share of the overall technical translation
market, however, is made up of texts embedded in software. The translation of
the text components of software systems is known as software localization (cf.
Peter Sandrini’s article in this volume). It is a special type of localization. Lo-
calization is a relatively new term which denotes the adaptation of products to
the markets of countries or regions other than the original target market. It is
thus aimed at all kinds of products, not just software systems. The formats of
product documentation can normally be subsumed under the sections on
printed and electronic documents above. But localization also needs to treat
the text components found on or within the product itself. For technical prod-
ucts, this also includes, for example, the signs on the control panel of a machine
or the warning signs fixed near various parts of the engine of a car.
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Along with translation, localization also includes all other kinds of adap-
tations that may be required for the target market. This includes changes in
preset values for paper sizes, changes between Anglo-Saxon and metric mea-
sures, the fields needed for address databases, the format of telephone num-
bers, the reading direction from left-to-right to right-to-left and much more.
Because of these adaptations, it is often emphasized that localization is more
than ‘just’ translation. One should, however, keep in mind that many kinds of
translation work require cultural adaptations and other forms of audience de-
sign, so that localization in this respect is not as unique as its representatives
sometimes tend to suggest.

Among the products being localized, software systems are special in that
they contain a large number of text components which, in addition, are often
quite complex. Text is contained in the following components of a normal
software system:

– the user interface
– the help system
– the tutorial
– the documentation.

The user interface is what the user of the software system sees on the screen
when working with the system. It includes all menus, menu options, dialog
boxes, list boxes, task bars, status bars, tool bars, buttons etc. It also includes
context-sensitive information known as tool tips or quick tips. In many soft-
ware systems these very short explanatory texts appear in small boxes, ‘bal-
loons’, or in the status bar when the cursor or mouse pointer is positioned over
a menu option, a button or the like. A special element of the user interface is
made up of the system messages, phrases or sentences which appear in the sta-
tus bar or in a pop-up window. These messages inform the user about some-
thing the system is doing or has finished doing, prompt the user to do some-
thing, or draw the user’s attention to an error (Figure 1).

A major problem in translating user interface texts lies in the fact that the
text components are embedded in the program code.

Programming languages consist of words or word-like elements, so it is
difficult to identify which components should be translated and which should
be left untranslated because they are part of the program code (see Figure 2).
Software localizers therefore make use of special tools that can distinguish
code from embedded text. These tools extract the text components from the
program code and reinsert the target language equivalents in the proper place
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after localization. If translators use software localization systems, the source
document the translators work on is the source code of the software system.
Some software developers prefer a different approach. They have the text
components extracted from the program code by engineers, possibly using
some special purpose routines, and provide the translators with the isolated
text components in some easily editable format. Commonly used spreadsheet
formats are quite often used for this purpose. The principles of modular soft-
ware design and localization-friendly software development suggest yet an
easier way: In the runtime version of the software, the text elements are stored
in special resource files separately from the rest of the program code. These
special resource files need not be included in the compilation of the program
and can thus be edited at any time. While these procedures can be easily real-
ized technically and make the translators’ work easier as far as the technical
medium is concerned, a significant drawback is that both the engineer-ex-
tracted text files and the resource files contain the short text units of a user inter-
face taken totally out of context. In these cases, the translator cannot resolve
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mation in the status bar
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the ambiguities of the isolated text components and may not even be aware of
any ambiguities. (For a detailed description see Section 4.)

Software systems, especially if they are intended for the general public or
for users who will not be professionally trained on the system before using it,
very often contain a help function. It is often found in the main menu bar of
the user interface under a word like Help, a question mark or some other suit-
able icon. Help systems inform the user about the functionality of the system,
about how to carry out specific tasks etc. A help system is a reference resource
designed to allow users to search for specific pieces of information while
working with the software system. Help systems are not intended to be read
from cover to cover and therefore offer different ways to navigate through the
system and access information (e.g. table of contents, keyword index).
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Fig. 2 Resource editor displaying an excerpt from a message text file. This excerpt dis-

plays the header section followed by two message definitions (i.e. MessageId=0x1 and

MessageId=0x2). Only the two lines “You have chosen an incorrect command.” and

“File %1 contains %2 which is in error” in the message definitions require translation.

The comment lines, which begin with a semicolon, as well as the message definition and

statement lines (i.e. those lines including the equal sign “=”) must be left untouched.
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Help systems are normally stored in special hypertext formats. Help sys-
tems are categorized as hypertexts because they contain links to other topics,
to pop-up windows and to graphics. As is usually the case with hypertexts, a
help system is likely to be composed of a large number of separate pages, each
containing a few paragraphs, less frequently two or three screen pages, which
are connected by means of hyperlinks or jumps. The individual source files
which make up a help system are often created in a special format, for instance
as rich text format (RTF) or HTML files, and then compiled into one main
help file. One difficulty which involves both translational and technical as-
pects is the preservation of the hyperlinks, the consistency of terms used in the
help system and the software user interface itself, and a variety of other consis-
tency matters. A purely technical difficulty is that software localization tools,
which extract text from program code and then reinsert the text after transla-
tion into the program code, do not always support the help file formats, so that
special help editors need to be used.

The main translation difficulty in translating help systems is the hyper-
textuality of the overall document. As is common with reference works, the
path that readers take while looking for the information they are interested in
is different from the path the author followed when writing the document.
Therefore neither the author nor the translator knows which knowledge the
reader has already collected when arriving at a specific piece of text. This
unforeseeability can be addressed to some extent by careful text design and a
certain amount of redundancy in the information provided in the texts. How-
ever, there is a trade-off between providing all the information readers might
wish to receive in the case that this happens to be the first page they read in the
entire documentation and the information an experienced user of the help sys-
tem will find boring and even inappropriate.

If a software system contains a tutorial, which is not always the case, it
may take the format of web pages and can be treated as such during transla-
tion. Some software applications also include a demo file, which is in itself a
self-running program. Such demo files are dealt with during translation in the
same way as other software programs.

The documentation of software systems normally includes printed and/or
electronic documents and is treated in translation as such. Among software
developers and especially among documentation professionals it is not consid-
ered best practice if the help system text and the documentation text are identi-
cal or if the one refers to the other for more detailed information. Present-day
users expect different kinds of information from both types of documents.
This means that these normally are separate translation assignments.
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Specialized formats

The formats discussed above are no doubt the most commonly handled types
of data in technical translation. This last group combines a selection of other,
more specialized formats encountered in present-day translation work. These
include:

– the text components in technical drawings
– the text components of TV programmes, video tapes, cinema films
– the text of theatre plays and operas.

Text components in technical drawings also represent a type of embedded text.
Technical drawings are most often created using computer-aided design (CAD)
tools, which are usually vector-based graphic or drawing programs. Most of
these tools utilize either a labelling function or text boxes to embed text in the
drawings. Upon their completion, technical drawings are often stored in com-
mon file formats for graphics, which combine all the various entities and layers
of the drawing into one image. Once stored in this format, the entire drawing
is handled as a single image, which makes it impossible to access the text. For
translation purposes, the technical drawing must be available in a format that
can store the various entities and layers of the drawing separately.

3.4 Software tools

As discussed above in Section 3.1, the translation work process normally starts
with a given source document in a format chosen by others in other work pro-
cesses. In translation, the working medium is therefore most frequently a
function of the document medium. This working medium refers to the soft-
ware tool with which the primary translation process is carried out. By exam-
ining the entire translation workflow, we can ascertain that in addition to the
primary work process of translation various other work processes are also in-
volved, which can be categorized as secondary and tertiary work processes.
Secondary work processes include such varied tasks as collecting reference in-
formation, researching terminology, revising and checking consistency, count-
ing words, etc. Tertiary work processes involve those processes that aid in
building knowledge sources for secondary processes, for instance extracting
terminology from documents or referencing previously translated parallel
documents.

In the following, we will supply an overview of various software tools,
which translators use in the different work processes.
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Tools for primary work processes

Editors and word processing programs are the principal tools translators use
for writing and storing texts. Both of these tools allow for text to be entered,
deleted, copied, moved and saved in a specific data format. The major differ-
ence between editors and word processing programs is the formats they can
store. Editors store documents in a text-only format, based on a specific char-
acter coding set (e.g. ASCII, ANSI, Unicode). These documents can only con-
tain printable code. In contrast, word processing programs can store docu-
ments that contain both printable and nonprintable code (see Section 3.3).

The task of arranging text on a page will call for the use of specific tools,
which in turn will depend on the document format of the source text for trans-
lation. For arranging text on a printed page, word processing and desktop
publishing systems are suitable tools. These tools offer a wide variety of func-
tions for the layout of texts. Current versions of word processing systems in-
corporate numerous layout features which were previously only available in
desktop publishing systems. Nevertheless, desktop publishing systems are
better equipped to handle the layout of large volume documents such as user
handbooks that include a large amount of text and numerous graphics. These
systems are specifically designed to create professional print documents and
thus include a variety of features which make it possible for an entire docu-
ment to have a uniform print appearance. In addition, the file formats created
by some desktop publishing systems can be submitted directly to a printing
service for commercial printing.

The actual arrangement of text on a viewer page normally takes place us-
ing the same tools as those suitable for arranging text on a printed page. Once
the document and its layout have been finalised in either a word processing or
desktop publishing system, the document is then converted into a viewer doc-
ument format using a special converter.

Text and HTML editors are used to arrange text on a browser page. Both
HTML and XML are text file formats which employ tags to define the docu-
ment structure and layout as well to insert images etc. The layout of text on a
browser page is determined by the tags inserted into the text. If a text editor is
used to arrange the text, the appropriate tags must be inserted manually, which
requires a good knowledge of the various tag types. HTML editors usually offer
at least two different view modes when working on a text:

1. Document layout mode. In this view mode the text is displayed in the lay-
out which will appear when the document is viewed in a browser. This
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mode is sometimes called WYSIWYG, which is an abbreviation of “What
you see is what you get”.

2. Source mode. Viewed in source mode, the text will be displayed as plain
text with all the tags being displayed.

HTML editors integrate many of the functionalities that most users are famil-
iar with from their work with word processing programs. In document layout
mode, the user can usually arrange the text simply by selecting the desired lay-
out option or options via buttons or menu commands. All of the layout prop-
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Fig. 3 HTML document viewed in a text editor and the same document viewed in an

HTML editor in document layout mode



erties that the user applies in document layout mode are automatically ren-
dered as tags and inserted into the source text by the program (see Figure 3).
Selecting a suitable tool for editing embedded text in software programs de-
pends on the approach used by the software developers (see Formats for em-
bedded text in Section 3.3). Text-only source files can be edited in a text editor
or in a corresponding resource editor. Resource editors are tools integrated
into the development application software (e.g. Visual C++) that program-
mers use to create and edit the user interface. If resource files are edited, they
must be compiled into program files afterwards. Compiled files, which are
also called program files, can only be edited using a resource editor or a soft-
ware localization tool. If software developers decide to have the embedded
text components extracted from the source or program code, the files transla-
tors are provided with will be in some easily editable format, for instance in a
spreadsheet format, which can be edited either in a spreadsheet or word pro-
cessing application. It should be kept in mind that translating the embedded
text components of a user interface using a text or resource editor is a very de-
manding task. It is both time consuming and prone to errors. Furthermore, it
requires that the translators have enough knowledge of the programming lan-
guage to be able to differentiate between the text components, comment lines
and the actual program code.

Tools for secondary work processes

Numerous tools are available to support translators in carrying out a wide va-
riety of secondary work processes. They range from tools for collecting infor-
mation, for researching terminology, for checking spelling, grammar and even
the use of controlled languages, for counting words, and for supporting con-
sistency. An exhaustive description of all of these tools would in and of itself
fill the pages of an entire book. Therefore, we will focus in the following on a
few of the major types of tools utilized for secondary work processes.

Electronic dictionaries and terminology databases

Researching terminology is often one of the most time consuming tasks in
translation, particularly in technical translation. Prior to the wide spread use
of computers, translators relied on printed resources such as monolingual and
multilingual dictionaries and glossaries and most often stored the results of their
terminology research on index cards. Although printed resources are still used
by many translators, electronic dictionaries and terminology databases have
become commonplace tools for referencing and storing terminological infor-
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mation. Electronic dictionaries, which are usually installed directly on a com-
puter or on an intranet, make it very easy to search for terminology while trans-
lating. Electronic dictionaries offer extensive search functions which make it
possible to search for individual terms, partial terms or multiword phrases.
Some electronic dictionaries integrate a toolbar, icon, and/or a menu option for
the dictionary function directly into the user interface of word processing sys-
tems. Terms found in an electronic dictionary can usually be copied either direct-
ly into the document being translated or via the clipboard. The amount of ter-
minological information stored per entry in an electronic dictionary is subject
to the same variation as in printed dictionaries. The information can range from
single word entries for source and target language up to detailed information
including multimedia features such as pronunciation and graphic illustrations.
Electronic dictionaries are normally read-only and do not allow for user entries.

By contrast, terminology database systems are suitable tools for transla-
tors who wish to store and maintain their own terminological information and
integrate the terminology resources of their customers. There are special tools
designed exclusively for terminology databases, some of which can be used in
connection with a translation memory system. However, a standard database
system can also be used. The tools designed exclusively for terminology data-
bases often integrate interfaces to word processing systems similar to those of-
fered by electronic dictionaries. These interfaces make it possible for transla-
tors to look up, copy, enter or edit entries in their own terminology databases
while translating a document. When a terminology database system is inte-
grated into a software environment for translation work, it will usually in-
clude automatic term recognition. As the name implies, automatic term recog-
nition automatically searches a terminology database for terms appearing in
the source text sentence the translator is working on. When a corresponding
term is found in the terminology database, the source term and its transla-
tion(s) will be displayed in a special window. The translator can then insert the
desired equivalent directly into the translation simply by pressing a preset key
combination or clicking with the mouse. Automatic term recognition is an ef-
fective means of supporting translators, particularly when working in a team,
to maintain terminological consistency throughout a document.

Translation memories

Translation memories are software tools used to store parallel text segments
(i.e. source and target text segments). Translators and translator teams use
translation memory tools as an aid in maintaining linguistic consistency
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throughout their translations as well as to prevent them from having to
re-translate previously translated text segments. A translation memory tool
stores every translated segment that the translator produces together with its
corresponding source segment. Together they make up so-called segment
pairs. The translation memory continually grows as new segment pairs are
added during the translation process. Each time the translator opens a source
sentence, the translation memory system searches through the stored segment
pairs and automatically retrieves and displays any identical or similar seg-
ments found in the translation memory. Identical segments are called 100%
matches, similar segments are referred to as fuzzy matches. Depending on the
translation memory program, the translator will be informed about the degree
of similarity between the current source segment and the segment found in the
translation memory. The degree of similarity is expressed either as a percent-
age (e.g. 70% match) or as a number (e.g. in a range from 0 for an exact match
to 9 for a very low degree of similarity). When matches are found and dis-
played, the translator takes the decision to:

– Accept the suggested translation as is. This is often the case with 100%
matches.

– Edit the suggested translation. Fuzzy matches with a high degree of simi-
larity might only require replacing, adding or deleting a single word in the
suggested translation to adapt it to the current source segment.

– Ignore the suggested translation. If the degree of similarity is low, the
translator may decide that editing the suggested translation would take
more time than translating the source text segment from scratch.

In order to use a translation memory tool, the source text for the translation
must be available in electronic form. Depending on the translation memory
program and the file format of the source text, the translator must either im-
port the source text into a special editor integrated into the translation mem-
ory system or open it in a word processing system that interfaces with the
translation memory program. The translator creates the actual translation sen-
tence by sentence.

How helpful and time-saving a translation memory tool actually is in the
translation process depends for the most part on the type of source text, its
similarity with the source texts of previous translations, and the number of
similar segments stored in the translation memory. A translation memory tool
is particularly helpful when translating technical texts and documentation that
contain repetitious text as well as similar text structures and when translating
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newer versions of documents previously translated (e.g. the new version of a
user handbook or the annual report of a company).

Tools for translating embedded texts

As mentioned above in the sections of this chapter on formats for embedded
texts and on tools for the primary work process, translating text embedded in
software programs is complicated by the fact that the text components are em-
bedded in the program code. (See Figure 2 above). Special software localiza-
tion tools have been developed to support translators and make this type of
translation work easier. Current localization tools can extract the text compo-
nents from a variety of software files (e.g. .exe and .dll files) and generally sepa-
rate them into categories: menus, dialog boxes and strings. Translators then
translate the text components in an integrated editor, which normally displays
the source text components in lists. Most localization tools also integrate glos-
saries that include the translation of individual terms and multiword phrases.
These glossaries can be searched for terms or phrases while translating and can
also be used as a basis for automatically pretranslating the text components of
the software. A few localization tools offer an interface to translation memory
systems. Generally, software localization tools offer a visual display of the
menus and dialog boxes. This feature aids translators in identifying the context
of single word components appearing in menus or dialog boxes. This also
means that translated text will be displayed as it will appear in a menu or dialog
box. The display function allows translators to quickly see whether the trans-
lation will appear truncated in the user interface due to space limitations. Lo-
calization is dealt with in detail in Peter Sandrini’s article in this volume.

A rather special field is the translation of captions, legends and other text
components contained in technical drawings. Such drawings are normally
produced as data files in software systems such as computer-aided design sys-
tems (CAD systems). As in software localization, the translation of technical
drawings is, technically speaking, a translation of text components embedded
in other data and only the text data must be touched during the translation
work. For this work, there are three possible procedures. Either the transla-
tors must be trained in using the CAD system and insert their translations in
the same way as the engineers, designers or technical draughtspersons inserted
the original texts. Since CAD systems are enormously complex, this is a very
time-consuming approach, and it will not pay off unless the translator is em-
ployed full-time for translating nothing but this type of text. This procedure is
not very popular among the creators of the original drawings since it implies
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that non-specialists can tamper with their work. As in software localization,
the translation of technical drawings cannot be restricted to just changing text,
since translated text often requires more space than the original, so that text
boxes need to be enlarged and the drawing may have to be rearranged. The sec-
ond possible procedure is to have the engineers or draughtspersons extract
only the source text from the drawings into a new file, have the translation cre-
ated on the basis of these text or spreadsheet files, and then have the engineers
or draughtspersons insert the target text back into the drawing. The third pro-
cedure is to use special software systems, often custom-programs, to automat-
ically extract and reinsert the text. The latter option is used in a number of
large enterprises in the manufacturing industry.

Yet another type of text should be mentioned here which shares with tech-
nical drawings and software systems only the property of embedding text in
other data, having not much in common with them otherwise – subtitles in
movies and TV programs (which may or may not contain technical com-
munication). When foreign-language media are screened in the cinemas, shown
on television or sold on video tapes and DVDs, they are often presented in a
version translated into the language of the audience. Basically, there are two
techniques, dubbing and subtitling. In a dubbed film, the original voices of the
persons are replaced by a translated text spoken by actors in the target lan-
guage. In a subtitled film, the audience will hear the voices in the original lan-
guage while a written translation is displayed, normally in one or two lines of
text, at the bottom of the screen covering part of the picture. The translation
work done for subtitling is heavily restricted by time constraints. Leaving tech-
nical subtleties aside, one can say that a subtitle needs to be displayed while the
corresponding piece of text is spoken. Since we normally speak faster than we
read, it is necessary to shorten the target compared to the source text. Further-
more, the subtitle needs to be displayed for at least as much time as is required
for an ordinary reader to read and understand it. And finally, it is necessary to
stop displaying the subtitle when there is a cut in the film, because, when a new
picture appears, the human eye will start reading the subtitle again.

Subtitling translators at present use relatively complex software systems
which mainly keep track of all the involved time constraints and store the tar-
get text along with all relevant time codes. The files produced in this way can
then be used for actually embedding the subtitles in the films. At present subti-
tling software is mainly an instrument for generating the very special formats
needed for this technical medium – but to date none of them include function-
ality for supporting the actual translation work. It still remains to be seen
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whether the manufacturers of subtitling and translation software will find it
worthwhile to link their systems to each other or at least to define some feasible
exchange formats.

Tools for tertiary work processes

In this third category we will discuss a few of the tools that aid in building
knowledge sources for secondary processes.

Term extractors are tools that extract terms from electronic documents.
Term extractors search through electronic documents for term candidates and
produce term lists that can be edited by translators, terminologists or other
language specialists. The term extraction process usually uses statistical infor-
mation to extract terms. Simply expressed, the statistical approach searches
through a document for repeated occurrences of terms. Only those terms that
appear a specific number of times will be extracted. Most term extraction tools
allow the user to specify settings for term frequency, length, etc. and to include
stopword or exclusion lists in the extraction process. It should be kept in mind
that the statistical method can produce unreliable results. One example of an
erroneous term candidate is ‘procedure returns’. A statistically based term
extraction tool will find numerous occurrences of these two words appearing
together in a computing text which discusses how a variety of procedures re-
turn certain values or variables to a software program. Viewed in context, e.g.
‘The GOTO procedure returns a variable X to the program’, it is clear that ‘re-
turns’ is used as a verb and the term candidate ‘procedure returns’ is errone-
ous. The term lists produced by text extractors can be used as a basis for resear-
ching terminology for a specific translation job or for a specific subject area
and are most often utilized in building up terminology databases. To incorpo-
rate such lists in a terminology database it is necessary to edit them, for instan-
ce by deleting superfluous terms and adding translation equivalents and other
pertinent information per entry, and possibly change their format. An edited
list in a suitable format can then be imported into a terminology database.

Alignment tools are another example of tools for tertiary work processes.
These tools are used to build up translation memories using previously trans-
lated texts. As mentioned above in the section on tools for secondary work
processes, translation memories store the segment pairs created while the
translator is translating. An alignment tool makes it possible to align previ-
ously translated texts into segment pairs, which can then be imported into a
translation memory. A prerequisite for alignment is that both the source and
target text are available as separate documents in electronic form. An align-
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ment tool compares the source and target text and attempts to identify corre-
sponding segments. The sentence is usually used as the unit of text for aligning
the segments. Obviously in translation, aligning text only at the sentence level
is not sufficient. Frequently a longer sentence in a source text will be split into
two separate sentences in the target text or two short sentences in a source text
will be combined into one sentence in the translation. Consequently, most
alignment tools also analyze other factors during alignment, for instance, the
formatting properties of text, and the occurrence of numbers and acronyms.
After an alignment tool has aligned a source and target text, the resulting seg-
mentation of the texts is displayed. Normally this is done in a split-pane win-
dow with the source text visible on the left-hand side and the target text on the
right with connecting lines or symbols to indicate which source segment is
connected to which target segment. Most alignment tools have options for ed-
iting the segmentation. The resulting segmentation of an alignment should al-
ways be verified and if necessary corrected by the translator prior to import-
ing the segment pairs into a translation memory.

4 Automation within human work processes

In the sections above, we have examined a variety of software tools utilized by
translators in different work processes. Without question, these software tools
offer valuable support to translators working alone or in teams. In Section 2
we discussed how larger translation projects may require complex and possi-
bly interdisciplinary work processes involving non-language specialists, such
as project managers and software engineers. In this type of workflow, the pro-
ject managers are tasked with the decision on how the work processes will be
carried out. It is their responsibility, for instance, to decide how the work will
be distributed among the team, as well as which tools will be used in what way.
Frequently motivated by cost and time-saving factors or simply due to a lack
of knowledge about the translation process, decisions on automating specific
steps in the work processes are often taken in isolation. These decisions can, in
turn, have a direct impact on the translators’ work. In the following we will
first look at two examples of how automation within human work processes
can influence the work of the translator. The effect of automation on human
work is less sophisticated, but much more fundamental in machine translation,
where the translation itself is subject to automation. We discuss this specific
tool at the end of this section.
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Translating text blocks and sentences out of context

The majority of translation memory systems and most localization tools in-
clude a pretranslation function that automatically translates those text seg-
ments in a source text that has an identical match stored in the translation
memory, or in the case of localization, in translation lists or glossaries. As an
adjunct to the pretranslate function, most translation memory systems offer
an option to export only those segments from the source text that do not have
a match in the translation memory. The resulting export file is simply a list of
sentences extracted out of context. If the newly created subset of the original
source file is seen as the source file to be passed on for translation to a transla-
tor, or divided and distributed among translators in a team, translators will be
faced with translating headings, sentences and text blocks out of context.
These lists of sentences cannot be translated into a coherent target text and
maintaining terminological or syntactic consistency throughout an entire text
is next to impossible when portions of the text are missing. To exemplify this,
let us consider the following simple sample source text consisting of only two
sentences:

Browse to the folder in which you wish to store your newly created
document. Assign it a file name and click Save.

If the first sentence has a match in the translation memory, the unknown seg-
ment text that the translator receives will only include the second sentence.
When translating into any languages with gender, the translator will not be
able to solve the ambiguity for the pronoun it since its antecedent is not in-
cluded in the text.

Using this same example, we can also quickly discover that it is a fallacy to
assume that 100% matches identified by a translation memory system are cor-
rect. The second sentence may have a 100% match in the translation memory
and yet be incorrect when applied in our sample text because the pronoun
does not match the gender of its antecedent.

Translating strings from software programs

The major linguistic-translational difficulty in the localization of the user in-
terfaces of software systems is the fact that most text units are very short, often
a single word, and may therefore be ambiguous. English as a source language is
known to be especially open to ambiguity in telegraphic style text units. For
instance, if confronted with the unit Open, the translator cannot out of con-
text know whether the word is intended as an adjective or a verb. If the target
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language is German, the translation would be Offen or Öffnen Sie, respec-
tively. In a piece of context help, which normally is a descriptive piece of text
and may well be as short as a single word, the adjective reading is likely to be
the solution. As a menu option, which often describes an action, the verb may
be the right choice.

The problem of translating out of context is much aggravated in the case of
so-called concatenated strings. These appear in system messages. System mes-
sages often are of a uniform kind containing, however, elements which depend
on what the user has just done or attempted to do. In a message such as:

Cannot open the Chapter1.doc file.

there may be two variable elements: the name of the file and also the verb. The
system may give the same kind of message when it is not capable of closing, de-
leting, moving or copying the file as requested by the user. The number of
messages which may be composed based on the pattern of the sentence, the
possible verbs and the possible names of files or other objects, may be very
high. System developers therefore tend to ‘rationalize’ the text production.
Rather than storing every possible variant of this message separately, system
developers store so-called strings which are concatenated or combined when a
specific message is to be issued. In this example, the frame string could read:

Cannot [SLOT1] the [SLOT2] file.

with one of the strings:

open
close
save
delete
copy

being inserted in slot 1 and the file name in slot 2. A solution with concate-
nated strings saves much double work, but it is obvious that it hard-wires the
syntax of the source language into the program. Translating each of the strings
separately and fitting them together as in the source-language system will only
work out well if the target language happens to have a syntax identical to the
source language. A different word order may require additional programing
work, which the translator is neither capable of nor authorized to perform,
and a different need for inflexional endings, function words or the like may
render the concatenated-strings approach totally unworkable. Moreover, the
re-use of very short pieces of text in such concatenations increases the danger
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of ambiguities. The word open, used as an example of ambiguity above, ap-
pears here once more. If the system developers chose to insert it in both of the
strings:

Cannot [SLOT1] the [SLOT2] file.
Do not remove the memory stick while files are still [SLOT1].

the error is inevitable. Note that it is not a translation error, but rather an erro-
neous assumption of the universality of English grammar.

Machine translation

All tools described so far in this chapter are used by translators to support
their work. The overall work process is therefore called computer-aided trans-
lation (sometimes abbreviated as CAT). The idea of designing complex work
processes composed of manual and automated tasks is common today – but it
must be kept in mind that this form of partial automation is a result of a devel-
opment of several decades. And in terms of computer and software technol-
ogy, several decades is an enormously long time-span. At the beginning of the
computer age in the late 1940s, office automation of this kind was beyond
imagination. What came to mind more easily when researchers thought of the
immense possibilities hidden in the emerging technology, was the total auto-
mation of particular work processes. And indeed, the earliest developers of
those very large machines, which later became known as computers, had the
idea of automating translation. Their vision was not to support translators –
they imagined a system that would replace translators altogether. This is what
is called machine translation.2

The difference between computer-aided and machine translation can be
explained by means of the well-known model of translation depicting it as a
process which consists of the three phases of analysis, transfer and synthesis.3

In this model, the analysis process transforms source text from its ordinary
linear form into syntactically explicit tree structures. This is a monolingual
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transformation. The synthesis carries out the reverse transformation, linear-
izing target language tree structures into the correct target language word or-
der etc. It is in the transfer phase that translation proper takes place. In this
phase the source language tree structures are transformed into target language
tree structures. The ‘translation’ of the syntactic structure is what is called
structural transfer, while the translation of the words is called lexical transfer.

The transfer phase is the distinctive element in partially automated trans-
lation work: A process in which the transfer phase is carried out by humans,
while other steps are automated, is called computer-aided translation. A pro-
cess in which the transfer phase is automated, while others may be performed
by humans, is called machine translation (Schubert 1999: 429).

A machine translation system is provided with a source text in the form of
a data file. In order for a machine translation system to be economically suc-
cessful, the system must be capable of handling all the data formats which are
required by the customers. In most systems, the operator, normally a transla-
tor, can select a number of settings for each translation job such as indicating
the subject field of the text to be translated. This subject field setting triggers
the use of specific subject field dictionaries or gives them priority over other
dictionaries. The machine translation system translates the file and produces a
new file with a raw translation as its output. This is a document entirely in the
target language, but its quality will normally be considerably below what
would be acceptable to human readers (for more information on repair stra-
tegies at various text stages in multilingual text production cf. Annely Roth-
kegel’s article in this volume). The target texts produced by machine translation
systems are generated by means of an often very complex suite of algorithms,
which carry out an analysis of the source text at all levels. The algorithms ana-
lyze complex words using rules of morphology and word formation and ana-
lyze phrases and sentences using syntactic rules. This automated morphosyn-
tactic analysis is called parsing. A number of specific phenomena such as the
anaphoric function of pronouns and similar words cannot be handled unless
the system has access to suprasentential rules of text linguistics. Putting aside
the technicalities of particular systems, machine translation is a process based
on algorithms which open up decision spaces and other algorithms, decision
mechanisms, which choose among the candidate solutions contained in the
decision space (Schubert 2003b). Possibly the most fundamental problem in
machine translation, which makes fully automatic high-quality translation im-
possible, lies in the fact that many of the criteria used by the decision me-
chanisms are of a semantic, pragmatic or otherwise meaning-related nature.
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Meaning-related decisions are often vague and gradual, rather than exact
yes-no decisions as in syntax and morphology. Moreover and more impor-
tantly, a prerequisite for making decisions based on meaning is understanding
the text. Computers and the software running on them are not thinking
beings. They do not understand the text they attempt to translate. Researchers
in both computational linguistics and computer science have been trying to
address this challenge by applying techniques of artificial intelligence to the
decision tasks in machine translation. To date, the success of these attempts is
restricted to very closely delimited domains.

In the 1940s and 1950s researchers dreamed about fully automatic high-
quality translation (FAHQT) of unrestricted text. This idea contains three
conditions: (1) fully automatic functioning, (2) high-quality output and (3) the
capability of translating any kind of text. Machine translation systems with
professional functionality, which are available today, perform well when fewer
demands are made on one or more of these three. If less than fully automatic
translation (condition 1) is sufficient, machine translation can be used advan-
tageously. The manual part of the work is typically performed during pre-
editing or post-editing. Pre-editing a text for machine translation means re-
placing constructions and words which are known to cause mistranslations,
by other, less ambiguous wordings. Especially stringent punctuation may be
helpful as well and can meet the needs of the machine translation system with-
out conforming to general writing rules. Post-editing means correcting the
raw translations produced by the system. As a general rule, a post-edited text
will still have a lower quality than a text translated by a translator. One could
therefore say that when the criteria for condition 1 are less stringent, the qual-
ity requirements (condition 2) are automatically lowered as well.

There are, however, situations, in which lower quality is fully acceptable.
For the purpose of skimming through text for information, that is, quickly
scanning over a longer text to find out what it is about and what its tenor is, a
raw translation from a machine translation system, post-edited or not, may be
sufficient. The higher speed in such cases outweighs the suboptimal quality. A
raw translation you receive within a few minutes is sometimes better than a
brilliant translation which comes a day after you needed it.

The third option is to give up the idea that all kinds of text need to be able
to be translated by machine (condition 3). If the range of possible source texts
can be restricted, the quality of machine translations can be substantially im-
proved. The restriction can relate to the syntax or the semantics or both. A
syntactic restriction means that the source language should be written in an es-
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pecially simplified and as far as possible non-ambiguous subset of the normal
language. In some settings, a special type of controlled language is used for this
purpose. Restricting the semantics means ensuring that only source texts from
a particular, rather narrow subject field are entered into the system. One of the
major problems in machine translation is lexical transfer. If all subject fields
are allowed, the system will have to decide, whether the English word file in
the current context means a cardboard folder in which paper documents are
held, a set of data on a computer, or a tool for working the edges of a piece of
metal. If the target language is German, this decision is necessary to choose be-
tween the translation equivalents Ordner, Datei and Feile, respectively. If the
subject field is restricted to hardware and software documentation, the dictio-
nary can make do with one simple equivalence relation file � Datei and no de-
cision is necessary.

This option is sometimes called the sublanguage approach to machine
translation. This is also the approach used in most of the projects engaged in
machine interpretation, i.e. the automatic translation of spoken text, as in au-
tomated telephone interpretation. These systems attain an acceptable quality
only if restricted to very narrow subject fields, such as making an appointment
for a business meeting or reserving a hotel room. A major drawback of the
sublanguage approach is that it presupposes that source texts are of a uni-
formly monothematic nature. Only texts which are strictly confined to their
narrow subject field and stick to that field throughout can be translated ac-
ceptably well. As soon as a text covers two fields, as for instance a document
on the politics of agriculture, mistranslations become very likely.

Machine translation systems are offered quite widely today to the lay mar-
ket at very low prices and some systems are available on the Internet free of
charge. Systems with a professional functionality, however, are quite expen-
sive and, what is more central to our discussion here, their operation requires
suitably specialized and well-trained staff for carrying out pre- and post-
editing as well as for the requisite terminology work. These systems are em-
ployed in settings where large volumes of thematically monotonous and syn-
tactically unsophisticated text have to be translated at high speed.
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Abstract – After a short introduction into the main concepts of localization
the paper discusses the two main areas of software and website localization. It
first focuses on the object of the localization process and its pecularities and
then describes the translation procedure as well as the specific tools to use.

1 Introduction

Localization is a relatively new field of activity for language experts. It is
closely linked to digital media and computer products. It is a field of activity
where technology is deeply involved and which would be inconceivable with-
out thorough technical preparation.

Before we can explore the methods and procedures of localization, we
need to define the most important terms: globalization and internationaliza-
tion, localization and locale which have been abbreviated by the acronym
GILT (globalization, internationalization, localization and translation).

Globalization has two meanings: in general, it refers to the globalizing
scope of the economy and of business activity. In the context of localization, it
refers to the business activities related to marketing a product or service in
multiple regional markets.1

Internationalization describes the “process of enabling a product at a
technical level for localization” (Lommel/Ray 2007: 17) so that it can be easily
adapted for a specific market after the engineering phase.2
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Locale is a set of parameters used to identify the user's language, country
and other preferences. It is roughly the combination of a language and a geo-
graphical region with all the cultural implications involved. For example, a
country, a region, or a city. A locale is not a culture since a culture is more com-
prehensive, much more rooted and much less volatile than a locale. Take the
EU for example, you could adapt a software product for the EU market to be
used in English with all the necessary legal and cultural adaptations. A locale is
not a language, though language is a vital part of a locale. However, there could
be locales which use the same language as the original but nonetheless require
an adaptation of the product to be successful, e.g. French in France and French
in Canada. Localizing a product means adapting the linguistic and cultural
specifics of content (text, images, voice sequences, etc) to a given geographical
or demographic locale. It includes adapting content to the local conventions
for such features as date and time formats, currencies, numbers, language, col-
our coding, cultural choices, writing systems. For data representation a locale
sets sorting algorithms and also upper or lower casing characters. Technically,
locales are represented by the two-letter code for the representation of lan-
guages (ISO 639–1) combined with the standardized country codes (ISO
3166–1), such as de-BE which refers to German spoken in Belgium, or en-CA
meaning English in Canada.

Localization: Generally speaking, we can define localization as “the pro-
vision of services and technologies for the management of multilinguality
across the global information flow” (Reinhard Schäler 1999 cited in Localisa-
tion Focus September 2002: 21).3 This comprizes the industry, the providers of
tools as well as the localization work itself. More practically, localization is the
“process of modifying a product for a specific locale” (Yunker 2002: 17). The
aim of localization should be that people from a specified locale can use the
product without any difficulty in their own language. A given product could
be everything you can sell to an international consumer group, but in practice
the term localization is usually used for software application programs and
websites.

The following introduction into the basic concepts of localization will be
twofold: the first part addresses the issues that arise when localizing a software
product while the second part is dedicated to website localization.
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2 Software Localization

If we speak of software we mean all non-material components of an electronic
system, which can be software such as operating systems, compilers, hardware
drivers, utilities and testing tools on one hand and application software such as
databases, image manipulation, office application suites, desktop publishing,
games, etc. on the other. It should be possible for users in different locales us-
ing different languages to make use of localized software systems without dif-
ficulties: this is the overall aim of localization efforts.

Technically speaking, software is basically programming code assembled
in an executable file which tells the hardware processor what to do. This pro-
gram code is dependent on the type of processor being used, and its instruc-
tions must work the same way before and after the localization process. Inside
the program code there are elements which provide interaction interfaces with
the user: menus, dialog boxes, text strings. These must be translated. The code
could also contain locale specific elements which must be localized as well,
such as date and time formats, currency units, paper formats, hot keys, etc.
Buried in the code we could for example find other text as direct instructions
such as dir, list, copy, etc. which cannot be regarded as English text to be trans-
lated. Such direct instructions are part of the programming language and
should not be changed in any way.

Apart from the program code there will be an online help system, in most
cases a hypertext type document similar to the windows help system in com-
pressed HTML format .chm, or plain HTML in Unix environments. An on-
line help resource will be linked to the program code, but tutorials and manu-
als are independent documents. Both need to be localized.

Usually a software product will come with a printed manual, quick refer-
ence guide, registration cards, promotional material, etc. Today, increasing-
ly more software producers rely on electronic guides either online or on a
CD-Rom, limiting the printed material to an installation and quick reference
guide (see Figure 1). These documents in paper format also have to be trans-
lated.

In the following chapter we will concentrate on electronic resources rat-
her than printed documents, since the translation of the latter does not differ
much from other technical documents.

The main problem in software localization is separating the elements
which should be localized from the programming code which should not be
altered in any way, or otherwise the software will not function properly.
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Executable program files will come in different formats depending on the OS
platform, e.g. Windows executables will be .exe, .com, .dll, .bat or .drv files,
whereas Unix programs will be .bin files. Generally speaking, we can identify
three steps in the localization of binary files or executable program files:

1. preparing the programming code
2. translating elements
3. testing the code.

The first task in a software localization project is to analyze the product in or-
der to understand how and with what tools the software was produced. The
code environment and the source files – i.e. the code in the original program-
ming language before it was compiled – should be made accessible to the local-
ization professional by the customer in the so-called localization kit. A local-
ization kit contains all necessary files as well as the documentation for the
localization project: source files, code environment, guidelines, available glos-
saries and translation memories.

The source files are usually programming code files – e.g. instructions in
the programming language C++ – and resource files (with the extension .rc),
which include user interface elements such as menus and dialog boxes, which
constitute the main elements to be translated. It is a good programming stan-
dard to have separate resource files which is more or less the case nowadays.
Some resource files must be compiled with the programming code however, in
order to obtain a binary executable program file. More and more software
programers extrapolate the resource file straight away into a binary resource
file, a .dll or an .exe; thus you can localize only this file without the need to
recompile the entire program.

If there is no resource file whatsoever, translatable items are mixed up with
the programming instructions, and it is impossible to evaluate whether a word
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like ‘copy’ would be an English word in a dialog box, a menu item to be trans-
lated or a programming instruction in a programming language that should
not be tampered with.

As a result, a localizer would have to check whether there are translation
resources for re-use in this project, i.e. whether the files had already been
translated for another version of the product and the translations saved in a
translation memory, or whether a terminology database exists for this soft-
ware or a previously localized similar product, etc.

The decision as to which tools should be used in the project is based on the
following criteria:

– file format support;
– safety of program code: the tool should help you to avoid inadvertently

overwriting chunks of machine code;
– client requirements;
– leveraging or re-use of translations.

These criteria follow a hierarchy where the file format is by far the most im-
portant factor. The main types of file formats in software localization are the
following:

– .exe, .dll: standard binary files can only be localized with a localization
tool due to the necessity to separate localizable elements from program-
ming instructions. However, binary files compiled in a non-standard way,
i.e. programming instructions without an original resource file and com-
piled into one application – result in non-standard .exe, .dll files: in this
case the localizer must resort to the source code, translate all elements
within the native development environment and recompile the whole ap-
plication;

– .rc: text-based resource files can be localized using a localization tool or
within the native development environment, e.g. an object-oriented pro-
gramming language like Visual C++ or Delphi. Not all localization tools,
however, support .rc files.

– Online help: given the repetitive and highly structured nature of online
help texts the appropriate tool would be a translation memory system.
Most translation memory systems can handle the HTML file format of the
standard Windows help system (.chm) very well.

– Printed documents: provided all the documents are delivered in digital
format, a translation memory system should be used to translate them.
This would allow for re-use of repetitive text, increase consistency
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throughout the document and facilitate the translation of new versions
later on.

The right tool for the file format should allow for the efficient translation of
text elements, but it also protects the sensitive programming instructions from
inadvertently being changed by the user. It would be a risky undertaking to try
to translate a binary file from within a general text editor without the strict di-
vision between translatable text elements and programming instructions pro-
vided by localization tools.

Situations could arise where the customer requires the localizer to use a
specific tool either because there are resources available like a translation
memory or because the software publisher has developed their own propri-
etary tool, as is the case for Sun or Oracle for example.

Traditionally, the tools available are divided into the following groups:
translation memory tools, software localization tools, native development en-
vironments, machine translation, terminology tools. Meanwhile, many tools
have a broad range of features although many of them are designed for a spe-
cific task. If we leave aside the programming environments and concentrate on
their functionality, we can clearly see that translation tools have become more
linked. In the area of software localization tools the following systems are the
most notable:

Passolo <http://www.passolo.com>
Alchemy Catalyst <http://www.alchemysoftware.ie>
Language localizator <http://www.localizator.com>
Multilizer <http://www.multilizer.com>
RC-WinTrans <http://www.schaudin.com>
Visual Localize <http://www.visloc.com>

A detailed comparison chart of these localization tools is available online at
<http://www.localizationworks.com/DRTOM/Conclusions.html>.

Correspondingly, we will now explain briefly how to translate a small
piece of software using Passolo (see Figure 2). Firstly, a new project must be
created where you have to specify the source file to translate, the type of bi-
nary file, the language of the text elements to extract from the binary file and
the target language. The tool will then generate a list of text strings extracted
from the binary file. These strings can be marked to exclude elements which
should not be translated or changed. Next, you have to create the bilingual
string list where each string is listed in a table with the source language on the
right and the target language on the left. Clicking on a string will open the edi-
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tor window where the translation can be typed in. Translations can be auto-
mated, at least partially, using a glossary list. After translating all the strings in
the table, you will generate the target file, resulting in a new binary file .exe be-
ing created and launched.

While this roughly outlines the procedure, there are a few other problems
which have to be dealt with, such as the re-sizing of dialog boxes or the assign-
ment of hot keys. During translation, text strings will inevitably change in
length and this will affect dialog boxes as well as text messages. Alternatively,
when translating from English to German, target text elements will usually be
considerably longer and graphical elements must be adapted. A good localiza-
tion tool will assist the localizer in this respect and provide a WYSIWYG
(what you see is what you get) environment for changing graphical elements,
which could then be just as simple as re-sizing a window on the Windows
desktop.

Hot keys are marked letters in menus which can be used in combination
with the ALT key to access the menu command, e.g. ALT F for the menu File
and ALT O for the menu command Open file used in many Windows applica-
tions. These keys obviously change with localization and become e.g. ALT D
for Datei (File) in German and ALT f for Öffnen (Open). All hot keys must be
unique within the menu where they are used to ensure that the functionality of
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the user interface is guaranteed. Hot keys must also be chosen so as not to col-
lide with key combinations from the operating system.

Today, many localization tools integrate some form of translation mem-
ory component. Passolo and Catalyst in their current versions integrate a
translation memory engine from SDL/Trados and can, therefore count on one
of the most sophisticated tools in this regard with fuzzy matching and ex-
tended functionality.

After the translation process the software package should be run and
tested. Such a quality check on the localized application implies some knowl-
edge of software quality assurance principles and requires a testing plan which
should take into account with focus on at least the following three aspects:

– linguistic test: this involves questions such as: Have all the text strings been
translated? Are special characters displayed correctly? Is the text in dialog
boxes and error messages truncated? Is text wrap and hyphenation ok?
Are all menu items and titles used consistently? Is assignment of hot keys
correct? Some localization tools offer routines for this kind of testing such
as finding duplicate hot keys automatically.

– user interface test: this kind of testing refers to the aesthetic questions of
the user interface in the localized version of the application.

– functional test: the functionality of the localized version will be tested
against the functionality of the source language product to assure that
there were no bugs introduced during the localization process. Also, the
localized application must work properly in the target language context,
which means that full interoperability with the corresponding localized
operating system and with other localized products should be tested. And
finally, all deliverables and installing procedures should be tested also.

3 Website Localization

Localization is the process of adapting a product to a new locale. We have seen
how a software product is localized, Website localization, however, is some-
thing quite different. It is not only relatively new, as the World Wide Web we
now take for granted only took off in the early 1990s and Website localization
emerged a few years later. Website localization is a “specialised service that has
emerged in recent years (since 1999). It is basically a packaging of translation
services with technical services that ensure the proper functioning of the trans-
lated sites” (van der Meer 2002: 10). Translation and technical services consti-
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tute the two main aspects of Website localization which can be defined as the
process of modifying an existing Website to make it accessible, usable and cul-
turally suitable to a target audience. Website localization is also much more
open and less specialized than software localization.

The main differences between software localization and Website localiza-
tion are:

– Update frequency: websites are subject to constant change and localiza-
tion is therefore a program-based task, whereas software localization is a pro-
ject-based task where each new version of a software product will become
a new localization project.

– Translation expertise: the Web is as multifaceted as the real world and
websites contain many different types of text which require different
translation strategies: marketing texts, product descriptions, legal infor-
mation, manuals, listings, etc. In many cases, website translation requires
much more particular subject-related knowledge than software localiza-
tion.

– The relationship between the localizer and the customer in software local-
ization is a project-oriented relationship where a defined task is carried
out and the relationship is ended. For a website there is the need for an on-
going relationship with the localizer as a result of the ever changing content
of the website. The customer decides between either fully outsourcing
where the localizer does the entire job or employing a translation service
where only the planning and coordination remain with the customer.

Now that we have defined website localization, let us move on to examine the
object of localization and what kind of content has to be localized.

A Website can be “a marketing channel, a software product, a brochure, a
shopping mall or all of the above” (Yunker 2003: 4), indeed a complex matter
as a source text for translation. To make things easier we will speak of the con-
tent of a Website which is composed of digital assets. These digital assets con-
stitute different aspects of website content:

1. common content: texts, images, links which constitute the main structure
of a website.

2. multimedia assets: audio- and video streaming, flash animations.
3. application-bound assets: files and documents which are accessible only

with special software applications (e.g. MS-Word documents or Adobe
PDF), in this case the Web acts as a distribution service without displaying
the content.
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4. transactional assets: information about transactions (e.g. shopping bas-
kets, sessions) in e-commerce.

5. community assets: dynamic content of discussion forums and chat rooms
created by Website visitors.

All these digital assets possibly contain localizable information with the pri-
mary localizable component obviously being the texts. In relation to the need
for change in the content and the durability of the content, the information can
be divided into:

– static information (e.g. records of historical events, biographies, docu-
mentation of hardware and software, economic figures, manuals, laws and
bills and legal documents, text passages from books or periodicals, press
memos, etc.);

– dynamic information (e.g. stock exchange rates, warehouse inventory, the
content of an email account, sports results, prices at online auctions, date
and time, etc.);

– semi-dynamic information (e.g. people at a company, bibliographies, bio-
graphies of living people, price lists, etc.).

All information on the Web is subject to a content life cycle which describes the
usability of the information from the time of creation to publication and fi-
nally archiving (internal or public). Dynamic information has a very short life
cycle, while static information can have quite a long life cycle.

Not all assets are equally important for localization. Dynamic informa-
tion would be rather difficult to localize efficiently for a website. Decisions
have to be taken on what kind of information should be localized. We will
come back to the criteria on which such decisions should be based.

All digital assets on a website need a structure to be presented to the visi-
tor, and many websites use some form of integrated software to offer services
or interactivity to the visitor, usually Java or Javascript code or Perl scripts em-
bedded in the website. In this regard, website localization has much in com-
mon with software localization as these smaller programs need to be localized
as well.

Information and digital assets will be made accessible in the form of files.
Let us have a look at the most popular file formats on the Web:

HTM/HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), is localizable/translatable;
XML (Extensible Markup Language), is localizable/translatable;
CSS (Cascading Style Sheet), no content to localize;
XSL (Extensible Style Sheet Language), is localizable/translatable;
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JS (Javascript) is localizable/translatable;
ASP (Active Server Pages), is localizable/translatable;
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) is localizable/translatable;
JSP (Java Server Pages), is localizable/translatable;
GIF (Graphics Interchange Format), no (only when text is embedded);
JPG (Joint Photographic Experts Group), no (only when text is embedded);
PSD (Photoshop Document), is localizable/translatable when one of the
layer contains some text.

Website localization is not about translating single documents. The object of
the localization process is an entire website composed of many pages, just as
the text is the object of translation and not single sentences. For website local-
ization, stretching this metaphor, the source text would be the complete
website.

Before a website can be localized, the localizer should advise the publisher
about the pros and cons of localization. The following items have to be consid-
ered by the publisher of the website:

– language choice: an international company would choose languages on the
basis of their involvement in a certain market, the market potential mea-
sured in GNP growth rates, the number of active Internet users, costs,
available staff for a particular language, etc.

– Return on Investment (ROI): will the necessary costs for localization be
covered by the resulting advantages? Does the new market need the prod-
ucts/services and are they affordable there? How can potential customers
pay and how can goods/services be delivered? Is there customer support
for this market and language? Are there legal problems with the products
in this market?

Only by answering these questions can the localization of a website be a suc-
cess. If the publisher has uncertainties or doubts about these facts, every cent
spent on localization will be too much. One of the tasks of the localizer is not
only to advise the publisher on the advantages of localization but also on the
implications of dealing with people from another culture and language.

Different approaches can be taken with localization, but it is never an all
or nothing decision. There are various levels of localization possible depend-
ing on the volume of text and the type of Web content to be translated (global
or regional content) or produced directly in the target language (local con-
tent). Regarding the websites of international companies, Rose Lockwood
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(2000) has identified three main strategies for the management of multilingual
and multicultural content:

1. The monarchist approach with central control over the content where
content is translated but seldom adapted. The result is a website which is
not sensitive to local markets.

2. The anarchist approach with multiple local sites without coordination,
each using a different design. In this case there would be high costs and no
corporate strategy.

3. The federalist or subsidiary approach would be a compromise between
the first two as it integrates global regional and local content (GRL).
Global content will be produced centrally, translated and used interna-
tionally; regional content is also translated and used in a regional context
while local content will be produced locally in the local language without
the need for translation.

Each company decides what kind of approach matches its requirements and
possibilities. Another study (Schewe 2001: 204) establishes a close link be-
tween the marketing policy of a company and the choice of languages for its
Web presence. The six main website language design strategies identified cover
a broad range, from a monolingual site written in the home language reflecting
a domestic marketing strategy to the multilingual website with English or the
home language and several local independent websites in the respective local
language reflecting a global player strategy.

Once an appropriate Web publishing strategy is in place, the first thing to
do is to analyze the content in order to make its locale independent. This pro-
cess which is called internationalization should adapt any locale-specific in-
formation such as dates, times, numbers, currencies, etc. It is about changing
and adapting a website to simplify localization.

Texts have to be also adapted in order to be suitable for new cultures or to
be at least culturally neutral. In comparison to software localization, website
localization involves a slight shift of priorities. Software localization concen-
trates on functionality – the application must work in the target language – and
language quality concerns are less critical to a certain extent. For websites,
however, language quality is crucial as it is the medium to convey a specific
content to the target audience.

Careful consideration should be given to which texts can be translated
into which languages and which texts should be omitted or at least shortened.
Localization has its cost and a text should therefore be as concise as possible
while still clear and comprehensible.
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There are a few things to consider in source texts in order to simplify loca-
lization: use consistent terminology throughout the website, eliminate politi-
cal, religious or specific references to individual countries, do not use slang or
jargon, delete references to humor. All these elements are deeply rooted in
culture and cannot be transferred easily across languages. Special attention
should be given to visual effects such as graphics, symbols, the use of colors,
etc., which also strongly depend on culture. Their reception differs signifi-
cantly across languages and cultures. Culturally sensitive elements in texts also
concern formatting conventions such as the representation of currency units,
dates, time zones, time units, measurement units, numbers (e.g. the difference
of meaning of 1,000 between US-English and German), addresses (zip-codes),
international phone numbers, etc.

Another important preparatory step is to ensure that the multilingual
website is capable of processing and displaying all the required languages and
scripts. This is a technical challenge for the Web developers involved since
there are several possibilities of displaying writing systems and languages on
the Web. Computers understand only numeric codes and every input must
be encoded using ordered numeric codes which are stored in bytes within the
memory of the computer. There are different character types for the various
languages and consequently the encoding must be specified for each web
page.

The oldest encoding standard is the ASCII-code based on a 7-bit byte rep-
resentation which has space for 128 characters. Thus, it was able to support
only English and other languages without special characters while most other
Western languages with their special characters could not be represented in
ASCII. So, a new encoding was developed, the ISO–8859 series of character
sets: ISO 8859–1 (Latin 1) for Western European languages, ISO–8859–2
(Latin 2) for Eastern European languages, ISO–8859–3 (Latin 3) for Southern
European languages, ISO–8859–4 (Latin 4) for Northern European languages,
ISO–8859–5 (Cyrillic) for Russian, Bulgarian and Ukrainian, and so on
through ISO–8859–16.

At the same time, some encoding standards for languages with more than
256 characters or symbols were developed using a double-byte encoding such
as Big5 for Chinese, Shift-Jis for Japanese. Still, these encoding standards are
not able to represent two or more different languages on the same page since
another code page has to be used for every language. This led to the develop-
ment of a single standard which tries to combine all existing character repre-
sentations into one encoding scheme: Unicode. Unicode is a 16-bit encoding
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system that currently has space for more than 96,000 characters or symbols
meaning that in one encoding standard we have a unique numeric value for each
conceivable character or symbol: each Latin character, each Chinese symbol
or for that matter each Korean symbol or just about every other character
possible. Almost all modern browsers support Unicode encoding (UTF–8).

An international multilingual website requires some planning. A direc-
tory structure has to be set up which should reserve one directory for each lan-
guage where all the files for the localized versions are saved. A very simple ex-
ample could look like the one shown in Figure 3.

The most important thing to remember concerning the layout of an inter-
national website is the link between the different localized versions. This is
one of the changes in a website which become necessary with localization.
There has to be a gateway which lets the user choose the right language version
or the version of the website for his or her specific country or region. The
criteria by which the website is subdivided into localized versions reflects the
locales chosen and may be languages, regions or countries. These three types
of gateways can also be combined hierarchically where the user chooses first
the region, then the country and the language, e.g. region EU, country Bel-
gium, language French. Examples for combined gateways can be found at
<http://www.olympus.com, http://www.ikea.com, http://www.canon.com>.

Certain factors have to be considered for the global gateway:

– the global gateway must be located in a prominent place on the website so
that users can easily make their choices;

– it must support all the necessary character sets;
– all choices must be available in the proper language, a country choice

should read e.g. Deutschland not Germany;
– graphical and visual elements (maps, globe) are highly versatile since they

are neutral;
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– avoid flags, this is a bad habit born out of the early days of the Web. A na-
tional flag seldom reflects a language in its entirety: what kind of flag
would you use for Spanish? Argentina, Spain, Mexico, Guatemala or even
the US; what flag for German, English, Portuguese or French?

– user preferences regarding language may be saved in cookies on the local
computer so that the user has to choose only once.

To construct a global gateway you will need an HTML Editor, a software
package which will allow you to edit the HTML code directly. The global
gateway can be constructed just like any other website component using either
a WYSIWYG-editor or a text-based HTML-editor. A text-based editor is the
tool of choice when HTML-files should be compared or tested for errors,
good freeware examples are the following editors:

NVU <http://www.nvu.com>;
Notetab light <http://www.notetab.com>;
Phase 5 <http://www.qhaut.de/forums/index.php?dlcategory=1>;
PSPad editor <http://www.pspad.com/>.

Websites are accessible through the net and can be easily downloaded. Such
offline versions are not well suited for translation purposes because of possible
problems that result from direct downloading. It is good practice, therefore, to
ask for a localization kit from the customer. A localization kit is the complete
set of files necessary for the localization project saved on a disk, CD-Rom or
received via email and consists of:

1. the entire original operational website as it would appear on the Web, as
well as

2. all the files scheduled for localization;
3. resources for re-use such as glossaries or translation memories;
4. guidelines and style sheets.

The original website serves as a reference for the localizer regarding the func-
tionality of the website. Furthermore, the customer should specify which
parts of the original website are intended to be localized and identify all the re-
spective files. And finally, all language resources should be made available to
the localizer, such as existing glossaries and translation memories.

A common standard file format has been developed by a consortium of lo-
calization tools providers to overcome difficulties in sharing files for localiza-
tion: XLIFF or the XML-based Localization Interchange File Format. XLIFF
supports the lossless interchange of localizable data and its related information
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and ensures the compatibility of tools because it is tool-neutral. A few tools
which already support XLIFF are:

– Enlaso’s Rainbow which is essentially a file converter between HTML,
XML and RTF files and the XLIFF file format <http://www.translate.com/
technology/tools>;

– Heartsome’s XLIFF Translation Editor, a translation memory system
which uses XLIFF as the format of choice <http://www.heartsome.net>.

Apart from file conversions, website localization needs tools that can:

1. separate content from form: meaning basically, separating HTML or
XML code from the text;

2. re-use already translated text (translation memories);
3. detect changes and updates in already translated websites (translation

memories);
4. edit Web documents: HTML/XML-editors.

Additional requirements may include terminology management and project
management features.

The most popular file format on the Web is still the HTML-Format (Hy-
pertext Markup Language), a relatively simple file format which is used to
mark up text elements either to assign them a layout or to give them a certain
meaning. The mark up element <H1>text</H1>, for instance, stands for a
heading of first order, a <p>text</p> for a paragraph, a <b>text</b> for bold
formatting of the text. While HTML does both layout (e.g. bold formatting)
and content mark up (e.g. header), a newer mark up language has been devel-
oped to separate both aspects more clearly. XML eXtended Markup Language
uses only content markup and leaves layout and formatting to external style
sheets. XML has been applied to Web documents and the new standard is
called XHTML. In the following we will outline briefly how such a tagged file
is translated; we cannot, however, talk about other types of files such as script
files, written in JavaScript or VBScript, or server-side technologies such as
ASP, PERL or PHP.

The markup language and its version as well as the encoding used in a Web
document will be inserted in the header of the Web page and is visible in the
browser under the menu item view/source. Figure 4 shows the header element
of a HTML document.

In the first line you see the specification DOCTYPE stating that HTML
version 4.01 is used in this document, transitional refers to the pre-XML/
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XHTML status of HTML version 4.01. In line number 5 you see the specifica-
tion <meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso–8859
–1”> meaning that this document uses the encoding ISO–8859–1 (Latin 1).

Apart from these specifications, the header of a Web page also contains
some elements which must be translated: e.g. the description of the content in
the <meta name=“Description” content=...> element, or the keywords used
by search engines in the <meta name=“Keywords” content=...> element, and
most importantly, as it is directly visible to the visitor, the title as displayed in
the title bar of the browser window in the element <title>...</title>, and possi-
bly quite a bit more as specified in the RDF-standard (Resource Description
Framework).

A good tool will recognize and protect all the tags in the Web page. It
should, however, highlight all the elements which should be translated. In
Figure 5 you see how Trados® TagEditor handles the HTML markup: the tags
are grey and blocked out leaving the text editable for translation.

Not all tools allow the translation of meta-tags in the header: see in Figure
6 how the freeware tool OmegaT hides all the information in the header except
the title. Some tools hide all tags from the translator, others protect them but
make them visible to the translator. Even when tags are protected, they often
need to be moved within the text to accommodate target language require-
ments. Some tools allow moving of tags, others do not. This ability to move,
edit or delete tags, however, is a must if you wish to use a comprehensive tool;
or you would have to otherwise adjust the tags in a HTML-editor.

Another way to translate HTML files is to prepare the files before trans-
lating them. This must be done when you want to use an MS-Word based
translation tool like Wordfast® or Trados® Workbench without the TagEditor
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">

<html><head>

<meta name="Description" content="The Open Source Home Page">

<meta name="Keywords" content="open source, open-source, free

software">

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-

1"><title>Open Source Initiative OSI - Welcome</title></head>

<body bgcolor="#ffffff">...

Fig. 4 HTML-Header



for instance. Since MS-Word can not edit HTML files directly, it loads the
HTML code, converts it and recompiles it using a very proprietary HTML
output which inevitably leads to a multitude of problems. To avoid this, you
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Fig. 5 Trados TagEditor and Trados Workbench.

Fig. 6 OmegaT open source translation memory system



can use a tool (e.g. the freeware Enlaso Rainbow) to convert the HTML file to
an RTF file which you can load into Word and translate with Wordfast® or
Trados Workbench®.

Separating the HTML tags from the localizable text is the most important
feature of a Web localization tool. A translation memory feature makes trans-
lations more cost-effective allowing for the re-use of previously translated
text. It also saves time on translation projects and increases consistency. Other
criteria influencing the choice of a translation memory system could be:

– Segmentation rules: the underlying principle by which the system seg-
ments the text. Some tools segment by sentences, some by paragraphs,
others by word sequences. The smaller the unit the more matches the sys-
tem is able to propose, which is potentially attractive, but not really practi-
cal if you have to choose the right translation from more than ten matches.
The larger the segmentation unit, the fewer results will be produced by the
system, but the results will be better as more context is taken into account
and a word-for-word or sentence-for-sentence translation procedure will
be avoided.

– Matching algorithm: not just perfectly corresponding units should be
found and proposed for re-use, but also more or less similar units. Such a
search strategy is called fuzzy matching.

– Support of standards: this is important if you plan to exchange translation
memories. A standard file format for translation memories based on XML
has been developed: the Translation Memory Exchange Standard TMX.
Most tools support the TMX standard today, either by providing im-
port/export utilities or by using the TMX format directly like OmegaT
<http://www.omegat.org>. A tool completely dedicated to creating and
maintaining translation memory databases in the TMX format is the
Heartsome TMX Editor <http://www.heartsome.net>.

– Compatibility with your clients requirements: cases could arise where a
client wants the localizer to use a proprietary tool or a certain commercial
tool because he wants to re-use translation memories he has or he wants to
obtain the new translation memory in a proprietary format.

Meanwhile there are quite a few translation memory systems for Web localiza-
tion on the market, here are a few examples:

Déjà Vu: <http://www.atril.com>;
SDL/Trados: <http://www.sdl.com>;
STAR Transit: <http://www.star-group.net>;
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Webbudget: <http://www.aquino.com>;
Heartsome TMX Editor: <http://www.heartsome.net>;
Foreigndesk: <http://sourceforge.net/projects/foreigndesk/>;
OmegaT: <http://www.omegat.org>.

Translation Memory rationalizes the translation of repetitive texts, but this is
not the only advantage. Even more important for the localization of websites
is the possibility to automatically detect changes and updates in websites.
Websites are constantly updated and the task of identifying new content can
be very time consuming. With a translation memory from the previouly trans-
lated version of the website, the system matches the content of the new version
against the translated content of the old version. As a result, all the old text will
be replaced by the saved translations in the database and only new text will
have to be translated manually.

All the aforementioned tools are a wise choice for the localization of static
Web pages, a process which could be described as repurposing existing infor-
mation resources for the multilingual Web. It is, however, becoming more and
more a task of developing entirely new types of interactive information re-
sources which can be maintained and delivered multilingually. Initially, Con-
tent Management Systems CMS have been developed to maintain extensive
websites. These tools save all information in a database and produce HTML
output on the fly using style sheets the moment a visitor to a site requests a
Web page. However, traditional CMS do not support multiple languages.
Only recently has a new type of CMS come forward with multilingual sup-
port and incorporated terminology and translation memory tools. These ap-
plications are called Global Content Management Systems (GMS). The addi-
tional benefits for these kind of systems, besides the advantages already
mentioned for translation memory systems, are the decentralized manage-
ment of websites with different access rights for central and local Web devel-
opers/content providers, less manual work and faster turn around times, sup-
port for the localization workflow and also translation vendor management
where data about the costs of translations will be stored centrally and can be
accessed immediately for statistical purposes by language, vendor or text type.
Examples for GMS are:

Idiom WorldServer: <http://www.idiominc.com>;
Transware: <http://www.transware.com>;
SDL GIM Platform: <http://www.sdl.com>.
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Once the website has been adapted and translated, all files should be verified
and tested. Inevitably, changes have been made during the localization process
which can lead to errors in the target files. Changes in character and language
encoding or the translation of text elements may cause problems regarding the
layout of the target files or functional problems so that the target file will not
display or work properly.

Thus, the first thing to assess after translation is whether the localized site
functions in exactly the same way as the source site. All the hyperlinks must
work properly, locale-specific formats must have been adapted like currency,
dates, addresses, etc. A special problem with interactive websites can be Web
forms, where many locale-specific formats will be used, which may cause text
length and encoding problems.

Having tested the functionality of the localized site, all the language-
related aspects must be checked. Have all the source text elements actually
been translated? Are the target text elements of a satisfactory linguistic quality?

And finally, the appearance of the localized website must be checked. Is all
the text visible? Has text embedded in graphics been translated? Is the format-
ting correct?, etc. Different browsers display Web pages differently, so the vis-
ual aspects must be tested on a number of popular browsers on different OS
platforms (e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Opera, Konqueror, Apple
Safari).

The easiest way to test a website is to click through all the pages in turn but
this may be a very time consuming and boring task to perform. There are tools
which will do many different testing procedures automatically, among them
SDL HtmlQA <http://www.sdl.com/htmlqa>. One of the above mentioned
text-based HTML editors will be beneficial when correcting errors and per-
forming basic testing of the code.

After the testing phase, the site is uploaded to the web server. The next task
is to make the new website visible to visitors who come from this locale and
speak the language of the localized site. This is done through the global gate-
way integrated into the website by the localizer. This is, however, not enough
to attract foreign visitors. The new localized Web page must be promoted on
the Web, a task which has to be performed in the foreign language. Apart from
registering the site with international indexes and search engines, it is advisable
to promote it with country or language-specific indexes and search engines.
Announcements in local newsgroups and forums, link exchange agreements
with strategic websites, as well as traditional press releases are another possi-
bility. And finally, country-specific domain names can be registered with the
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local Internet authority, such as <www.yourname.fr> for the French version,
<www.yourname.it> for the Italian version, etc.

New opportunities for translators emerge with these services (language-
specific promotion of websites, building a global gateway) which require lan-
guage fluency and cultural knowledge. To take advantage of these new oppor-
tunities, new skills and competences must be integrated into translator train-
ing curricula.

Granted that a translator has acquired the necessary language competence
and a broad base of general knowledge which enables him or her to gain famil-
iarity with a specific field rather quickly, as well as translation skills and a gen-
eral awareness of cultural issues, basic knowledge about terminology manage-
ment and translation memories, the following additional requirements have
also been identified:

– computer applications: basic knowledge of operating systems and plat-
forms as well as standard software types. Experience with programm-
ing languages and compilers for software localization could also be speci-
fied;

– HTML- and XML-authoring: a must for all types of localization as the
XML standard gains broad acceptability;

– language-specific technical knowledge: the technical infrastructure of the
Web with regard to language and character encoding;

– translation tools for localization purposes: neither type of localization is
strictly feasible without such tools. Thus, a vital requirement;

– basic knowledge of project management, quality assurance and business
models applied to localization. A translation student or for that matter every
person emanating from a strictly linguistic or philological context should
bear in mind that localization is a business-orientated activity which re-
quires at least some insight into business practices and procedures.

A good localizer also has a basic knowledge of Machine Translation, Con-
trolled Languages, writing for an international audience and International
Marketing. Trained localizers must be able to provide consultancy services to
companies who want to operate internationally. In doing so, they must be able
to communicate with managers in companies using their language regarding
costs and benefits of localization projects.

Localization can be a great opportunity for translators if they have the am-
bition to go beyond translation, to acquire the necessary skills and to take re-
sponsibility for the whole process. If not, or if translators insist on doing only
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text translation without taking into account the larger picture, their role will
be reduced to mere free-lance contributors for localization professionals.

This article is only a basic overview of localization principles and tools.
Much more can be added about localization if we were to delve into greater
detail. What has not been touched upon is, for instance, the workflow of loca-
lization projects and project management, the people involved, the differences
between in-house localization and outsourcing, writing for the Web and an
international audience, or the localization of graphics or images.

As an introduction, this overview should awaken interest in localization
and stimulate further reading about this fascinating activity.
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Abstract – Text production within the framework of MT is understood as a
series of specified transitions between a starting text state (defective output)
and a resulting text state (post-editing). The transitions consist of two types of
“repair actions”: working on the surface (editing) and working in deep on the
structures (re-creating). It will be discussed what kind of “text tasks” will result
from this approach.

1 Introduction

The following article discusses translation from a machine translation per-
spective and portrays multilingual text production within the framework of
MT. Within this approach multilingual text production is understood as a series
of specified transitions from an actual beginning stage of a text to a desired tar-
get text stage. These various stages in which texts are produced are here called
‘text states’. The transitions from an actual text state (a potentially defective
text version) to a target text state (achieved by post-editing) involve two types
of “repair actions”, i.e.: working on the text surface (editing texts) and work-
ing on the deep structure of texts (re-creating texts). These repair actions are
interrelated with a number of “text tasks” with the objective of showing the
transparency of the editing and re-creation steps as they apply to producing
texts which may show analogies or similarity with translation processes.
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2 The concept of multilingual text production

Multilingual text production can be compared to building a house with text
production encompassing the whole process from having an idea (of the text)
to the final product (cf. Flower/Hayes 1980, de Beaugrande 1984). Translation
in this view begins with some actual product and ends with another product
(cf. Resch 1998). Multilingual text production begins with one individual lan-
guage product and ends with several or a series of different language products
which differ at least with respect to the individual language in which each of
them is produced. With the starting point being the same for all end products
we can – using our house building construction metaphor – say that there is
one architectural basic plan from which all successive stages proceed and from
which final versions may evolve to differ in material and form.

The idea of multilingual text production relates to terms like standardiza-
tion, mass and high speed production as well as computerization and software
technologies. While we may all be familiar with these concepts in our everyday
life (especially with respect to the quick and low-cost availability of a wide range
of products), relating such concepts to texts and text production may be un-
usual or even irritating because handling human language is widely understood
as an intellectual activity beyond mass production, repetitive standards and
norms. Artificial intelligence, computational linguistics and machine translation,
however, set out to model such intellectual activities as language handling and
it may be interesting to see whether the arguments and descriptions below can
be transported to ‘translation’ or ‘translating’ albeit not in its traditional sense.

Different from the contributions by Schubert/Link and Sandrini in this
volume who concentrate on the translation process from the translator’s per-
spective of managing translation tools in a professional environment, this con-
tribution focusses on the basic tasks and possible consequences arising from a
possible division of labor between machine translation systems and human
translators. We will attempt to show that – different from translation memory
tools which leave the act of translating to humans – the concept of machine
translation implies that the system does the translation work and leaves it to
the human translators to concentrate on the text or document and its repair
with their native speaker competence. It is assumed that this approach may
help when evaluating the opportunities and risks of text production in general
as well as provide some abstract principles which are suggested to facilitate
handling machine translation systems and thus shift the translator’s work to
more creative dimensions like text repair or revision.
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For the purposes of this article, text production is understood as a series of
specified transitions between a starting point, i.e. a possibly defective initial
“text state” and a target “text state” as an end result. In this approach a “text
state” may relate to both very different stages or versions of a text as well as to
different inividual languages in which the text may be written. The production
process implies man-machine-interaction. The inclusion of machine transla-
tion involves a different approach to multilingually working with and on texts.
This is described in section 4 after a very brief discussion of relevant basic ma-
chine translation concepts (section 3). Subsequently examples from the Lan-
genscheidt translation data are presented in section 5, where in three English
texts and their translations into German using the Langenscheidt T1 Profes-
sional are discussed from the perspective of the involved repair work. This
may be interesting for the human translator when comparing human transla-
tion behavior with the machine translation methodologies. On the basis of
these examples, a possible list of repair tasks is suggested in section 6, which
may be relevant to the translator’s task of revising texts.

3 Principles of machine translation (MT)

3.1 Basic concepts

MT – as a fully automatic translation process – was the first large-scale endea-
vor in natural language computation. It started around the 50ies and appeared
to have ended shortly afterwards as an intellectual as well as a commercial fai-
lure. Nevertheless, research is still going on (Federking/Taylor 2004) and
commercial systems have become more and more successful on the market
(Bennet/Gerber 2003, Hutchins 2003). Tremendous progress has been made –
even if MT and especially some selected output of translation systems still
continue to be a source of laughter which indicates that the role of MT, its con-
cepts, principles, objectives and intentions are misunderstood. To compre-
hend how MT operates may help to use it in a more appropriate manner. Ma-
chine translation is not meant for literary translation or highly individualized
texts, it is not meant to deal with constructions which we would normally not
use, and it is not meant to deliver “good” texts – whatever “good” means. Ma-
chine translation is meant for coping with mass data and standardized data.1 It
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is meant for delivering texts which are to be worked on, i.e. ‘repaired’ at a later
stage. Translation is only used to provide information or to serve as a basis
from which to produce other texts. This is quite a different concept, claim and
purpose from what we normally think of when referring to translation.

While much of the literature on machine translation focusses on its history
(Schwanke 1991, Arnold 1994, Hutchins 2002, Somers 2002, Rothkegel 2007)
to reflect its interrelationship with MT products, i.e. MT-systems, we will here
look closer at MT-systems in their portrayal of different options for modelling
language work according to the theoretical (linguistic) and technological di-
mensions they imply.

3.2 Transfer and/or interlanguage approaches

In Austermühl (2001, 158ff) different “MT architectures” are shortly described
(for a statistical approach cf. Brown et al. 1990, i.e.):

– direct architecture
– transfer architecture
– interlingua architecture

which are summarized below. Austermühl (2001, 158) notes that almost all
commercial MT systems are still based on direct or transfer systems whereas
interlingua architectures are mainly considered as research approaches. Never-
theless, the interlingua concept is – to some extent – related to the concept of
‘single source production’ which is a promising concept also for the applica-
tion to projects in practice.

The ‘direct approach’ is based on the similarity of a language pair. The sys-
tem makes use of syntactic, semantic and lexical similarities between source
and target languages: the more similarities, the better the output quality. The
main load of all processes is on the dictionary and the dictionary look-up pro-
cedure. The output quality depends on the quality of the dictionaries. This in-
cludes the possible inclusion of polysemy, collocations, idioms and even set
phrases of language use.

The ‘transfer approach’ is the most common MT approach. Whereas the
‘direct approach’ consists of two stages (one for each language) the ‘transfer
approach’ consists of three stages: analysis (of source text), transfer, synthesis
(or the ‘generation’ of a target text). Transfer systems presuppose and are
based on a complete linguistic description of all three stages. The differentia-
tion of three stages allows for the reusability of the analysis and synthesis parts
in other language pairs. The EUROTRA-system (European Translation sys-
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tem) is representative for a transfer approach (cf. Arnold 1994). A PC-based
transfer approach is realized for instance in the Langenscheidt T1-system
(Köchling 1998, Langenscheidt 2003).

The ‘interlingua concept’ assumes that it is possible to develop a text rep-
resentation of the source text that includes all information necessary for gener-
ating the text over and again. Within this framework a text, therefore, can also
be generated in another language if a synthesis grammar and a monolingual
lexicon of this selected language is available. An example is the system devel-
oped at Carnegie Mellon University (Nirenburg 1987). The interlanguage ap-
proach presupposes a high standard of linguistic analysis/generation concern-
ing semantics and pragmatics. It is supported through the developments of
research in Artificial Intelligence concerning knowledge representation and
knowledge management (Hahn 2005). Austermühl (2001, 162) comments on
it in a critical manner:

Nevertheless, the transfer approach is often preferred to the interlingua method
for two reasons:
– It is difficult to devise truly language-independent representations (free of ele-

ments depending on the source or target language).
– The analysis and generation grammars are complex owing to the fact that the

representations are far removed from the characteristic features of source and
target language.

The question is what impact does the architecture of a system have on the
quality of the translation output. For theoretical reasons the interlingua ap-
proach is the high-standard solution, but it also presupposes high standards
concerning the grammar and lexicon which are to be used. In contrast to this
the transfer approach might be handled in a more flexible way. Thus quality of
output and costs of input can be balanced according to the different demands
of the users (organized in terms of an interaction between system and usersas
described in Boitet/Blanchon 1994).

3.3 Grammar and lexicon

Directly relevant for the quality of the MT translation output is the elabora-
tion of the two components: grammar and lexicon (Lehrberger/Bourbon
1988). The lexicon provides all information that is necessary for the identifica-
tion of each lexical unit (monolexical as well as polylexical ones e.g. idioms and
collocations). Furthermore, all information is provided (or is to be provided)
that is necessary to identify all syntactical functions of a word or a word group
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in a sentence, and last but not least to identify the meaning within a variety of
alternatives. Thus the lexical entry of each lexeme has to include morphological
information, syntactic information and semantic (and eventually pragmatic)
information. Another question concerns the selection of the inventories of the
vocabulary. As it is not possible to include all lexical material only some frag-
ments can be provided which have to be completed by the users according to their
demands. This is one of the biggest problems of the application of machine
translation systems for practical purposes. It is not difficult to see that a sen-
tence cannot be analyzed in cases where morphological, syntactic and seman-
tic information which should be provided by the lexicon is missing. Neverthe-
less, the system must be robust enough to avoid a breakdown of the system
and to deliver some analysis on the basis of the information that is available.

The level of sophistication and exhaustive description of grammar is also
crucial for the quality of the output. The whole grammar of a language has to
be formulated in terms of rules that concern the combination of words and
word groups in a sentence as well as rules that allow the disambiguation of dif-
ferent meanings. The results of the analysis procedures are formulated in
terms of representations (meta-linguistic description of the entity). In order to
manage this complexity, the algorithms for the analysis of the sentences usu-
ally operate on different levels. For instance, the EUROTRA system consists
of three levels for which representations are provided, i.e. constituent struc-
ture, dependency structure and argument structure. Each representation is
also considered the input for the following step in the analysis, the preceding
analysis representation is at the same time the input structure for the following
generation process. The generation grammar is not as complicated as the anal-
ysis grammar because there are no possibilities for ambiguities left on the level
of generation.

In the transfer approaches, grammar and lexicon constitute different com-
ponents. There is a monolingual lexicon for the source text analysis and a lexi-
con for the morphological and syntactic generation of the target text. What is
related to the specific language pair is the bilingual transfer lexicon. It is obvi-
ous that lexicon and grammar are highly interrelated. Mistakes or gaps in one
of them or in both necessarily have consequences for the overall results.

3.4 Single source production

With respect to translation, the case of ‘constructing’ a text relates to a situa-
tion of ‘single source production’ as it is used in the field of documentation
(Closs 2007). The idea is to start from a generalized ‘content basis’ in order to
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create a set of different texts containing the same or similar content in e.g. dif-
ferent text types, different languages or different media. Such a ‘content basis’
is organized similarly to a ‘knowledge basis’, containing already selected ele-
ments which are relevant for the envisioned text. The concept stems from the
modelling of computational text generation and refers to a systematic collec-
tion of content elements according to some specified principles of data organi-
zation, e.g. in terms of knowledge representation formats such as semantic
networks or schema representations (e.g. Horacek/Zock 1993). Semantic net-
works provide the traditional semantic relationships of term classification
whereas in schemata (e.g. frames) class-instance relationships are organized.
In practice, both formats might be used depending on the required text con-
tent. The concept of single source production is similar to the concept of
interlingua translation as the interlingua is also considered to be the initial ‘text
representation’ for the generation of a target text (cf. also Sager 1994).

4 Working with texts

4.1 ‘Constructing’ texts

As was indicated above, we consider the use of MT for multilingual text produc-
tion purposes as working on texts at different stages, i.e. in different “text states”
in a specified way. As it is presupposed that the application of an MT system
ends in a text state that needs to be worked on (“repaired”) as well, we need to
define the different procedures and specifications entailed in working within
the subsequent stages. This differs quite substantially from MT texts discussed
with respect to pre- and post-editing. Pre-editing is understood as a preparation
or modification of the source text in order to adopt the text to the require-
ments of efficiency of the individual MT system (e.g. ‘controlled language’; cf.
Schubert in this volume). Post-editing refers to the correction of the output.

Whereas pre- and post-editing (a concept developed at the beginning of
MT in the 50ies) operates on the surface of texts, our approach proceeds from a
“repair”-concept which refers to the different production stages (“text states”)
involved in the process. This presupposes a concept of ‘text’ which implies a
‘construction’ performed as a series of different steps within different “text
states” as final or intermediate results. Correspondingly, the process of text
production is defined in terms of the transitions from one specified text state
to another (Rothkegel 2003, Tonfoni/Rothkegel 2007). Although this view
bears similarities to translating considered as an activity within a highly speci-
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fied system of text production (e.g. discussed by Resch 1998), there are differ-
ences with respect to how this system is constituted and how the entity of
‘text’ is understood. ‘Text’ is considered to be a complex language entity on
three levels. On the content level (level 1), there are representations of struc-
tures in terms of hierarchies and sequences reflecting the different relation-
ships between pieces of knowledge and text. Level 2 reflects textual patterns.
On level 3, words and sentences are organized in terms of global and local text
properties according to level 1 and level 2. Additionally, there are two per-
spectives of looking at texts: a static perspective of considering text units as a
completed whole and a dynamic perspective of considering text progression
from the beginning to an end. These different levels are matched by different
options of representing the text (state).

While for communication purposes, a text is not an aim in itself, in profes-
sional MT language use it is. The aim of handling, i.e. working on or repairing
a text is to produce another text. In this view, the input and output of work are
of the same kind: language product(s) which are transformed into other lan-
guage product(s). The basic principle implied is that the defined transitions
take place between two text-pairs (text-a > text-b). Text pairing (Rothkegel
2004) is a crucial strategy for defining several “repair actions”: starting from
the beginning defective text state and repairing it in a controlled manner to
produce another output in the form of another specified text state (which does
not have to be the final text state).

Repair strategies can be expressed in terms of “tasks” (“text tasks”) which
define the “text states” involved and the parameters operating on the transi-
tion between two text states. With respect to translation all text-states, begin-
ning with the source text and ending with the target text are available for mod-
ification and “repair”:

Text-state 1 is considered to be some global structure of selected knowl-
edge which is transformed into a text form and in this process becomes the
topic of the text (level 1).

Text-state 2 integrates the text function. It requires a re-structuring of
text-state 1 because of different options when developing the text topic ac-
cording to the text function. Some culturally determined strategies of connect-
ing textual segments are also located on this level (cf. the alleged explicitness of
links in German texts compared to implicit connectors of English texts).

Text-state 3 is produced by selecting lexical and syntactic material on the
basis of previous text-state representations. As some studies have shown, this
process of explicating information is not to be understood in terms of substi-
tution but rather as a result of decisions between alternatives (Gerzymisch-
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Arbogast 1997). The question is not whether the choice is correct but whether
it corresponds to the intention of the writer and/or translator, i.e. to his/her
understanding of the text scenario. Research in the area of corpus linguistics
has tried to provide some evidence of particular selection strategies. What can
be shown are occurrences and preferences of occurrences which may be statis-
tically relevant. What is missing are some indicators that allow the prediction
of preferences. The representations of the preceding text-states might provide
such indicators e.g. in terms of pragmatic representation categories and text
parameters (e.g. illocution, perspective, focus, etc.).

4.2 Defective texts and repair

It is obvious that the text states derived from this procedure are defective texts.
The various MT-systems differ in the degree of defectiveness (for an evalua-
tion cf. Minnis 1994, White 2003). The system used here provides some me-
dium quality. There are better (and more costly) ones available for profes-
sional use whereas the Systran system (freeware in Altavista, Babelfish) is
meant only for obtaining a rough indication of the content of the source text.

The question of what constitutes a defective text refers to the question of
what the accepted standards (“for what purposes”) are or should be, i.e. at least
grammaticality, correctness, no mixture of languages, identified semantic rela-
tionships between sentences and parts of sentences, adequate lexical choices.

It is often not clear whether a defective element arises from a decision re-
lating to the lexicon and/or grammar of the algorithm or whether it is a fol-
low-up of another mistake. To identify the source of defectiveness may be im-
portant, however, when selecting the proper repair strategy. We may avoid this
problem by interrelating the dynamics of the MT algorithm with the concept
of text production as transitions between different stages. In this view we can
define the standards concerning text coherence (level 1), text structure and text
patterns (level 2) and text performance (level 3).

Missing information on the lexicon level can cause defectiveness on each
of the three levels. Additionally, some defective instances on the level of text
performance relative to one part of a sentence can lead to a general defective-
ness on a preceding text state level. Repair, therefore, always means repair on
the specified level of analysis (or generation) on which the defectiveness was
caused. Even though the grammars of commercial MT systems are not usually
accessible, the defective text offers traces of its creation (and mis-creation). Re-
pairing thus presupposes an exploration of the genesis of the text.
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The following examples will illustrate two lines of repair: (a) working on
the surface, which involves editing tasks (4.3) and (b) working on the deep-
structures which involves re-creating the text (4.4) involving translation, i.e.
the translation output of three English texts which are processed by the com-
mercial system Langenscheidt T1 Professional 5.0. This is done for illustrative
purposes to suggest that the resulting tasks of text repair may be of relevance
for systematic translation.

4.3 Editing work on defective text states

The editing tasks include technical decisions on how the textual units are
spread over the surface of the medium (Dragga/Gong 1989). This requires
some simple tasks of revision, e.g. the repair by grammar checks, which may
not be interesting to translators. Mossop (2001) distinguishes the “mental
editing during translation” from the specific editing procedures operating on a
given document such as copy-editing (house style, syntax and idioms, spell-
ing), stylistic editing (smoothing, readability), structured editing (repairing
the physical structure of the text), content editing (repairing factual errors,
logical errors) and checking for consistency.

Text-1 below (cf. Data), similar to text–3, provides quite a number of ex-
amples for necessary repair work on the surface level (level 3). As a whole unit,
however, the text is comprehensible even if there are many lexical and gram-
matical ‘mistakes’. The morphological component seems to be dominating the
picture with a high frequency of composite nouns in German, e.g.: Be-
festigungsbüromaschinen (4), Unterhaltsdokumentation (6), Datumsmanipu-
lation (7), Gesellschaftsgeld (11). For MT it may be interesting to note that if
there had been a more literal translation of the separate nominal groups, the
output could have been more correct. This is an example for when the system
does too much. Interestingly, though, a ‘normal’ decomposition of workgroup
is beyond the capabilities of the system. Most of the editorial repair involves
syntactic (valence) and lexical (composite NP) categories. Here are some ex-
amples (cf. 5).

(1) Auf soziale Umgebungen achten
The lexical choice of gesellschaftlich for social (instead of sozial) is
stylistically not adequate. It refers to a principle of the lexicon
which specifies that each lexeme should be substituted by a German
expression.
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Another mistake is the case of an incorrect valence choice: Acht
geben auf. This mistake is caused by the grammatical coding of this
entry.

(2) Again an incorrect valence: entwerfen (für) das Erzeugnis.
(5) In this sentence the adverb simply provides a problem: there are two

sentences; the adverbs belong to the second one.
(7) The lexical choice of basisch für basic provides a hint to the ordering

of meanings in a lexical entry: the first specified meaning should have
been grundlegend.

(9) This sentence demonstrates the problems which arise concerning
composed verb forms.

(11) This sentence is an example for an incorrect syntactic analysis. The
dative-object (companies) is not identified. As a repair strategy the
system offers a composite noun (Gesellschaftsgeld).

4.4 Creative work on defective texts

It may be assumed that a source text in its initial state is complete, correct and
easy to understand before it is machine translated. Nevertheless, the algorithm
can provide some ‘regression’ in a sense that some entities, e.g. semantic or
pragmatic markers are lost or some defective instances appear in a configura-
tion that relates to a state which is on a lower level of development than the
source text. In this case the repair consists in re-constructing the missing level.
Text-2 – if repair is necessary at all - demands repair strategies on a deeper
level. Whereas (14) and (15) are almost correct (except for the preposition in
(15) […] Kapitel über […]), sentences (12) and (13) contain a combination of
defects which make it difficult to reconstruct the meaning and the relation-
ships between the nominal and verbal groups. For repair it is necessary to go
back into the original text. From there the deep structure of the relationships
needs to be identified and reorganised in order to repair them.

5 Data

Text-1 (from: Hackos, J.T./Redish, J.C., 1998, User and Task analysis for inter-
face design, p. 106. Wiley, N.Y.)

(1) Paying attention to social environments

(2) The social environments of your users may also affect the way you
design the product, its interface, and its documentation and training.
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(3) Workgroups frequently divide responsibilities for a process among
themselves, with some individuals specializing in the part of a pro-
cess where they have more expertise.

(4) For example, in many organizations, one or two individuals assume
responsibility for fixing office machines when they break down.

(5) Those who have not acquired maintenance and repair expertise sim-
ply alert the specialists, who then take care of the problems.

(6) This division of labour may affect the design of “maintenance” inter-
faces and maintenance documentation.

(7) You may encounter less technically skilled people doing basic data
manipulation, while more complex tasks are performed only by peo-
ple with more experience and expertise.

(8) You may also encounter situations in which individuals work in iso-
lated places, such as telecommuters working at home.

(9) They find themselves having to take responsibility for aspects of a
task that they might never had to perform as part of a workgroup.

(10) You may find that users typically have to share equipment so that if
one user takes a long time, others have to wait, or if one user has a
problem, many users spend time trying to solve it.

(11) These interactions cost companies money for “down time”.

German translation of text-1:

(1) Zu gesellschaftlichen<A[gesellschaftlichen|sozialen]> Umgebungen
Acht geben

(2) Die gesellschaftlichen<A[gesellschaftlichen|sozialen]> Umgebungen
deiner Benutzer können sich auch auf den Weg auswirken, den du das
Erzeugnis, seine Schnittstelle, und seine<A[seine|ihre]> Dokumenta-
tion und Ausbildung entwirfst.

(3) Workgroups verteilen unter sich häufig Verantwortung für einen Pro-
zess, mit einigen Individuen, die sich auf den Teil eines Prozesses spe-
zialisieren, wo<A[wo|wohin]> sie mehr Sachkenntnisse haben.

(4) Zum Beispiel, in vielen Organisationen übernehmen eins oder zwei
Individuen Verantwortung für Befestigungsbüromaschinen, wenn
sie ausfallen.
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(5) Jene, die Unterhalt und Reparatursachkenntnisse nicht einfach er-
worben haben, warnen die Spezialisten, die dann auf die Probleme
aufpassen.

(6) Diese Arbeitsteilung kann sich auf das Design von maintenance
Schnittstellen und Unterhaltsdokumentation auswirken.

(7) Du kannst weniger-technisch-Fach-Leute treffen, die basische Da-
tumsmanipulation machen, während mehr komplexe Aufgaben nur
von Leuten mit mehr Erfahrung und Sachkenntnissen erfüllt werden.

(8) Du kannst auch Situationen, in denen Individuen arbeiten, in isolier-
ten Orten, wie zu Haus berufstätige Telependler, finden.

(9) Sie finden sich Verantwortung für Aspekte von einer Aufgabe über-
nehmen müssend den sie konnte musste niemals als Teil eines work-
group funktionieren.

(10) Du kannst finden, dass Benutzer typisch Ausstattung gemeinsam nut-
zen müssen, so dass andere wenn ein Benutzer eine lange Zeit<A[
Zeit|Mal]> braucht, warten müssen, oder wenn ein Benutzer ein Pro-
blem hat, verbringen viele Benutzer Zeit<A[Zeit|Mal]>, versuchend,
es zu lösen.

(11) Diese Wechselwirkungen kosten Gesellschaftsgeld für down-Zeit.

Text-2 (book announcement)

(12) Among the hundreds of artificial languages created in recent centu-
ries are a fair number of modified versions of Latin and languages
which have taken many elements from Latin.

(13) These diverge in varying degrees and ways from Classical Latin.

(14) This book is a survey of such projects.

(15) An introduction presenting the languages is followed by chapters on
phonetics, lexicon, morphology, syntax, and semantics.

German translation of text-2:

(12) Unter den Hunderten künstlicher herein geschaffener Sprachen sind
jüngste Jahrhunderte eine gerechte Anzahl von veränderten Ver-
sionen von Latein und Sprachen, die viele Elemente von Latein
genommen haben.
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(13) Diese gehen auseinander, wenn<A[wenn|indem]> sie Grade und Wege
von Klassischem Latein variieren.

(14) Dieses Buch ist ein Überblick über solche Projekte.

(15) Einer die Sprachen präsentierenden Einführung wird von Kapiteln
auf Phonetik, Lexikon, Morphologie, Syntax, und Semantik gefolgt.

Text-3 (EU-text)

(16) Globalisation, connectiveness and rapid progress in scientific knowl-
edge and application continue to fundamentally transform nature
and societies.

(17) Growing interdependencies of technical, natural and social hazards
increase the complexity and vulnerability of vital systems.

(18) Policy- and decision-makers around the world find themselves chal-
lenging by changing technological structures, but also completely
new emerging systemic risks, while institutional responses lag be-
hind these pervasive developments.

(19) New strategies of governance and public-private partnership, both at
global level, urgently need to be designed.

German translation of text-3:

(16) Globalisierung, connectiveness und rascher Fortschritt in wissen-
schaftlichem Wissen und Anwendung fahren grundsätzlich fort, Na-
tur und Gesellschaften zu transformieren.

(17) Wachsende Interdependenzen von technischen, natürlichen und ge-
sellschaftlichen<A[gesellschaftlichen|sozialen]> Gefahren vergrößern
die Komplexität und Anfälligkeit von lebenswichtigen Systemen.

(18) Policy- und Entscheidungshersteller um die Welt finden sich durch die
Veränderung technologischer Strukturen herausfordernd, aber auch
vollkommen neue sich zeigende systemische Risiken, während insti-
tutionelle Antworten hinter diese überall vorhanden Entwicklungen
zurückbleiben.

(19) Neue Strategien von governance und Öffentlichprivatteilhaber-
schaft, beide an globaler Stufe, müssen dringend entworfen werden.
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6 Tasks

While the concept of text production aims at generalizations and the categori-
zation of types of processes (and products) the concept of text “tasks” refers to
a concrete ‘case’ of text production where general aspects and specific aspects
of a particular text (or text state) are brought together and interrelate. The
added value of the distinction between states and tasks of text repair may be an
extended list of a variety of ‘new’ tasks for multilingual text production. For
translation it may be of value to make this distinction because different com-
petences are required for the resulting tasks, i.e. the editing tasks could be per-
formed by a native speaker, not necessarily a translator. The re-creation repair
tasks, however, involve condensation and explicitation strategies (e.g. deleting,
integrating, summarizing or paraphrasing) which would necessitate compe-
tences of source and target text analysis and constitution.

Potential repair tasks may include but are not limited to:

– substitution of lexical items (level 3) according to coherence requirements
(level 1 or 2) (stylistic level, level of meaning)

– decomposition of composed expressions (level 3)
– composition of non-composed nominal groups (level 3)
– insertion of prepositions (valence mistakes) (level 3)
– re-ordering of word order according to information sequencing require-

ments (level 2)
– re-structuring of the sentence according to coherence requirements (level 1

and level 3)
– separation of sentences and simplifying hypotactical structures (level 3)
– combination of sentences (i.e. integrating and condensation processes)

(levels 1,2,3)
– etc.
This list can, of course, only be of heuristic value. Larger studies into text
states and text tasks involving different text genres may well provide a more
detailed list of tasks which – if related to the respective states – may guide the
translator by providing a rule-governed systematic and transparent procedure
of producing and revising texts.
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Abstract – Translation practitioners acquire their qualifications at language
schools, translation and interpreting institutions, and universities, or they
train themselves. In Switzerland, both of these target groups have had little
opportunity until recently to take part in postgraduate programs in translation
and especially in LSP translation. Bridging the gap between the realities of
professional translation and the theories and research findings of translation
studies as they are, for example, offered in this volume, is the aim of a postgra-
duate program in specialized translation that has been offered at the Zurich
University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW), Winterthur, since 2003. The pro-
gram is designed not only to provide trained translators with further education
but also to teach practitioners from various fields the norms and conventions
of the translation profession and to integrate them into practice. To reach those
goals, a curriculum has been developed that is customized for the needs of
professional translators and professionals who translate. It is introduced here
with special reference to LSP or specialized translation and integrates the
aspects outlined in the articles of this volume.

1 Introduction

Communication is essential to mankind, and translation has always played an
important role. The increase in and diversification of individual as well as eco-
nomic, political, scientific, and cultural contacts across language and cultural
barriers have led to a rising number of translators in the course of the 20th cen-
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tury. Postgraduate education has become increasingly important at a time
when translation as a profession has changed substantially in various key
respects.

Translators working in companies, in agencies, or as freelancers were edu-
cated at language schools, at translation and interpreting institutions, or at uni-
versities, or have trained themselves. In Switzerland, these target groups have
had little opportunity until recently to take part in any postgraduate programs
in translation, although the body of knowledge in translation studies has
broadened considerably since the middle of the twentieth century and the gap
between the theoretical knowledge of most translators and the state of the art
in research has widened with it. Bridging that gap between the academic world
and that of professional practitioners – the ‘real’ world – is one of the foremost
tasks of postgraduate education for translators. Linking theory and practice,
as proposed by Durban et al. (2002) at the XVI World Congress of the Inter-
national Federation of Translators in Vancouver, was the motivation driving
the development of the postgraduate program in specialized translation1 de-
scribed in the following article.

Of course, the essential substrate for the concept of such a program was
translation studies, with its diverse aspects and the heterogeneity of transla-
tion research (see Gerzymisch-Arbogast, 2002). Various theories with their
respective proponents were influential in the development of the program as
well as in the design of the teaching units and choice of teaching methods,
some of which integrating thoughts expressed in the contributions of this vol-
ume. In general, the functional approach as described in Nord (1995) was con-
sidered the most appropriate theoretical basis. The program is customized for
translators working within specific areas (science & technology, business & fi-
nance, law), in line with Schmitt’s suggestions for technology and engineering
(1998), as well as for legal and business professionals. Its didactic orientation is
based as much on various reference works on translation studies, insights into
translator training (e.g. Lee-Jahnke, 1997; Kußmaul, 1995), acquisition of the
skills of translators (e.g. Kiraly, 2000), and assessment of translations (e.g.
House, 1997) as on my own and other instructors’ teaching experience in
translation courses at the Institute of Translation and Interpreting at the
Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW).
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2 Concept for a postgraduate program in specialized translation

The postgraduate program in specialized translation was designed to meet
real-world demands in various respects: technical know-how, specialist
knowledge, and methods. The goal was to enable translators to adapt to the
developments in these specialized areas and to enhance their skills. Before
work on the concept really began, numerous discussions with translators, em-
ployers, and representatives of translation and terminology departments of
Swiss companies took place, and many alumni of translation colleges were
surveyed to find out what they actually needed in their work as translators and
what they had not studied to a sufficient extent in the course of their initial de-
grees. The concept reflects the mandate assigned to our institute as part of a
university of applied sciences: to focus on the practice of professionals. Ac-
cordingly, the target groups and objectives were easy to define, as described
below.

2.1 Target groups and objectives

The main target groups for the postgraduate program in specialized transla-
tion are people with a university degree or equivalent in translation and/or in-
terpreting, professional translators, and experienced professionals from re-
lated areas. Another important target group is university graduates with
non-language specializations who are interested in translation.

The program objectives include the following:

– Participants gain a greater understanding of the issues in translation stud-
ies, update their specialist knowledge, and deepen their awareness of the
norms and conventions of the translation profession according to their
personal professional needs.

– Participants acquire increased competence in dealing with specialized
texts and by the end of the course are in a better position to handle the
tools that allow access to specialized knowledge.

– Participants have the opportunity to establish a network that they can
profit from in a professional context. They have contact not only with in-
structors who are professional translators but also with participants from
areas other than their own who have various native or first languages.

Participants whose first languages are not taught in Switzerland at the under-
graduate level also have access to the postgraduate program and thus the op-
portunity to continue their education. Reflecting the process of globalization,
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this mainly concerns participants whose first languages are becoming increas-
ingly important in the markets of the 21st century (in the 2004/2005 course,
these were Arabic and Russian).

2.2 Instructors

Some of the instructors of the postgraduate program in specialized translation
are faculty in the undergraduate program at the ZHAW Institute of Transla-
tion and Interpreting2. The challenge was and continues to be for them to im-
part their competence and scientific and practical knowledge in an appropriate
way while exposing themselves to a critical audience of postgraduate students,
many of whom have several years of experience as professional translators.
The design of specific modules was only possible thanks to the instructors’
great commitment to innovative postgraduate programs, since most of their
previous teaching had been in traditional undergraduate programs. The in-
structors have had to develop teaching methods and a variety of new tech-
niques to adapt to different language combinations (see below) and translation
direction (into or out of first languages). In addition to faculty members,
translation theorists and experienced practitioners, such as lawyers, econo-
mists, and engineers, from Switzerland and abroad are invited to take part in
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order to intensify the discourse between theory and practice. Collaboration
across international borders is much more feasible nowadays thanks to mod-
ern technology. Postgraduate programs of this nature foster a permanent dia-
logue between academe and professional development, with knowledge trans-
fer working in two directions: from universities to professionals and vice
versa. This orientation to the needs and requirements of working translators is
an underlying principle of all of the postgraduate education and professional
development courses and programs offered by the Center for Continuing Edu-
cation of the Institute for Translation and Interpreting (see Figure 1).

2.3 Content and structure of the program

The main areas chosen as the focus of the program were (new) developments
in translation theory, advanced computer use and research techniques for
translation practitioners, application of computer-assisted translation tools,
terminology, new communication processes, and specialist knowledge (science
& technology, business & finance, and law). Internalizing what is learned and
applying it in practice are of utmost importance in this program: translation
workshops are specifically designed to meet this purpose (see below, sec-
tion 3.1, for details). The choice and content of the topics as well as the devel-
opment of the workshop concept is based on exchanges with professional
practitioners (freelancers and professionals working in the translation depart-
ments of companies).

The program is organized into modules, each based on one of the five fol-
lowing themes:

– Consolidation of translation competence and first language skills (transla-
tion theory, text analysis, technical writing, and editing)

– Software for translators and interpreters
– Specialist knowledge (topics in science & technology, business & finance,

and law)
– Modern research techniques (Internet) and communication
– Basic principles of terminology.

In all of the modules, relevance to translation practice is a primary focus. The
instructors who are faculty members of the Institute for Translation and Inter-
preting all have professional translation experience, other instructors are pro-
fessional translators with business experience, and still others are experts in
their professional areas. Bridging the gap between theory and practice is the
aim of all of the instructors, especially in the translation workshops.
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The modules usually include three components:

– Introductory lecture(s)
– Theoretical input and exercises relating to resources relevant to transla-

tion (reference works, dictionaries, databases, secondary literature, re-
search and evaluation of Internet sources)

– Practical work with texts.

2.4 Organization

Language of instruction

The modules are generally taught in German and may be taught in English. If
there are enough participants with other first languages (e.g. English, French, Ital-
ian, or Spanish), the module “Consolidation of translation competence and first
language skills” is taught in the respective language(s) based on a needs analysis.

Program schedule

The postgraduate program in specialized translation is part-time: it takes two
semesters and includes about 200 lessons. A lesson is usually a 90-minute unit.
As a rule, the modules are held on Friday afternoons and Saturday mornings.
The first course took place in the 2003/04 academic year, the second in
2004/05. The course is run annually if there is enough demand.

Certificate requirements

A certificate is awarded upon completion of a thesis if the following require-
ments are met: at least 80% attendance of the compulsory classes, satisfactory
performance in all modules and in the thesis (see section 4), and 200 lessons (or
“lesson equivalents” in the form of project work).

3 The modules

3.1 Module 1: Consolidation of translation competence and first
language skills

Objectives

The competence of a translator includes sophisticated insight into the subject
matter in question as well as excellent knowledge of both the source and the
target language. In principle, translators are producers of texts: writing must
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be an integral part of a translation course. If the language of a translated text is
not appropriate or is difficult to understand, then the translation will not have
the desired effect in the target language.

In the module “Consolidation of translation competence and first lan-
guage skills”, a survey of the major translation theories is presented as well as
applied linguistics topics, such as the important aspects of text types of source
and target texts. The focus in the theoretical section is on the acquisition of
subject content, information, and knowledge. In the practical section of the
module, participants are expected to work out their own translation solutions,
reflect on them, learn to split up the translation process into various stages,
make choices between solutions, and justify those choices. The practical work
concentrates on the translation process as presented in the theoretical part, on
discovering characteristic features of texts, and on rendering them appropri-
ately for the respective text types.

Content

The module consists of three parts (see Table 1 for lesson allotment):

1. Principles of translation theory and translation skills. Translation theories,
translation strategies, examples of text types in various languages, as well
as dealing with what is “untranslatable”, pitfalls in translating, evaluating
and analyzing defective translations, and developments within the profes-
sion.

2. Translation workshop. Topics and methods from translation studies are
integrated into the process of translating, with various choices and per-
spectives weighed against each other. The participants analyze source
texts, discuss specific translation problems, assess translations, reflect on
the criteria for these assessments, and use computer-based tools. The par-
ticipants, with a variety of first languages, receive a translation brief and
texts on various subjects (science & technology, business & finance, or
law) from their instructor or coach, translate these texts using their own
strategies, and bring their solutions to the workshop. They exchange their
experiences and insights during discussions of these complex authentic
texts and work towards optimizing the translations. This form of instruc-
tion is along the lines of the translator workshops in Straelen, Germany. In
the 2003/4 course, the source texts were in German, English, French, and
Italian, and in the 2004/5 course in German, English, French, Italian, and
Spanish. The target texts are in the first languages of the participants, and
the workshops are divided into various language combinations. The in-
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structors always have the target language as a first language and function
as coaches.

3. Writing seminar. Writing skills are an integral part of the translator’s craft.
They are needed when composing, paraphrasing, editing, and revising texts.
The organization and style of specialized texts is a primary focus of the
writing workshops; another is the writing skills of individual translators.
The objectives are to address the issues of why some translations are defec-
tive or even incomprehensible and why they are so often characterized by
awkward or ‘uneven’ writing in the target language. To upgrade their writing
skills, translators have to be made aware of stylistic phenomena in their
languages and of how comprehensibility and readability can be achieved.

1st semester Translation theory

Translation workshop

15 lessons

8 lessons

2nd semester Translation theory

Translation workshop

Writing seminar

8 lessons

16 lessons (2 sessions)

16 lessons (2 sessions)

Tab. 1 Lesson allotment for “Consolidation of translation competence and first lan-

guage skills” module

3.2 Module 2: Software for translators and interpreters

Objectives

The latest developments in software tools relevant to translators and interpret-
ers are demonstrated to the participants. They become familiar with the tools
of the SDL Trados® suite, develop skills in using them, and learn how to evalu-
ate new products in the area of information technology. They learn about the
technical and formatting requirements of the respective tools and learn to apply
them efficiently in their work.

Content

The module consists of two parts (see Table 2 for the lesson allotment):

1. Overview of the latest generation software tools (lecture, demonstrations,
practice with selected tools, cf. for instance the contributions of Peter
Sandrini and Klaus Schubert & Lisa Link in this volume). Technological
developments in the field of translation, translation memory systems and
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their components, machine translation und its applicability, quality crite-
ria for the assessment of products, localization, and systems for workflow
management.

2. Practical applications. Working with translation memory systems, exer-
cises with selected SDL Trados® tools, data exchange, and evaluation of
other products on the market.

1st semester Overview of software

Practical applications

16 lessons

8 lessons (workshop)

Tab. 2 Lesson allotment for “Software for translators and interpreters” module

3.3 Module 3: Specialist knowledge

Objectives

The participants acquire in-depth background knowledge about their subject
specializations (topics in science & technology, business & finance, and law) to
enable them to develop their expertise. They gain a deeper understanding of
various subjects and learn how to keep up with new developments in those ar-
eas. They gain insight into the special characteristics of specialized texts and
text types, become familiar with the relevant reference resources (online and in
print), and learn how to use them efficiently. They become more aware of the
prerequisite knowledge for new areas in specialized translation and potential
translation problems. They develop skills that enable them to respond to the
changing demands of the market.

Content

Input is offered in the following broad areas: science & technology, business &
finance, and law (see Table 3 for lesson allotments).

Each broad area in the module includes a general introduction, theoretical
input and exercises with resources relevant to translation in that area (refer-
ence works, dictionaries, databases, secondary literature, research and evalua-
tion of Internet sources), and a translation workshop (half-day slots).

1st semester Science & technology

Business & finance

5 lessons

24 lessons

2nd semester Law 16 lessons

Tab. 3 Lesson allotment for “Specialist knowledge” module
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3.4 Module 4: Modern research techniques (Internet) and
communication

Objectives

The participants consider a variety of practical aspects of the translation pro-
fession. They optimize research techniques specific to translation needs and
gain an overview of the various Internet search engines and tools useful to
translators and interpreters.

In the “Communication” section of the module, they expand their reper-
toire of argumentation strategies. They study rhetoric and practice methods of
leading discussions to establish a basis for developing of their own negotiating
and communication strategies (cf. for example the contribution of Juliane
House in this volume).

Content

The module includes two distinct sections (see Table 4 for lesson allotments):
efficient research techniques and translation-specific online resources; and
communication skills, client-orientation, and negotiating strategies.

1st semester Research techniques 8 lessons (workshop)

2nd semester Communication 8 lessons (workshop)

Tab. 4 Lesson allotment for “Modern research techniques and communication” module

3.5 Module 5: Basic principles of terminology

Objectives

The participants gain an overview of the basics of terminology (cf. for example
the contribution of Heidrun Gerzymisch-Arbogast in this volume). Termino-
logy management, meaning the process of collecting, researching and defin-
ing technical terms, is indispensable preparation for specialized translation
and often a time-consuming activity. It is thus essential for specialized trans-
lators to become familiar with and understand the important issues in termi-
nology, appropriate methods, and research techniques. They also need to
familiarize themselves with computer-supported tools and terminology man-
agement.
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Content

Significance of consistent terminology for translation and interpreting, intro-
duction to terminology, basic principles, and tools for terminology manage-
ment.

1st semester Terminology 8 lessons

Tab. 5 Lesson allotment for “Basic principles of terminology” module

4 Thesis

The participants submit a final thesis related to some aspect of specialized
translation at the end of the two-semester program (the summer can be spent
writing the thesis). The participants choose their thesis topics in consultation
with their supervisors and the program coordinator. The thesis can take two
forms: (1) an analysis of some aspect of translation theory and its relevance to
specialized translation; (2) an annotated translation of a specialized text. The
latter consists of the translation from a working language into the first lan-
guage and a commentary linking the translation problems to translation the-
ory and explaining the decision-finding process. With an annotated transla-
tion, the participants must demonstrate their expertise in translation, their
understanding of the subject matter, their first language competence, and their
appreciation for translation issues. The choice of source text is based on the
participants’ specialization (science & technology, business & finance, or law)
and the working language.

4.1 Aims of the thesis

The thesis serves two purposes: to allow the participants to demonstrate the
skills and knowledge they have acquired over the two semesters and to serve as
a capstone project. Successful completion of the thesis is required for the stu-
dent to earn the certificate.

Theoretical thesis: The participants prove that they can present a transla-
tion problem or issue in theoretical terms and link it with other theoretical
concepts, that they are familiar with current research in a particular field of
translation theory, and that they are able to reflect on their topic from their
own perspective and based on their own experience as translators.
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Annotated translation: The participants prove that they are able to under-
stand a complex specialized text in one of their working languages and trans-
late it into their first language correctly according to the standards of the
functional approach. A major component of the thesis associated with the
professional treatment of texts in the translation process provides evidence
that the candidate is aware of fundamental translation problems and the ratio-
nale for the decisions that form the basis for their solution. In addition to a dis-
cussion of such problems, the commentary includes all of the important fea-
tures of the translation process (such as a text analysis of the source text with
respect to target audience, text type, genre, function, and effect, as well as as-
pects of cultural awareness, theoretical context, and translation strategies).
The commentary is written in the same language as the target text (as a rule in
the participant’s first language).

4.2 Assessment

The thesis is assessed according to the following criteria, as applicable:

– Inclusion and relevance of translation theory principles
– Adequacy and completeness of the translation
– Technical, terminological, and linguistic correctness (this includes evi-

dence of mastery of orthographic, grammatical, lexical, and genre conven-
tions of the target language in question)

– Comprehensibility of the target text and commentary
– Content-related research and the application of new technologies
– Adherence to formal requirements (layout, bibliography, etc.).

5 Program development and evaluation

The postgraduate program in specialized translation was offered for the first
time in 2003/2004, for the second time in 2004/05. Nine participants were in
the first course, mainly alumni of the former Zurich School of Translation and
Interpretation (DOZ) who wanted to upgrade their first diploma to a univer-
sity degree. There were 16 participants in the second course, five of whom had
graduated from the DOZ and 12 others who had either a university degree in
translation or a degree in another area (linguistics, science, engineering, eco-
nomics, etc.) and/or were professional translators in business settings. The va-
riety of first languages was much greater in the second course. In 2003/04, the
first languages were: German (6) and French (3). In the 2004/05 course, there
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were seven different first languages among the 16 participants: Arab (1), Ger-
man (6), English (1), French (2), Italian (4), Spanish (1), and Russian (1).

5.1 Practical problems

One of the most significant difficulties in this program, as with all translation
studies programs, is the heterogeneity of the participants with respect to prior
education and first languages. Not only do the participants have translation
skills to varying degrees, they also come from different areas of specialization
and in many cases from different countries.

Another difficulty is financial: the tuition fees were EUR 3,600 for the
2004/05 course. This is a significant obstacle for translators and other language
specialists, since their professions are not known for their high salaries.

5.2 Solutions

The problem of heterogeneity can be solved on the one hand by the structure
of the program, which at an early stage provides the theoretical input needed
for the practical translation process. The translation workshops, on the other
hand, are organized by language pairs. In the 2003/04 course there were three
combinations (en–de, fr–de, and de–fr); in the 2004/05 course there were also
three combinations offered in the translation workshops: the two most fre-
quent in Switzerland (en–de and fr–de) as well as de–it. Language pairs for
which there are only one or two participants are offered in coaching sessions
(these included de–en, de–fr, de–es and de–ru in 2004/05).

Although challenging for the instructors, heterogeneity can also be con-
sidered an advantage. Discussion on topics and texts are stimulated by partici-
pants with different educational backgrounds and different professional expe-
rience.

The problem of relatively high tuition fees is alleviated somewhat by the
willingness of many Swiss companies to support continuing education for
their employees; some agree to pay the tuition fees outright and/or give their
employees time off to attend (the course is on Friday afternoons as well as on
Saturdays; in other words, a significant part of the course is during normal
working hours). Obviously, the preceding applies only to employees, not to
freelancers or unemployed people. However, participants may also be eligible
to apply for a subsidy from governmental or municipal authorities if they are
not working as translators, but are trying to gain new qualifications to increase
their employability.
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5.3 A preliminary evaluation

The participants’ assessment of the 2003/04 pilot course, based on anonymous
course evaluations and oral feedback, was very good. Specialist knowledge
and a technology update was mainly what the participants had been looking
for. In addition, the instructors motivated the participants to compare and dis-
cuss individual solutions in the various workshops and at the same time of-
fered a reality check because they are professional translators themselves. The
learning environment in all of the modules was viewed by both the partici-
pants and instructors as essentially active and interactive, and the general tone
of the course was characterized by the opportunity and encouragement for
participants to exchange and reflect on their experiences and perspectives.

6 Future steps

Again and again, participants have asked about additional modules in areas of
specialization that have not (yet) been offered, and we have received enquiries
by businesses and individuals as to other modules (such as medicine, psychol-
ogy, and culture). There is no doubt that it would be desirable to increase the
number of topics on offer. These could complement the program and serve the
purpose of enabling translators and interpreters to develop other areas of ex-
pertise. Such topics might be assigned their own modules or be covered by ex-
isting courses or combinations of modules in other institutions. A look across
national borders provides new perspectives: cooperation across language and
cultural barriers can lead to new solutions in the form of international mod-
ules and programs.

6.1 Implications of the Bologna reform

Continuing education accentuates the dovetailing between professional life
and school, where basic knowledge is acquired and related skills are practiced.
In the course of life-long learning, the boundaries between undergraduate and
postgraduate education become increasingly blurred. International recogni-
tion is equally important for both levels of education, and the modules of the
postgraduate education programs are also to be integrated into the European
Credit Transfer System (ECTS), which until now has served primarily to
equate and allow transfer of undergraduate credits between institutions. In
Switzerland, the doors to Bologna are wide open, and the universities of ap-
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plied sciences are restructuring their programs to be in line with those recom-
mendations.

Such modularization and ECTS alignment of programs correspond to the
trend towards and need for individualization and allows professionals to add
modules from anywhere in Europe to their personal education portfolio. A
discipline such as translation can only profit from an integrated European ap-
proach to postgraduate education. This is essential especially at a time when
the market is demanding more flexibility from employees. Professional trans-
lators can study part-time and choose modules which are useful for them in
their work, help them attain an additional qualification, or even reach a new
position in their careers. Flexible education includes e-learning: modules for
the program in specialized translation are planned. In addition to the obvious
benefit of reducing the barriers of distance and scheduling, e-learning mod-
ules, which can be offered in cooperation with foreign universities, make it
even more feasible to address the needs of students living outside Switzerland.

7 Continuing education at universities of applied sciences

In the last few years, it has become obvious that the labor market in Switzer-
land is very interested in highly specialized, accredited postgraduate pro-
grams. The universities of applied sciences have good contacts with a great va-
riety of companies, quite often through alumni. The alumni are also an
important target group for postgraduate courses and programs. And if the
numbers of young people who opt for tertiary education continue to rise, then
logically there will also be an increasing demand for both postgraduate pro-
grams and continuing education courses.

7.1 Continuing education at the ZHAW Institute of Translation and
Interpreting

The Institute of Translation and Interpreting has been part of the ZHAW since
1999 when the former DOZ merged with other professional colleges. The
ZHAW, with its eight departments, is the only comprehensive university of
applied sciences in Switzerland; our institute is part of the department of Ap-
plied Linguistics. The institute offers an undergraduate degree in translation3
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and a degree program in interpreting. The Center for Continuing Education
of our institute has the mandate to develop and offer postgraduate courses and
professional development seminars for our alumni and other target groups
(see section 2.1) as well as for various institutions where multilingual commu-
nication is essential (e.g. federal government, banks, insurance companies, and
courts). Ever since the universities of applied sciences were given the opportu-
nity by the government to develop postgraduate programs for various target
groups, most have enthusiastically launched various courses and programs
with a speed atypical of Swiss institutions. In the case of language-related
fields, it is very unlikely and would be overly optimistic to assume that finan-
cial gain is the primary motivation. The objective of postgraduate programs in
government-supported universities of applied sciences is to broaden and
deepen the competence acquired in their undergraduate degree programs and
not to duplicate what private institutions have been offering for decades (e.g.
general language courses).

Thus, the continuing education courses offered by our institute focus on
the interface between language(s) and competence in professional areas like
law, science & technology, and business & finance. Some of the special courses
and programs that have been offered by our institute recently are shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 A selection of continuing education courses and programs for professionals
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Courses in technical writing, terminology, specialized translation, local-
ization, and language for special purposes are all relevant to translators, com-
municators, and professionals in other areas and offer the opportunity to acquire
additional qualifications or prepare for a new career. The possibility of profes-
sional re-orientation can motivate the acquisition of new skills in language(s)
for people who have no formal education in technical writing, communica-
tion, or translation. Several modules or even several programs may be required
to attain a recognized standard. Longer units may be the right solution for
graduates and/or professionals who want to receive a Master’s of Advanced
Studies (MAS) at a later stage. For all of these variants, cooperation with other
German-speaking universities and international institutions is desirable.

In addition to the one- or two-semester postgraduate certificate courses,
the Institute of Translation and Interpreting specializes in on-demand profes-
sional development courses and seminars based on needs analyses in consulta-
tion with interested clients. One example is a customized seminar for transla-
tors in a large Swiss corporation. Management had expressed a degree of
dissatisfaction with the translations produced by the internal translation service,
so the translators looked to our institute for expertise. On the basis of prelimi-
nary interviews with the translators, the institute instructors designed profes-
sional development seminars to meet their needs and address management’s
concerns. During the regularly scheduled seminars, the instructors examine
source and target texts supplied by the translators (especially those considered
deficient by the clients), analyze text patterns, translation problems, and diffi-
cult passages with them and consider them from the perspective of theoretical
translation issues. The direct relevance of theory to familiar texts allows the
participants to extrapolate insights to apply to their daily work and maximize
the effects of the education.

Other courses deal with writing skills, again developed in response to spe-
cific client needs. A linguistically-based approach that incorporates new in-
sights from the field of genre analysis allows the institute instructors to pro-
vide valuable guidance in writing to professionals from other specializations.
For example, many internationally active Swiss companies have made English
a priority for important corporate communications such as annual reports,
press releases, and advertising. The staff and/or managers responsible for pro-
ducing such texts are specialists in their areas of expertise, know English, and
may even have recognized certificates in English. But in many cases, they lack
competence in the textual patterns, conventions, and terminology required for
such specialized writing because these are not dealt with in standard English
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courses and rarely in sufficient detail in Business English courses. Institute in-
structors with English as their first language and experience in the economic
sector concerned work out professional development seminars in close collab-
oration with a representative from the corporate department in question.

Additional modules could be designed using this collaborative approach
with clients and representatives from various industrial sectors. In principle, it
would be possible to develop joint projects with institutional partners from
other countries to maximize synergy effects and allow insights to be distrib-
uted more broadly. An example where this is almost reality is a module in pub-
lic service interpreting which can be combined with the postgraduate course in
specialized translation.

7.2 Public service and court interpreting

Public service and court interpreting have been topics of special interest for
hospitals, schools, authorities, and courts for the last few years. Modern mi-
gration of people has meant that the need for competent interpreting has
reached an astonishingly high level in many areas. The demand for interpreters
is rising continually, with an increasing number needed in hospitals, court
rooms, schools, police stations, and so on. Very often these interpreters have
no formal training or education in interpreting or translation, and their first
languages are not even offered at university level in their country of residence.
Some of them may be employees of the organization involved (administrative,
professional, or cleaning), relatives, or friends (except in courts). In Switzer-
land, conference interpreters rarely work in these fields because remuneration
is far below their normal scale.

In the summer of 1999, questions were raised in the Swiss parliament in
connection with court interpretations. One issue mentioned was that the qual-
ity of the interpretations was not always satisfactory and another was that the
costs were too high for that level of quality. The criticisms with respect to
quality concerned deficiencies in language skills, awareness of the terminol-
ogy required, knowledge of the subject matter and Swiss institutions, and
above all interpreting skills.

The objective of continuing education programs in this area is the in-
creased professionalism of interpreters. Some courses have already taken place
at the Institute of Translation and Interpreting and others are in the develop-
ment phase. All of the courses are planned in cooperation with clients, in this
area primarily representatives from the courts, and therefore customized to
their needs. At the same time, the clients have to be sensitized to what inter-
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preting really is: very often they believe it is a word-for-word process and are
not able to provide the interpreters with the background information they re-
quire to do a reasonable job. Many, too, still wrongly believe that a person
who is bilingual will have no problems interpreting in any situation.

There are also continuing education programs devised for interpreters in
the public service sector. This can also be an interesting option for professional
translators who have no formal training as conference interpreters. Many of
the interpreters working in the public service sector have first languages that
are not offered in the interpreting degree programs in Switzerland (i.e. other
than German, French, Italian, English, or Spanish). This aspect of multilingua-
lism is one of the difficulties in any educational program. By necessity, the
teaching language is the common language of the course participants (in our
institute’s case: German) and the exercises are unidirectional. Only very late in
the programs are sessions in language pairs planned.

The interface between the postgraduate education program in specialized
translation and the programs for interpreters is the translation competence in-
terpreters need to translate documents that are needed or referred to during
the proceedings they are interpreting. Very often, interpreters are hesitant to
even try because they do not have the competence to translate specialized
texts, which are often highly complex (e.g. medical or technical reports, con-
tracts, and certificates). The required competence includes understanding
complex specialized contexts, converting the message to another language,
and then carefully formulating it. The first two steps are common to both the
interpreting and translating process, but the additional skill of converting the
message into written form, text production competence, must be acquired and
trained. There are therefore synergies that can be exploited in several modules,
such as translation theory, research techniques, basics of terminology, exer-
cises in text production, and the translation workshops.

Programs in postgraduate education can react flexibly to developments in
professional life, create new modules, provide the link between theory and prac-
tice, and last but not least easily incorporate “new” languages into modules.
These strengths should be applicable internationally to an interdisciplinary
approach in continuing education. Ideally, participants would be able to acquire
a broad spectrum of multilingual competence without interrupting their careers
by attending part-time courses at various universities throughout Europe.
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8 Appendix: Lesson allotment for modules and sub-modules
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Specialized translation modules
and sub-modules

1st semester
(12 weeks)

2nd semester
(7 weeks)

Theory Workshop Theory Workshop

Translation theory 15 8

Basic principles of terminology 8

Specialist knowledge
(science & technology)

5

Specialist knowledge
(business & finance)

24

Specialist knowledge (law) 16

Translation workshop 8 16

Writing seminar 16

Software for translators and
interpreters

16 8

Research techniques 8

Communication 8

Total 63 29 32 32

Theory lessons 95

Workshop lessons 61

Project work (lesson equivalents) 50

Total lessons 206
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